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Your word is a lamp for 
my feet, 

a light for my path. 1 
 
  

                                                           
1 Ps 119:105 
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SESSION ONE: 

 

WHAT IS THE BIBLE? 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

1.1 The Meaning of the Word Bible 

1.2 What the Bible is Not 

1.3 Who Wrote the Bible 

1.4 The Protagonists of the Bible  

1.5 How the Bible was Written  

1.6 When the Bible Written  

1.7 Biblical Languages 

1.8 Conclusion: Getting to know the Bible 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  What does the word Bible mean? 

2.  What is the Bible? 

3.  Who wrote the Bible? 

4.  What’s the objective of the Bible? 

 

Catechism of the Catholic Church: 

   

To learn more on this topic, read CCC 105-108; 120. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

  

1.1 The Meaning of the Word Bible 

 

We call Bible the group of books  that “having been written by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, 

have God as their author and, as such, have been handed  down to the Church  itself”  (cf.  First  

Vatican Council, Dei  Filius, Chapter 2, DS 1787). 

 

The   word Bible    comes    from  the  Greek  Biblos,  which  alludes  to  the Phoenician city  

of Gebal (presently names Jubayl,  located about 26  miles north of Beirut). Biblos was a port 

city in the Mediterranean Sea which was very important  for its trade  in Egyptian papyrus, the 

raw material  used to make paper in ancient times. 

 

As time passed, the name of the city became synonymous with the trade good, and from there 

to mean "book" in general, and in its plural form ta biblia, meaning “the books”. 

 

After that, the term Bible, went literally from the Greek to the Latin and from Latin to the 

diverse forms of the modern Western languages, to refer to the collection of sacred books used 

by both Jews and Christians. It is also called Sacred Scripture, Holy Books and more 

generically, the Word of God. 

 

1.2 What the Bible is Not 

 

The  Bible  is not one  single book.   Due  to the fact that it has a great number of documents, 

we can say it is more like  a small library containing 73 books. 
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But let us not be mistaken: the Bible  is  not just a literary selection of texts. It does  not contain 

all the books  written by  the people of Israel, nor is  it an anthology of the most representative 

texts, nor a summarized version of select works. 

 

It is a selection of  texts  based on  a canonical criterion by  which  Israel recognizes the 

essentials of its identity as the chosen people. This identity takes shape in  real people who  

lived  in  a concrete time, place and situation and through which Israel nourishes and transmits 

its faith. 

 

1.3  Who Wrote the Bible 

 

Vatican II is  clear and convincing, the books  of the Bible “written  under the inspiration of the 

Holy  Spirit, have God  as their author” (Cf.  DV,  n.  11).  God  is  the principal author, but 

there is  also a secondary author:  the human being. It is God’s Word because it comes from 

Him and it is human word because it arises from human hands and intelligence. It is as if God 

is the heart and the person is the instrument. It is God’s word but expressed in  human language 

and immersed in  human history. That is why it  reflects  the  style  and  personality  of   the  

writer  who   has  been  an instrument of God’s Revelation. 

 

The  Bible  speaks about the things of God,  but using human words:  “The spirit of  the  Lord  

spoke   through  me;  his   word was  on  my  tongue,”  the prophet says (2  Sam 23:2;  Cf.  Is  

59:21;   Cf.  Jer 1:9).    )  In  composing the sacred books,  God  chose  men  and while employed 

by Him they made use  of their powers and  abilities, so  that  with Him acting in  them and 

through them, they, as true authors, consigned to writing everything and only  those things 

which He wanted. (DV 11) 

 

The  Catechism of the Catholic Church reminds us  that “in  order to reveal himself to men,  in  

the condescension of his  goodness God  speaks to them in human words: “Indeed the words of 

God,  expressed in  the words of men,  are in every way like human language,”  (CCC 101) 

 

So,  in  spite of the diversity of authors, styles, periods and topics  depicted, the Bible   is  ONE  

SINGLE  BOOK, because  ONE  is  the Spirit that  has inspired it and ONE is the Word of God  

expressed in  each and every one  of its parts. Thus, you cannot read a particular text separating 

it from the rest, as many fundamentalist sects do. 

 

1.4  The Protagonists of the Bible 

 

In  order to be  able to decipher the deep message the Bible  contains, it is good  to pay attention 

to its two leading actors: God  and the human person. God  creates the human  being, He  rescues 

him   or her  after  the  fall, He promises mankind salvation and then saves them with concrete 

deeds. 

 

We  have to see  the  person, protagonist of  the Bible, not as an isolated human being, but part 

of a community, as a nation.  Here we find  important characters  such  as  Abraham,  Moses, 

David or the  prophets  of  the Old Testament.  And  in  the New  Testament we  find  Jesus, 

Mary, the apostles, and also Mary Magdalene, and the Good Samaritan, just to name a few. 

 

This  protagonism  of  God   and  mankind  can be  seen  in   the  way things happen, in  the 

stories told and in  the way they are written. The  Bible  not only  tells us  things about God  

recounted by  human beings. Both, God  and the human race knit together a common story 

because the Bible  narrates God’s relationship with mankind. That is why  we feel it is so close  

to us and so useful in our lives. 
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1.5 How the Bible was Written 

 

The  people of God  preserved and handed on  by  word of mouth, the events that  they had 

experienced from their  beginnings.   Later  they completed these oral traditions with their own  

interpretation in  order to discover their true meaning.  This interpretation was done  in  the light 

of faith, though at the beginning oral traditions were rarely put into written word. 

 

As  time went by,  someone started  collecting  the different texts, the oral traditions  and  other  

existing  documents,  creating  a  common written heritage  for all their  people.  These writings 

finally became the  finished book  that we  now  know.  There are some   writings, however, 

such as the letters of Saint Paul, that do not come  from previous oral traditions. 

 

The  texts do  not intend to give  us  a live  coverage of events, nor do  they intend  to  report  

historical  or  scientific  facts.    They   are  faith  inspired reflections about  the  human  being’s  

existential  questions  or  about  the problems they had to face as a community.  These reflections 

make God’s Revelation move  forward throughout the Old  Testament into the fullness of the 

New  Testament.  Nevertheless, the mystery of this whole process lies within the perpetual 

assistance of the Holy  Spirit.  Thus, this book  is  the result of both God’s and people’s actions. 

 

Further on,  we  will   see   what this  special assistance of  the Holy   Spirit consists of, when 

we talk about the inspiration of the Bible. 

 

1.6  When the Bible Was Written 

 

The  Old  Testament was written from the time of the monarchy during the tenth century to one 

century before Christ was born. 

 

The   New   Testament  was written  from the third  decade after  Christ’s death, to the time of 

death of the last apostle, in  the days of the first generation of Christians, during the second half 

of the first century A.D. 

 

1.7 Biblical Languages 

 

The   books   of  the Bible   were written  in   the  languages people spoke at the time. They 

belonged to a culture different from ours.  Our way of expressing concepts is very different 

from the way they spoke. The same happens with our way of thinking and seeing the world. 

Therefore, when we  open  a book  from the Bible  we must keep in mind the differences of 

thought and language for a better understanding of what God  and the human authors  wanted 

to say (Cf. DV 12,1). 

 

The Bible was written in the following  original languages: 

 Hebrew - most of the Old Testament. 

 Aramaic - the books  of Tobit,  Judith and fragments of Genesis, Ezra, Daniel and 

Jeremiah. 

 Greek - All of the New  Testament, as well the Old  Testament books of Wisdom, 2 

Maccabees, and parts of Esther and Daniel. 

 

1.8 Conclusion: Getting to Know the Bible 

 

This section may seem brief or even somewhat evasive, but its intent is to show  us the long  

way ahead of us.   More than an explanation, it is an invitation,  for what was written so long 

ago was written for our instruction,  that  through perseverance and with the encouragement of 

the Scriptures we  might have hope  (Rm  15:4). Hence, we  cannot get to know the Bible  by  
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hearsay.  It has to be  through  first- hand contact, by  reading it personally and regularly.   This 

“pick  it up  and read it” attitude is what led Saint Augustine of Hippo to his  conversion. 

 

In Brief: 

 

 The  word “Bible” comes  from the Greek Biblos which is the name of the city of Gebal, 

an important port city where they traded papyrus. Later, the word started to mean “book” 

or, in its plural form, books. After that it was used to refer to the collection of sacred 

books  for Jews and for Christians.  It is also known as Sacred Scriptures or The  Word 

of God. 

 

 The  Bible  is  the group of books  written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. 

Therefore, they have God as their principal author and, as such, they were handed down  

to the Church itself. 

 

 The   Bible   is  not a book,   a literary selection, or an  anthology.  It  is  a selection of 

texts based on a theological standard by which Israel recognizes the essentials of its 

identity as a chosen people. 

 

 The  books  of the Bible  have God as their author. He  is the principal author and the 

human being is  the secondary author.  It is  God’s  Word because it comes  from Him, 

and the human writer is the instrument God uses to reveal it. It is God speaking like  

humans speak and feel.   God works this way as a result of  His   condescension and  

goodness.   He  reveals himself in  human words. 

 

 The  Bible  is  one  book,  even  though we  may find  different authors, styles, periods of 

time and topics.   It has been inspired by the Holy  Spirit and the Word of God expressed 

in  each and every part of it has a central unity: it is the One  Word of God. 

 

 The   protagonists  of  the Bible   are God  and mankind.   God  creates the individual and 

rescues him   after  the fall making a promise of salvation. However, human beings have 

to be  participants  in  their own  salvation by becoming protagonists. We  have  to picture  

the  individual not  as an isolated human being, but as part of a community, as a nation.  

The  Bible shows us  God’s  relationship with humanity. That is  why  we  find  Him so 

close and ever present. 

 

 The  Bible   was put together by  handing down   oral recounts of the events God’s  people 

were going  through.  In  order to discover their true meaning, they completed  these oral 

traditions with their personal interpretation  in the light of faith. They  eventually started 

to write some  texts and later they combined them with the oral traditions.   These writings 

finally became the book that we now know. 

 

 The    texts  are  faith  inspired  reflections  about  humanity’s   existential questions; the 

book is the result of both God’s and people’s actions. 

 

 The  Bible  was written in different periods of time.  The  Old  Testament was written 

from the times of the monarchy, in  the tenth century B.C.,  to the first century before 

Christ.  The  New  Testament was concluded by the time of the last Apostle’s death. 

 

 The  Bible  was written in  the languages of that time, within the framework of  the  vision 

of  the  world and  concepts  of  those cultures.  The   original languages are Hebrew, 

Aramaic and Greek. 
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Points to Remember: 

 

 We  call Bible   the group of  books   that “having  been  written by  the inspiration of  the 

Holy  Spirit, ...  have God  as their author  and, as such, ... have been handed down to the 

Church itself.” (cf. First Vatican Council, Dei Filius, Chapter 2, DS 1787) 

 

 God  is  the principal author  and the human being is  the secondary author. 

 

 The  prophet says, “The  spirit of the Lord spoke  through me;  his  word was on my 

tongue.” (2 Sam 23:2) 

 

 “In   composing  the  sacred   books,    God    chose    persons  and  while employed by 

Him they made use  of their powers and abilities, so that with Him acting in  them and  

through them, they, as true authors, consigned  to  writing  everything  and  only   those  

things  which  He wanted.” (DV 11) 

 

 “The books of Scripture must be acknowledged as  teaching solidly, faithfully and without 

error that  truth  which God  wanted put into sacred writings for the sake of salvation.” 

(DV 11). 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

From the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation Dei Verbum  

 

Interpreting the Scriptures 

12.  However, since  God  speaks in  Sacred Scripture through men  in  human fashion, the 

interpreter of Sacred Scripture, in  order to see clearly what God wanted to communicate to us,  

should carefully investigate what meaning the sacred writers really intended, and what God  

wanted to manifest by means of their words. 

 

To search out the intention of the sacred writers, attention should be given, among other things, 

to "literary forms." For truth  is  set forth and expressed differently in  texts which  are  variously  

historical,  prophetic,  poetic, or of other forms of discourse. The  interpreter must investigate 

what meaning the sacred  writer  intended  to  express and  actually  expressed in   particular 

circumstances by using contemporary literary forms in  accordance with the situation of his  

own  time and culture.  For the correct understanding of what the  sacred  author  wanted  to  

assert,  due   attention  must  be  paid  to the customary and characteristic styles of feeling, 

speaking and narrating which prevailed at the time of the sacred writer, and to the patterns men  

normally employed at that period in their everyday dealings with one another. 

 

But, since  Sacred Scripture must be read and interpreted in  the sacred spirit in which it was 

written, no less  serious attention must be given  to the content and unity of the whole  of 

Scripture if the meaning of the sacred texts is to be correctly worked out. The  living tradition 

of the whole  Church must be taken into account along with the harmony which exists between 

elements of the faith. It is the task of exegetes to work according to these rules toward a better 

understanding and explanation of the meaning of Sacred Scripture, so that through preparatory 

study the judgment of the Church may mature. For all of  what has been  said  about the way of  

interpreting Scripture is  subject finally  to  the  judgment   of   the  Church,  which  carries  out  

the  divine commission and ministry of guarding and interpreting the word of God. 

 

God’s Condescension 

13.   In   Sacred  Scripture,  therefore, while the  truth  and  holiness of  God always remains  

intact,  the marvellous "condescension" of eternal wisdom is clearly shown, "that we may learn 
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the gentle kindness of God,  which words cannot express, and  how  far  He  has gone  in  

adapting His  language with thoughtful  concern for our  weak human  nature."  For  the  words 

of  God, expressed in  human language, have been  made like  human discourse, just as the 

word of the eternal Father, when He  took to Himself the flesh  of human weakness, was in 

every way made like men. 

 

Bibliography: 

 

1. The    Bible:    New    Revised  Standard   Version   -   Catholic   Edition (NRSVCE), 

1989. 

 

2.   Second Vatican Council:    Dogmatic    Constitution    on     Divine Revelation,  Dei 

Verbum (DV). 1965. 

 

3. A. Schönmetzer, Denzinger-Schönmetzer, (DS) 1963. Retrieved online at 

http://www.catecheticsonline.com/SourcesofDogma.php 

 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  What is the Bible? 

 

2.  Explain how we should NOT view  the Bible. 

 

3.  Who is the author of the Bible? 

 

4.  Who are the protagonists of the Bible? 

 

5.  Explain the process through which the Bible was written. 

 

6.  Name the approximate range of composition of the Old and New Testaments. 

 

7.  What are the original languages of the Bible. 

 

8.  What does  Saint Paul say about the way the Bible  was written?

http://www.catecheticsonline.com/SourcesofDogma.php
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SESSION TWO: 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE BIBLE AND ITS CONTENT 
 

 

Lesson Outline: 

 

2.1 Introduction 

2.2 God Has Spoken to Us 

2.3 God Continues to Speak to Us Today 

2.4 Different Attitudes Towards the Word of God 

2.5 Conclusion 

 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

Since the Bible was written such a long time ago, what connection or relevance can it possibly 

have for us today? 

Why  do  many people start  reading the Bible  with great enthusiasm, but after a short time, 

put it aside, puzzled or frustrated? 

 

 

The Catechism of the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more about this topic, read paragraphs 101 -104 & 133. 

 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

The   Second  Vatican  Council  in   the  Dogmatic  Constitution  on   Divine Revelation Dei  

Verbum  earnestly and especially urges all the Christian faithful to learn by frequent reading of 

the divine Scriptures the “excellent knowledge of Jesus Christ. For ignorance of the Scriptures 

is  ignorance  of Christ” (Cf. DV 25). 

 

However, it  is   a  reality  that  many  people encounter difficulties when reading the Bible  

because: 

 

 They  find  it difficult and complex 

 They    start  reading  with  no   preparation  and  without  adopting  the necessary 

spiritual dispositions 

 The  texts seem archaic (old-fashioned) and of no interest nowadays 

 They  do not find  any connection between the biblical texts and their daily lives 

 Others, feeling questioned, resist change 

 They  do not consider it necessary to read the Scriptures 

 They  think it is only for specialists 

 

There is no cause for alarm.  We can find  testimonies in the Bible  itself that some  passages 

are difficult to read.  For instance, the prophet Daniel asked himself about the  meaning of  some   

of  Jeremiah’s  oracles (Cf.  Dan 9:2). According to the Acts of the Apostles, an Ethiopian of 

the first century was in  this same situation and admitted that he  needed someone to explain 

the Scriptures to him  (Cf. Acts 8:30-35). 
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The  author in the Second Letter of Saint Peter admits that some  passages in the letters of Saint 

Paul are difficult to understand (Cf. 2 Pet 3:16). 

 

It is  true that it is  not unlawful to read the Bible  seeking its literary or cultural beauty; 

nevertheless it is more important to try to find  the religious message within and to try to read 

it with the same spirit of faith with which it was written. We have to be conscious that “we hear 

Him when we read the divine saying” (Saint Ambrose, Cf. PL  16,50), because Sacred Scripture 

puts us  in contact with the authentic Word of God,  the same as reading a friend’s letter makes 

us  talk to that friend. 

 

So,  in  order to make reading the  Bible   a real conversation and fruitful communication with 

God,  we  must adopt an attitude open to profound listening. Instead of seeking plain instruction, 

usefulness or unfruitful study, we must listen to God’s voice with our hearts wide  open. “He 

[Christ] is present in His word, since it is He Himself who  speaks when the Sacred Scriptures 

are read in the Church” (SC 7). 

 

Therefore Sacred Scripture must be read and interpreted with the help of the Holy  Spirit and 

under the guidance of the Magisterium of the Church, putting the following criteria into 

practice: 

 

 with attention to the content and unity of the whole of Scripture; 

 within the living Tradition of the Church; 

 with attention  to the analogy of faith, that  is,  the inner harmony which exists among 

the truths of the faith themselves. 

 

2.2 God Has Spoken to Us 

 

It is  important  to point out that  most religions were founded by human beings in  an attempt 

to reach God.   Biblical religions, such as  Judaism and Christianity, on the other hand, came 

about through an entirely distinct process. It is God who takes the initiative to come to the 

encounter of the human being and speak with him. 

 

“For in the sacred books, the Father who is in heaven meets His  children with great love and 

speaks with them” (DV 21). 

 

Why  does  He  do  it? What moves God  to come  to reach out to the human person? It is love  

that moves Him, because it is God  “who  wills everyone to be  saved and to come  to knowledge 

of the truth”  (2 Tim  2:4).  Knowledge  of the truth: that is,   knowledge of Jesus Christ. “He 

chose  to share with them those divine  treasures  which totally  transcend  the  understanding   

of  the human mind” (DV 6). 

 

In  his  divine way of teaching us,  God at first reveals himself by his  deeds in Salvation History.  

He  manifests himself in an operative way, starting with Creation. This is the type of revelation 

that must be discovered by studying the signs of the times (Mt 16: 1-4). 

 

Later on God spoke in  many ways to explain the mystery behind His  words and deeds. All 

this was written in the books  that form the Bible. 

 

Nevertheless the Bible  is  not a message about the past. “It  is  a living and effective Word”  

(Heb  4:12).  Even though it was written a long  time ago, its message remains valid. 
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2.2.1  Revelation 

 

We may ask ourselves how  much God  cares for us.  Sometimes we  feel  Him very  close;   at  

other  times  He   may  seem  distant,  almost  a  stranger. However, God  wants to be  in  contact 

with the whole human race because His  love  for each and every one  of us  is  infinite.  That 

is  why  He  takes the initiative  of  establishing a  dialogue with them.   He   speaks in   concrete 

moments and places.  He  speaks in  history through words and deeds.  He speaks in  order to 

save us.    Thus, we  call Salvation  History the  whole of God’s interventions in human history. 

 

God tells us  the way He  is, the way we are and His  plan for mankind.  This is  what we  call 

Revelation.  In   order to carry it  out, God  calls different mediators, human beings, and He  

communicates Himself to them in a slow, gradual process, “by deeds and words which are 

intrinsically bound up  with each other and shed light on each other” (Cf. CCC 53). 

 

The   Bible   is  the collection  of  books   that narrate the events in  Salvation History and the 

progress of God’s manifestation to mankind. The  Bible  is divided in  two  great sections:  Old  

Testament and New  Testament.   Each one of them has its own characteristics. 

 

2.2.2  Salvation History 

 

River water feels  very refreshing on  a warm day.  However, it can only  be refreshing for those 

who are immersed in the water, not for those who stand at the edge  of the river. The  same 

happens with Salvation History.  It is  a current  that  benefits only   the  ones   who   plunge  

into  it:  an  event  for participants, not bystanders. 

 

What is Salvation History? 

 

In the first course of this Certificate in Catechesis, Introduction to the Faith and Salvation 

History, we already touched upon the basic tenets of Salvation History. We must continue to 

develop our understanding of this as it is an essential part of understanding the Biblical message. 

 

Salvation History is the account of what God has done  and continues doing, in accordance to 

a project He  had from eternity,  for mankind in  order to communicate His love and His  mercy, 

and to give us a share in His  own divine life. 

 

Salvation History tells us  that God  has created the world and has given men and women life 

in order to manifest His  gratuitous love. 

 

It also tells us that God  entered into history, this is,  He  intervened in  a given time and place 

in  Israel’s  history.  More specifically, He intervened in  the life  of  some   of  its  people by  

signs, miracles and words to enable people to participate in His  friendship and divine life. 

 

Now, after the resurrection  of  Christ and the coming of  the Holy Spirit, this same Salvation 

History continues in the Church, where we  invoke God  as Father and we  account all men and 

women as brothers and sisters. 

 

Salvation History is  the group of  historical events by  which God shows His  love  for human 

beings and tries to lead them to a life  of friendship  and  intimacy  with  Him.  This  is   the  

final  outcome  of salvation. 

 

Remember from our first course that the two main characters in Salvation History are: 

 

 God, who   loves  the human being as  a  Father  does,   and thus creates him. He  places 

man and woman at the summit of creation, gives   them preferential treatment  and when 
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they sin,   He  seeks them with love  and gives   them a new  opportunity to regain His 

friendship. 

 

 The human person, who  is  unable to recognize the privileges of being God’s creature 

and even  less  correspond to God’s great love. Humanity falls and rises in  a continuous 

dialogue between fidelity and sin. 

 

When we speak of Salvation History, remember that we are referring to the human situation 

after original sin.  Before it, God  had no need  to save  us  or lead  us   back to His   friendship.  

This  relationship  of friendship, love  and  divine intimacy was the  environment  proper to the 

original state of saintliness and righteousness in Paradise. 

 

The  Old Testament divides Salvation History into four stages: 

 

 The promise: After man and woman sinned, God promised salvation by  means of the 

woman’s  offspring. Both parties, human beings and God,  took  part in  this stage: the 

former committing sin,   the latter making a promise. 

 

 The Choice: The  promise began when God chose  Abraham. In  fact, this call is a 

choosing that  transcends Abraham and is  directed to all people.   The   prophets had 

the task of  proclaiming that  when God calls, He  does   it gratuitously, beyond material  

and earthly issues. Once   again, there are two  actors taking  part:  One   who   calls  

and another one who responds. 

 

 The  Covenant:   Promise  and  choosing were  guaranteed   by   the Covenant or Alliance 

between God and His  people. 

 

 The Law:  God  proposes an alliance but sets conditions:   the people must commit to 

follow  the Law.  Nevertheless, this law is  not just a simple requirement. It  has  an  

objective  that  enriches the  human person. It makes him  capable of living according 

to God’s  will,  that only seeks the good. 

 

The  full  completion and fulfilment of this process is Christ: 

 

 He carries out the promise: He is the promised salvation. 

 He reveals the true meaning of being chosen. 

 He is the definitive Covenant and replaces the Old Covenant. 

 His  Law is love and this surpasses the old Law. 

 

2.2.3  Salvation History and the Bible 

 

The  Bible  narrates Salvation History, the focal point of which is Jesus Christ, the Word of 

God,  who  becomes flesh and enters our human history in a given place and time. 

 

The  Bible  is  born within a believing community which reflects on  its faith. After narrating 

creation and the origin of mankind, it covers a period of time that goes  from the nineteenth  

century before Christ until the end  of the first century A.D. The  Bible  gives  us  an account 

of the history of Israel, of Jesus of Nazareth and the first decades of the primitive Christian 

communities. 

 

However, this story does  not only  narrate interesting experiences that happened to certain 

people. It is through these stories that God’s plan for humanity can be unveiled. 
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2.2.4  Revelation Begins 

 

The  Old  Testament shows how  God  manifested Himself to the human race from the very 

beginning.  His  purpose was to prepare the coming of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of  all mankind.   

God  carried out this preparation in many ways by means of people, alliances, prophecies, births 

or deaths.  They are all part of a Revelation that takes place gradually. 

 

God  manifests Himself in  such a way so that even  the simplest people can understand. 

 

The  books  of the Bible  retain a permanent value because they are divinely inspired.  Their  

teachings  cannot  be   revoked  even   though  they  contain matters imperfect and provisional, 

since these teachings are the true Word of God (Cf. CCC 121,  122). 

 

2.2.5  The Revelation of God in the New Testament 

 

What place does  Jesus Christ hold  in  God’s revelation to the human race? Jesus is the Word 

of God  that became flesh  (Cf. Jn 1:14).  He  came to perfect and to make intelligible all things 

revealed in  the Old  Testament. God  does not say many things. God  speaks only  one single 

Word, his  one Utterance in whom He expresses Himself completely (CCC 102). 

 

Thus, the New  Testament is  “the  fullness of time”  (Gal 4:4;  Lk  16:16). It gives  fulfillment 

to the hope  planted throughout all of the Old  Testament. This way it is the new and definitive 

covenant that will  never pass away  and we   now    await  no   further  new    public  revelation   

before   the  glorious manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ (see  1 Tim  6:14,  Tit 2:13  and 

DV 4; CCC 124). 

 

2.3 God Continues to Speak to Us Today 

 

Has God forgotten us and become silent? The  answer to this lies  in thinking of God’s Word 

as something living and close  to us  that keeps on questioning each and every one of us.   

Essentially, it questions us in two ways: 

 

 Through Words 

 

God  reveals himself by words that are written in  the Bible, which contains the living Word of 

God so that it continues echoing throughout the centuries (Cf.  Heb  4:12-13).  Through this  

Word God  speaks uninterruptedly  to the Church. Hence, when the Sacred Scripture is 

proclaimed at Church it is God himself speaking and “ignorance of the Scriptures is  ignorance 

of Christ” (Saint Jerome; also Cf. DV 25). 

 

 Through Our Life Circumstances 

 

In  the Old  Testament, God  not only  announced his  project of delivering the Israelites from 

slavery in  Egypt (Cf. Ex  3), but He  indeed set them free and led them out of Egypt (Cf. Ex 

12-15). 

 

In  the New  Testament Jesus multiplies the bread and then reveals Himself as the Bread of 

Life,  thus explaining the sign  that He  had just performed (Cf.  Jn 6).  He  also declares that 

He  is  the Resurrection and the Life,  and directly after  He  brings Lazarus back to life  (Cf.  

Jn 11).  This way we  are able to understand that God  reveals Himself by deeds and words that 

have an inner unity. 
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2.4 Different Attitudes Towards the Word of God 

 

When we speak with someone we expect him or her to pay attention, to listen and to give  an 

answer to us.   The  same happens with God who speaks to us.    He  expects a response of faith 

that  involves our entire being: all of our dimensions and our personal and community aspects. 

 

We cannot remain neutral or indifferent towards the Word of God: either we accept it or we 

reject it. 

 

In   the Parable of  the  Sower (Cf.  Lk   8:4-5)   Christ  Himself describes the different attitudes 

people will have towards the Word of God: 

 

Listening to God’s  Word but not complying with what is  expected of us. This is  like  the 

people that rushed to listen to Ezekiel but only out of curiosity: they did  not put God’s message 

into practice (Cf. Ezk  33:30-33). Another  example  is   the  prodigal son   who  says “yes”  to  

his   father  but afterwards is not true to his  word (Cf. Mt 21:28-32; Jer 7:23-28). 

 

Listening and observing God’s Word.  This is akin to the man who built his house on solid  rock 

(Cf. Lk 6:47-49). 

 

Listening and spreading God’s  Word like  the Thessalonians did  (Cf.  1Thess 1:6-10;   2:13)   

when they embraced Paul’s  teachings,  or like the Apostles  who  preached with great freedom 

and courage (Cf.  Acts  4:18-20.29-31). 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

 

The  intention of the Bible  is not simply  to narrate the experiences of a certain number of  

people but,  through  their  experiences, to offer us  a universal model that each of us can follow. 

 

It gives  us  the key  for interpreting  history, for recovering the compass that will  guide us  in 

the shadows of the world and for revitalizing our heart that sometimes loses  its enthusiasm. 

 

Knowing and appreciating  God’s Word, whether  we  approach the written word or whether  

we  discover it amid daily circumstances, cannot leave us neutral or indifferent.  It demands the 

obedience of faith in  every step we take and every moment of our lives. 

 

Luke concludes: “blessed are those who  hear the word of God  and observe it” (Lk  11:28), and 

Paul explains this passage by  saying that by  obeying that Word we receive salvation (Cf. Rom 

1:5; 16:26). 

 

In Brief: 

 

 The   Second Vatican Council urges all the Christian faithful to read  the Sacred 

Scriptures  frequently.   However, it  is  a reality that  many people encounter difficulties 

when reading the Bible  because, among many reasons, they find  it difficult and 

complex, they do not adopt the necessary spiritual dispositions,  or they do not find  any 

connection  between the biblical texts and their lives  or the world nowadays. 

 

 We can find testimonies in the Bible itself that some passages are difficult to read. 

Therefore, the Bible must be read with the same spirit of faith with which it was written.  

 

 So, in order to make reading the Bible a real conversation and fruitful communication 

with God, we must adopt a deep attitude of listening.  Thus, Sacred Scripture must be 
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read and interpreted with the help of the Holy Spirit and under the guidance of the 

Magisterium of the Church. 

 

 Moved by love, it is God who takes the initiative to come to meet human beings and 

speak with them.  God at first reveals Himself by his deeds in Salvation History which 

is the whole of God’s interventions in human history. 

 

 In Revelation God tells us the way He is and He shows us His plan for mankind.  In 

order to carry it out, God calls different mediators, human beings.   

 

 The Bible is the account of what God has done and continues doing, in accordance with 

a project He had from eternity in favour of mankind in order to communicate His love 

and His mercy, and to give us a share in his own divine life.   

 

 Salvation history tells us that God has created the world and has given humanity life in 

order to manifest his gratuitous love within the framework of a given time and space in 

Israel’s history.  Now, after the resurrection of Christ and the coming of the Holy Spirit, 

this same Salvation History continues in the Church, where we invoke God as Father in 

order to have a life of friendship and intimacy with Him. The outcome of this whole 

process is salvation.  

 

 Salvation History is the series of events that took place after original sin. Before original 

sin, God had no need to save the human race or lead it back to His friendship because 

this relationship of friendship, love and divine intimacy was the environment proper to 

the original state of saintliness and righteousness in Paradise.   

 

 The Bible is the collection of books that narrate the events in Salvation History and the 

progress of God’s manifestation to mankind. It is divided in two great sections:  Old 

Testament and New Testament. 

 

 The Old Testament frames Salvation History dividing it in four stages: the promise, the 

choosing, the Covenant and the law. The full completion and fulfillment of this process 

is Christ. This is the main teaching of the New Testament and the focal point of 

Salvation History. Jesus Christ, the Word of God, becomes flesh and enters our human 

history in a given place and time.  He came to perfect and to make intelligible all things 

revealed in the Old Testament. 

 

 “…We  now   await  no   further  new   public revelation  before the  glorious 

manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ” (see  1 Tim  6:14,  Tit 2:13;  Cf. DV 4; CCC 

124). 

 

 God continues speaking to us  by words written in  the Bible  and by ordinary 

happenings. He expects a response of faith that involves our entire being: all of our 

dimensions and our personal and community aspects. Christ Himself describes the 

different attitudes  towards the Word of God  in  the parable of the sower: the one  who  

listens but does  not observe the Word and the one who  listens and puts it into practice, 

just like  the man who  builds his  house on solid  rock. 
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Points to Remember: 

 

 We  are urged to read the Sacred Scriptures frequently so  that we learn  the excellent 

knowledge of  Jesus  Christ,  for ignorance  of  the Scriptures is ignorance of Christ (Cf. 

DV 25). 

 

 “We have been given Sacred Scripture so that God and man may talk together; for we 

speak to Him when we pray; we hear Him when we read the divine saying.” (Saint 

Ambrose) 

 

 “He (Christ) is present in  His  word, since  it is He  Himself who  speaks when the 

sacred scriptures are read in the Church” (SC 7). 

 

 “For  in   the  sacred  books,   the  Father  who   is  in   heaven  meets  His children with 

great love and speaks with them” (DV 21). 

 

 Salvation history is the group of historical events by which God shows His  love  for 

mankind and tries to lead us  to a life  of friendship and intimacy with Him. This is the 

final outcome of salvation. 

 

 The  full completion and fulfillment of Salvation history is Christ. 

 

 The  New  Testament is the “fullness of time” (Gal 4:4). 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material 

 

From the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation Dei Verbum 21-24. 

 

21.   The   Church has  always venerated the divine Scriptures  just  as  she venerates the body  

of the Lord, since,   especially in  the sacred liturgy, she unceasingly receives and offers to the 

faithful the bread of life from the table both of God's  word and of Christ's  body.  She  has 

always maintained them, and continues to do so, together with sacred tradition, as the supreme 

rule of faith, since,  as inspired by God  and committed once  and for all to writing, they impart 

the word of God  Himself without change, and make the voice of the Holy  Spirit resound in  

the words of the prophets and Apostles. Therefore, like  the Christian  religion itself, all the 

preaching of the Church must be nourished and regulated by  Sacred Scripture. For in  the sacred 

books,  the Father who  is in  heaven meets His  children with great love and speaks with them; 

and the force and power in the word of God is so great that it stands as the support and energy 

of the Church, the strength of faith for her sons,  the food    of   the   soul,    the  pure   and   

everlasting  source  of   spiritual  life. Consequently, these words are perfectly applicable to 

Sacred Scripture: "For the word of God is living and active" (Heb.  4:12) and "it has power to 

build you up  and give  you your heritage among all those who  are sanctified" (Acts 20:32;  see 

1 Thess. 2:13). 

 

22.  Easy access to Sacred Scripture should be provided for all the Christian faithful. That is 

why  the Church  from the very beginning accepted as her own that very ancient Greek 

translation of the Old  Testament which is called the Septuagint; and she  has always given  a 

place of honour to other Eastern translations and Latin ones  especially the Latin  translation 

known as the Vulgate. But since   the word of God  should be  accessible at all times, the Church 

by her authority and with maternal  concern sees  to it that suitable and correct translations  are 

made into different languages, especially from the original texts of the sacred books.  And 

should the opportunity arise and the Church authorities approve, if these translations are 
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produced in cooperation with the separated brethren as well,  all Christians will  be able to use 

them. 

 

23. The  bride of the incarnate Word, the Church taught by the Holy  Spirit, is concerned  to  

move   ahead  toward a  deeper understanding  of  the  Sacred Scriptures so that she  may 

increasingly feed her sons  with the divine words. Therefore, she also encourages the study of 

the holy Fathers of both East and West and  of  sacred liturgies.  Catholic exegetes then and 

other students  of sacred theology, working diligently together and  using appropriate  means, 

should devote their energies, under the watchful care of the sacred teaching office of the 

Church, to an exploration and exposition of the divine writings. This should be so done  that as 

many ministers of the divine word as possible will  be  able effectively to provide the 

nourishment  of the Scriptures  for the people  of God,  to enlighten their minds, strengthen their 

wills, and set men's hearts on fire with the love of God.   The  sacred synod encourages the sons  

of the Church  and  Biblical  scholars  to continue energetically, following the mind of the 

Church, with the work they have so well  begun, with a constant renewal of vigour. 

 

24.  Sacred theology rests on the written word of God,  together with sacred tradition,  as its 

primary and perpetual foundation. By scrutinizing in  the light of faith all truth stored up  in  the 

mystery of Christ,  theology is  most powerfully strengthened and  constantly rejuvenated by  

that  word. For the Sacred Scriptures contain the word of God and since they are inspired, really 

are the word of God;  and so the study of the sacred page is,  as it were, the soul  of sacred 

theology.  By the same word of Scripture the ministry of the word  also,  that  is,   pastoral  

preaching,  catechetics and  all  Christian instruction, in  which the liturgical  homily must hold 

the foremost place, is nourished in a healthy way and flourishes in a holy way. 
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Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  Can God really establish communication with human beings? 

 

2.  Is this communication necessary and reliable? 

 

3.  What means did God use in order to communicate with us? 

 

4.  Why is the Bible important in our lives? 

 

5.  What can we learn from the way God revealed Himself throughout history? 

 

6.  What can we do to not only listen to God’s Word but to observe it and spread it among our 

brethren? 

 

7.   What is Salvation History? 

 

8.  Who are the main characters of Salvation History? 

 

9. What must our attitude be towards the Word of God?
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SESSION THREE: 

 

HOW TO USE THE BIBLE 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

3.1 Introduction 

3.2 Parts of the Bible 

3.3 Classifying the Books of the Bible 

3.4 Internal Division Into Chapters and Verses 

3.5 Biblical References 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  How you can identify a Catholic Bible. 

2.  What is  the main idea of the Bible? 

 

The Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more about this topic, read paragraphs 105, 109 &138. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

We all know that the trails in a forest are not the forest itself. Nevertheless, a map of those trails 

can guide us  so that we can discover the whole forest. This also applies to the Bible, because 

of its great breadth. In  order to move easily from one  place to another when we  are trying to 

find  a passage, we need to know how the Bible  is structured and the right place to find  what 

we are looking for. 

 

What can we  expect from this subject?  We  will  not be  talking about the theological  aspects 

of  the Bible   during this  lesson, but about something practical and useful such as finding our 

way through its structure, its books and unifying references. 

 

3.2 The Parts of the Bible 

 

The  Bible  is structured into two main parts: 

 

The Old Testament 

Made up of 46 books, which are further grouped as follows: 

 

 The Pentateuch 

 Historical Books 

 Didactic or Moral Books 

 Wisdom Books 

 Prophetic Books 
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The New Testament 

Made up of 27 books: 

 

 Gospels 

 Letters 

 1 Historical book 

 1 Prophetic book 

 

3.3 Classifying the Books of the Bible 

 

There are various ways to classify the books  of the Bible.  Some  ways make  reference  to  

their  literary  style,  others  allude  to  the  author’s intention,  and still others refer to the 

chronology, etc.   Currently the most widely used classification is the logical one  which makes 

reference to the content of the books. 

 

OLD TESTAMENT 

 

PENTATEUCH 

Genesis 

Exodus  

Leviticus  

Numbers  

Deuteronomy 

 

HISTORICAL BOOKS 

Joshua 

Judges 

1 Samuel 

2 Samuel 

1 Kings 

2 Kings 

Ruth 

1 Chronicles 

2 Chronicles 

Ezra 

Nehemiah 

1 Maccabees 

2 Maccabees 

 

PROPHETIC BOOKS 

Isaiah  

Jeremiah  

Lamentations  

Baruch  

Ezekiel 

Daniel 

Hosea  

Joel  

Amos  

Obadiah  

Micah  

Nahum 

Habakkuk  

Zephaniah  

Haggai  

Zechariah  

Malachi 

 

DIDACTIC BOOKS 

Tobit  

Judith  

Esther  

Jonah 

 

WISDOM BOOKS 

Job  

Psalms  

Proverbs  

Ecclesiastes  

Song of Songs  

Wisdom  

Sirach 

 

NEW TESTAMENT 

 

GOSPELS  

Matthew  

Mark 

Luke 

John 

 

HISTORICAL BOOK 

Acts of the Apostles 

 

LETTERS OR  

EPISTLES 

Letter to: 

-Romans 

-1 Corinthians 

-2 Corinthians 

-Galatians 

-Ephesians 

-Philippians 

-Colossians 

-1 Thessalonians 

-2 Thessalonians 

-1 Timothy 

-2 Timothy 

-Titus 

-Philemon 

-Hebrews 

 

CATHOLIC OR  

GENERAL EPISTLES 

James 

1 Peter 

2 Peter 

1 John 

2 John 

3 John 

Jude 

 

PROPHETIC BOOK 

Revelation
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3.4 Internal Division Into Chapters and Verses 

 

When  we   open   the Bible   we  find   it  divided or structured  according  to chapters  and  

verses. However this  division was not made by  the sacred writers. It is a didactic (teaching) 

resource that was put there much later to make locating a text easier and to unify references. 

 

The  present division into chapters was made by the Catholic cleric Stephen Langton,  who   

later   became  Archbishop of   Canterbury.  He   made  the divisions while he worked as 

professor at The Sorbonne University of Paris around 1220. 

 

The  version of the Vulgate that he  used can still be  found in  the National Library of Paris 

under the number 14417. 

 

However, as the study of  the Bible   became more precise and meticulous, soon the division 

into chapters was insufficient. 

 

It was then that,  in  1528   in  Lyon,   France, Santino Pagnini, an  Italian Dominican friar, 

published an edition subdivided into shorter sentences that had full  meaning. These were the 

verses we still use to this day. 

 

Nevertheless the final division into verses is  a work of the editor Robert Etienne, who  corrected 

and completed  the work made by  Pagnini during a trip from Paris to Lyon  in 1551. 

 

Lastly, in 1592,  Pope  Clement VIII  ordered the publication of a new  version of  the Vulgate 

which included the now  widespread division into chapters and verses. 

 

 

3.5 How to Reference the Bible 

 

In  antiquity, when it was necessary to quote a passage from the Bible  they mentioned “the 

event”.  For example, Mark cites Exodus 3:6 by saying “have you not read in the Book of 

Moses,  in  the passage about the bush…” (Cf. Mk 12:26). This would involve a very 

complicated  search because Moses was  considered the author  of the five  books  of the 

Pentateuch. The  book  of Exodus alone, just one of these five, has forty chapters! 

 

The current use: 

 

In  order to unify book  references each book  has its own  abbreviation. The list of abbreviations 

varies from translation to translation, and for clarity it is usually placed in  the first or the last 

pages of the different editions of the Bible. For example:  Gen  = Genesis; Mt = Mathew. 

 

When there  is  more than  one  book  with the  same name, you  place the number of the book  

before the abbreviation of the cited book,  e.g.,  2 Kg  = Second Book of Kings. 

 

The  number of  the chapter follows the abbreviation, e.g.,  2  Kg  5  = Second Book of Kings, 

chapter 5. 

 

Chapters are further broken down into verses. These are numbered by  placing a colon between 

the chapter and verse number, e.g.,  2  Kg  5:7  =  Second Book  of Kings, chapter 5, verse 7. 

 

With books  that have only  one  chapter, such as Philemon, we  number only the verses, e.g.,  

Philem 5 = Letter to Philemon, verse 5. 
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A comma (,) means “and”.   It is  used between verse numbers of the same chapter, e.g.,  Ex 

15:5,7  = Exodus, chapter 15, verses 5 and 7. 

 

Use   semicolons to separate  references, e.g.,   Lk  5:6;  Jn 3:4  or between references that give  

chapter and verse numbers from different chapters of a same book,  e.g.,  Jn 9:1;  12:3  = John, 

chapter 9, verse 1 and  John, chapter 12, verse 3. 

 

A  single dash  is   used  between  verses  to  indicate  “from-to”  within  one chapter, e.g.,  Jn 

17:7-21 = John, chapter 17, from verse 7 to 21. 

 

The  letters “f” or “ff” mean following verse or following verses. 

 

 

In Brief: 

 

 In  order to move  easily from one place to another when we are trying to find a passage, 

we need to know how the Bible  is structured. 

 

 The  Bible  has two main parts: 

 

 Old Testament - made up  of 46  books  grouped as follows:  Pentateuch, Historical 

Books, Didactic or Moral Books, Wisdom Books, Prophetical Books. 

 

 New Testament - made up  of 27 books:  the Gospels, Letters, one  Historical book,  and 

one 

 Prophetic book. 

 

 The   internal  division of  the Bible   into chapters  and verses is  a didactic resource 

that was made by Stephen Langton around 1220.  As  the study of the  Bible   became  

more  precise  and  meticulous,  soon   the  division into chapters was insufficient. In  

1528,  Santino Pagnini, an Italian Dominican friar, published an edition subdivided into 

shorter phrases that  had full meaning. These are the verses we  use  nowadays. In  1592,   

Pope   Clement VIII  ordered the publication of a new  version of the Vulgate which 

included the now widespread division into chapters and verses. 

 

 In  order to handle the Bible  properly it is  important  to know Bible citations  or  

references.    Their  purpose  is   to  cite  book  names, chapters and verse numbers 

appropriately. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 The  Bible  has seventy-three books 

 

 It is divided into two main parts: Old and New  Testaments. 

 

 The  division into chapters and verses that we  now  find  in  all Bibles was created to 

facilitate finding our way through  its structure,  its books  and to unify references. 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

Address  of   Pope  John  Paul  II to Pontifical Biblical Commission (April 23, 1993) 

 

15.  Lastly, one  will   perceive the document's  stress on  the fact that  the biblical  Word is  at 

work speaking universally, in  time and  space, to all humanity. If "the words of God...are like  
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human language" (Dei  Verbum, n.  13),  it is so that they may be understood by all. They  must 

not remain distant,  "too mysterious and remote for you....  For the word is very near to you,  

already in  your mouths and in  your hearts; you have only  to carry it out" (see Deuteronomy 

30:11,  14). 

 

This is the aim of biblical interpretation. If the first task of exegesis  is to arrive at the authentic 

sense   of  the sacred  text or even  at its different senses, it must then communicate this meaning 

to the recipient of Sacred Scripture, who  is  every  human person, if possible. The  Bible  

exercises its influence down the centuries. A constant  process of actualization adapts the  

interpretation   to  the  contemporary mentality  and  language.  The concrete, immediate  nature  

of  biblical language  greatly facilitates  this adaptation,  but  its  origin  in   an  ancient  culture  

causes  not  a  few difficulties. Therefore, biblical thought must always be  translated  anew into 

contemporary language so that it may be expressed in  ways suited to its listeners. This 

translation,  however, should be faithful to the original and cannot force the texts in order to 

accommodate an interpretation or an approach fashionable at a given  time. The  word of God  

must appear in all its splendour, even  if it is  "expressed in  human words" (Dei  Verbum, n. 

13). 

 

Today the Bible  has spread to every continent and every nation. However, in  order  for it  to 

have a  profound effect, there must  be  inculturation according  to  the  genius  proper  to  each  

people.   Perhaps  nations  less marked by the deviances of modern Western civilization will  

understand the biblical message more easily than those who  are already insensitive as it  were 

to the action of  God's  word  because of  secularization and  the excesses  of de-mythologization. 

 

In our day, a great effort is necessary, not only  on the part of scholars and preachers, but also 

those who  popularize biblical thought: they should use every  means  possible-and there are  

many  today-so that  the  universal significance of the biblical message may be widely 

acknowledged and its saving efficacy may be seen everywhere. 

 

Thanks to this document, the interpretation  of the Bible  in  the Church will  be able to obtain 

new  vigour for the good  of the whole  world, so that the truth may shine forth and stir up  

charity on the threshold of the third millennium. 

 

Bibliography: 

 

1.  The    Bible:    New    Revised  Standard   Version   -   Catholic   Edition (NRSVCE), 1989. 

 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  Give four examples of how should you cite a text from the Bible. 

 

2.  How ar the books of the Bible classified in consideration of their content? 

 

3.  Why  did  it become necessary to organize the Bible  in  chapters and verses? To whom do 

we owe this advance?
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SESSION FOUR: 

 

THE INSPIRATION OF THE BIBLE 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

4.1 Introduction 

4.2 What is Biblical Inspiration? 

4.3 What Biblical Inspiration Is Not 

4.4 To What Extent is the Bible Inspired? 

4.5 Conclusion: The Primary Cause of Inspiration 

 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

Look for biblical passages  in  the New  Testament where Scripture itself says that it is source 

of life and standard of truth. 

 

Look for biblical passages where Scared Scripture is  identified with the Word of God. 

 

The Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more about this topic, read paragraphs 81, 105 to 107,  and 135. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The  idea that a person may use  certain words or write full  books  under a special inspiration 

is very common in  the great cultures of all times. It was present  in   Ancient  Greece,  Rome    

and  even    in   Hinduism  and  Islam. Therefore,  the   existence  of   books    written  by   

inspiration   is    not  an extraordinary thing. 

 

We all agree that when Shakespeare wrote Hamlet or Romeo  and Juliet he was very inspired. 

But, qualitatively speaking, there is a chasm between the literary inspiration needed to produce 

a work of art and the inspiration of the most modest book  of the Bible. This is  because we  are 

talking about a different kind of inspiration, both in content as well  as in origin.  “The books 

of  Scripture  must  be   acknowledged as  teaching  solidly,  faithfully  and without error that 

truth which God  wanted put into sacred writings for the sake of salvation” (DV 11); whereas 

the others are an artistic creation which uses the written word as an instrument of expression. 

 

In  order to establish to what extent the Bible  is  not only  a special book,  a product of  human 

wisdom and literary inspiration but a book  that goes beyond human  inspiration  because it 

contains saving truths  revealed by God,  first we need to know what the inspiration under which 

it was written consists of. 

 

4.2 What is Biblical Inspiration? 

 

According to  the  Second  Vatican  Council,  divine  inspiration   is   God’s supernatural  action 

on  the  powers and  abilities  of  the  human  authors chosen by Him to write the Sacred Books. 
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The   Holy   Spirit  inspired  the  sacred  authors  and  assisted  them  while writing. However 

the human authors  contributed by  adding their personal style, their vision of things, and their 

ability for summarizing or organizing information. 

This means that  they acted as human beings endowed with reason. Thus, they are true authors  

who  followed the voice  of the Holy  Spirit speaking within their hearts. 

 

The  influx or supernatural inspiration of God in the human writer works on his   higher faculties 

(intellect and will)  to enlighten and motivate him   to consign to writing everything and only  

those things which God  wants (Cf. DV 11). 

 

The  writer’s intellect receives God’s supernatural influence so that he can  rightly   grasp   in    

mind  those  things  that   God    wants   to communicate to mankind and thus  judge them 

according to divine truth (Cf. Providentissimus Deus,  Leo XIII,  number 20, DS 1952). 

 

God  impels the author’s  will  in  order to choose  and write the divine message.  We can see  

the way God  orders Moses to “write down”  His words (Ex 34:27). He  also instructs Jeremiah 

as follows:  “take a scroll and write on it all the words I have spoken to you” (Jer 36:2). 

 

Even though God  is  the main author because He  takes the initiative, the sacred writer is not a 

passive instrument.  He  selects the literary genre and style and remains free to express himself 

using his  own  knowledge as well as adding accents that are a result of his  personal 

experiences, his  cultural environment  and  his   human  profile.  He   is   a  true  author  because  

he contributes with his  qualities and limitations and strives to deliver without being conscious, 

in many cases, of God’s mysterious inspiration in his  heart. 

 

An   example  of  this  is   Luke,  who   wrote  his   Gospel  “after  investigating accurately” 

what others had written before him  (Lk  1:3).   The  author of the Second Book  of Maccabees 

(2 Mac 3:23-26) also speaks of his  own  work and the difficulties he  encountered as he  tried 

to summarize into one  the five books  that he used as a source. 

 

In  the two previous examples it seems that both authors are more conscious of the difficulties 

in  their task than of a divine action present in them.  The translator  of  the  Book   of  Sirach  

admits  to  his   painstaking  efforts  in interpretation (Cf. Foreword by the translator from 

Hebrew to Greek at the beginning of the Book of Sirach). 

 

On  the other hand, Isaiah and Jeremiah, as well  as other prophets, were fully  aware that it was 

Yahweh who  put words in  their mouths (Jer 1:9).  It was God addressing them (Jer 1:4).   It 

was Yahweh who  frequently spoke to them (Cf. Is  8:5;  21:16;  31:4),  and who  expressly 

commanded: “Write all the words I have spoken to you  in  a book”  (Jer 30:2);  “Take another 

scroll, and write on  it everything that the first scroll contained, which Jehoiakim,  king of Judah, 

burned up” (Jer 36:28). 

 

In  the New  Testament John is  also fully  aware that the words in  his  Book are  prophetic 

words (Cf.  Rev  22:7)  because they were revealed by  Jesus Christ (Cf. Rev 1:1-3). 

 

4.3 What Biblical Inspiration Is Not 

  

A word-by-word dictation. If it were so, the sacred writer would just be a copyist. 

 

An  encyclopaedic  compendium  of  science and  culture  covering every aspect of human 

knowledge. Saint Paul says, “For whatever was written previously was written for our 

instruction, that by endurance and by the encouragement of the scriptures we might have hope” 

(Rom  15:4). 
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The  fact that a text has been divinely inspired does  not guarantee that it may be correctly 

understood right away. The  dynamics of Revelation and the promise of Christ tell us  that 

inspiration comes   first and then the comprehension of the inspired text: “The  Advocate, the 

Holy  Spirit that the Father  will   send in  my  name -  he  will   teach you  everything and 

remind you of all that I told you” (Jn 14:26)  and “he will  guide you to all truth” (Jn 16:13). 

 

Inspiration does  not change the person. The  sacred writer is not a know- it-all.  Inspiration  

does   not  change the  writer’s  cultural  level,   but  it enlightens him  so  that  the sacred book  

can reach its goal, which is  to teach solidly, faithfully and without error that truth which God  

wanted put into sacred writings for the sake of salvation (Cf. DV 11). 

 

4.4 To What Extent is the Bible Inspired? 

 

We  must clarify to what extent the Bible  is  inspired. It is  evident that a grammar  mistake,  

inaccuracy in   geographical information  or  a  wrong mathematical calculation cannot be taken 

as a mistake in  God’s inspiration to the writer.  They  are simply due  to human limitations.  

We have alreadyexplained that the writer is  not a passive instrument.   He  writes just the way 

he is, a person with talents, but also with limitations. 

 

Because of the charisma of inspiration, God is the author of the Bible  but in a way that does  

not exclude the human being’s  real authorship.  Unlike a dictation, the Holy   Spirit does   not 

exclude the  writer’s  freedom nor  his personal capacities. On the contrary, he enlightens and 

inspires them. 

 

Therefore: 

 

All books  in  the canon of the Scriptures are inspired to their full  extent. 

 

We cannot say that a certain passage is not inspired because it is difficult to interpret  or because 

it does   not seem sacred or because it may be literarily not very impressive. “Having been  

written by the inspiration  of the Holy  Spirit,  they have God  as their author  and, as such, they 

have been  handed down to the Church itself” (First Vatican Council, Dei Filius Dogmatic 

Constitution, Chapter 2. Cf. DS 1787.) 

 

This also applies to the books  that were written by several authors  who intervened at  the  

different stages of  their composition.  For example, when we say that the Book  of Isaiah was 

written by the prophet and his disciples, this means that all the parts written by Isaiah himself 

and all the ones  written by his  disciples are inspired. 

 

There is a special case in  the Greek version of the Book  of Sirach, which is  the one  that  the 

Church acknowledges as inspired. It has a Foreword in  which the Greek translator  explains 

the reasons that  moved him   to accomplish this difficult  task.   Since this Foreword is  not a 

part of the book itself, many people do not consider it as canonical. 

 

 

4.5 Conclusion: The Primary Cause of Inspiration 

 

Keeping in  mind that biblical inspiration is  a positive action or influence of the Holy  Spirit 

upon the human writer, it is possible to conclude that God is the main cause (in  theological  

language, “primary  cause”)  of all that which is  asserted in  the Scriptures. Thus, “with Him 

acting in  them and through them, they, as true authors, consigned to writing everything and 

only  those things which He wanted” (DV 11). 
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In Brief: 

 

 The  idea that a person may use  certain words or write full  books  under a special  

inspiration  is   very  common  in   the  great  cultures  of  all  times. Therefore,  the   

existence  of   books    written  by   inspiration   is    not  an extraordinary thing. 

 

 However, the inspiration  of  the books   of  the Bible   belongs to a different nature.  

“The   books   of  the  Scripture  must  be  acknowledged as  teaching solidly, faithfully 

and without error that truth which God  wanted put into sacred writings for the sake of 

salvation” (DV 11). 

 

 The   Holy   Spirit  inspired  the  sacred  authors  and  assisted  them  while writing. 

However the human authors  contributed by  adding their personal style, their vision of 

things, and their ability for summarizing or organizing information. 

 

 They  are true authors  who  followed the voice  of the Holy  Spirit who  spoke within 

their hearts. 

 

 The  influence or supernatural inspiration of God in the human writer works on  his  

higher faculties (intellect and will)  to enlighten and motivate him  to consign to writing 

everything and only  those things which God  wants (Cf. DV 11). 

 

 Even though God  is  the main author because He  takes the initiative, the sacred writer 

is  not a passive instrument.  He  is  a true author  because he contributes with his  

qualities and limitations. 

 

 The   Holy   Spirit  does   not  exclude the  writer’s  freedom  or  his   personal capacities. 

On the contrary, He enlightens and inspires them. 

 

 All books  in the canon of the Scriptures are inspired to their full  extent. This also  

applies  to  the  books    that  were written  by   several  authors  who intervened at the 

different stages of their composition. 

 

 God is the primary cause of all which is asserted in the Scriptures. 

 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 Divine inspiration  is  God’s  supernatural  action on  the powers and abilities of  the 

human authors  chosen by  Him to write the Sacred Books. (Second Vatican Council). 

 

 “Write all the words I have spoken to you in a book” (Jer 30:2) 

 

 “The  Advocate, the Holy  Spirit that the Father will  send in  my name - he will  teach 

you everything and remind you of all that I told you” (Jn 14:26)  and “he will  guide 

you to all truth” (Jn 16:13). 

 

 “With  Him acting in  them and through them, they, as true authors, consigned to  writing  

everything  and  only   those  things  which  He wanted” (DV 11). 
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Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

Second Vatican Council: Dogmatic  Constitution Dei  Verbum, Number 11. 

 

Those divinely revealed realities which are contained and presented in Sacred Scripture have 

been committed to writing under the inspiration of the Holy  Spirit. For holy  mother Church, 

relying on the belief  of the Apostles (see John 20:31;  2 Tim. 3:16;  2 Peter 1:19-20, 3:15-16), 

holds that the books  of both the Old  and New  Testaments in  their entirety, with all their parts, 

are sacred and canonical because written under the inspiration of the Holy  Spirit, they have 

God  as their author  and have been  handed on  as such to the Church herself.(1) In  composing 

the sacred books,  God chose  human beings and while employed by Him (2) they made use of 

their powers and abilities, so that with Him acting in  them and  through them, (3)  they, as  true  

authors,  consigned to writing everything and only those things which He wanted. (4) 

 

Therefore, since  everything asserted by the inspired authors or sacred writers must be held to 

be asserted by the Holy  Spirit, it follows  that the  books   of  Scripture  must  be  acknowledged 

as  teaching  solidly, faithfully and without error that  truth  which God  wanted put into sacred 

writings (5) for the sake of salvation. Therefore "all Scripture is divinely inspired and has its 

use  for teaching the truth  and refuting error, for reformation of manners and discipline in right 

living, so that the man who  belongs to God  may be  efficient and  equipped for good work of 

every kind" (2 Tim. 3:16-17, Greek text). 

 

Bibliography: 

 

1. The    Bible:   New  Revised Standard   Version   -   Catholic   Edition (NRSVCE), 1989. 

2. Vatican II (1965): Dei Verbum.  

 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.   How  can we  discover that  the Bible was written under divine inspiration? 

 

2.   How  does  God’s action work when He inspires the sacred writer? 

 

3.   Which are the books  that are acknowledged as inspired by God? 

 

4.   To what extent is the Bible  inspired? 

 

5.   What are the characteristics of revealed truth? 

 

6.   How   can  we   deal  with  Bible   passages  that   are  “scientifically inaccurate”?
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SESSION FIVE: 

 

INERRANCY AND BIBLICAL TRUTH 
 

 

Lesson Outline: 

 

5.1 Introduction 

5.2 Inerrancy and Biblical Truth 

5.3  The Foundational Principles of Biblical Truth 

5.4 The Specifics of Biblical Truth 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  Can we regard everything in the Bible as true? 

2.  How can we be sure of this? 

3.  What is inerrancy in the Sacred Scripture? 

4.  What is Biblical truth? 

 

The Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more about this topic, read paragraphs 105 to 108. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Many people think that the famous scientist Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was the  first  to  

question the  validity of  certain  Biblical statements  –  and therefore was the first to question 

the truthfulness of the Bible  – when he proposed his  astronomic theory that said that the Earth 

revolves around the Sun and not the Sun around the Earth. This apparently was in  open 

contradiction with the episode described in  the Book  of Joshua, who  in  the midst of the battle  

prayed to Yahweh to stop the sun at  Gibeon (Cf.  Jos 10:12-13). 

 

In  reality, Galileo’s planetary theory only  questioned scientific deductions about the rotation 

of celestial bodies, and these clearly have little to do with the scope  of  competence  of  the  

Bible.   The   Sacred Scriptures are  not a treatise on astronomy.  

 

On  the other hand, the debate aroused by  Galileo meant  a positive step towards  understanding  

the  Bible.   It  made  it  necessary to  clarify the authentic meaning of biblical truth, its scope  

and its extent. 

 

5.2 Inerrancy and Biblical Truth 

 

Inerrancy and Biblical truth  are often used as synonyms. However, their scope  and meaning 

are different. 

 

5.2.1   Definitions 

 

Inerrancy is  the quality of the Bible  by which the Revelation contained within it is free of all 

error. 
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Biblical truth, on the other hand,  refers to the  transmission  in   its fullness of everything the 

human race needs to know in  order attain the life and salvation won for us by Christ. 

 

These two definitions will be further developed in greater detail later on. 

 

5.2.2   Two important stages in this definition 

 

There are two important stages in the development of our understanding of these terms that  

will help  us to make the distinction between these two definitions. 

 

Pre-Vatican II 

 

Pope  Leo  XIII  expressed the doctrine of the Magisterium of the Church on this subject as 

follows:   “For  all  the books   which  the  Church  receives as sacred and canonical, are written 

wholly and entirely, with all their parts, at the dictation of the Holy  Ghost; and so far is it from 

being possible that any error can co-exist with inspiration,  that  inspiration  not only  is  

essentially incompatible  with  error,  but  excludes and  rejects it  as  absolutely and necessarily 

as it is impossible that God Himself, the supreme Truth, can utter that which is not true” 

(Providentissimus Deus,  20). 

 

Nevertheless the  Bible   presents  several passages that  sound confusing because they seem to 

contradict this kind of inerrancy stated by  Pope  Leo XIII.  Here are some  examples: 

 

The  appearance of light before the creation of the sun (Gen  1:3.16) 

The  heavens are sustained by two pillars (Job 26:11) 

The  patriarch Methuselah who lived  969 years (Gen  5: 27) 

  Joshua makes the day last longer by stopping the sun above the hills of Gibeon (Jos 10:12-4) 

The  Flood  stopped when the gates of heaven were closed  (Gen  8:2) 

 

Vatican II 

 

The  Second Vatican Council presented  the same teaching, but in  a more positive manner.  In  

the Dogmatic  Constitution on  Divine Revelation (Dei Verbum) it preferred to use  the term 

saving truth  instead of inerrancy. The  Council did  this to clarify that the Holy  Spirit did not 

inspire the sacred books  only  to prevent them from having errors but above all so  that these 

books, along with Apostolic Tradition, should teach “solidly, faithfully and without error that 

truth which God  wanted put into sacred writings for the sake of salvation” (Cf. DV 11). 

 

5.2.3   The Inerrancy of Sacred Scripture 

 

Even though the Bible  is  inspired in  all its parts, inerrancy refers only  to “that  truth  which 

God   wanted  put  into  sacred  writings  for the  sake  of salvation” (DV 11). 

 

The  encyclical Divino afflante Spiritu by Pope  Pius XII is very clear when it states: “For as 

the substantial Word of God  became like  to men  in  all things, ‘except sin’, so the words of 

God,  expressed in human language, are made like to human speech  in every respect, except 

error” (DAS 37). 

 

The   Catholic Church has  always declared that  the  sacred books   cannot contain any doctrinal 

or moral error whatsoever since God is their principal author. However, this does  not mean 

that all statements in  the Bible  must be  taken literally. Previously, we  mentioned the Book  

of Joshua  when it says that “the sun halted in  the middle of the sky; not for a whole  day did 

it resume its swift course” (Js 10:13)  and now  we know that it is the earth that revolves around 

the sun. 
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In  this case God,  respectful of the writer’s liberty, presents his  Revelation through cosmic  

concepts  very different to ours. The  truth he  communicates is religious, not scientific. 

 

That is why  we must discover the message that lies  beyond the words used by  the sacred 

writers.   For example, there are stories that  narrate  facts contrary to morals.  Such is  the case 

of King  Solomon’s harem, with seven hundred wives and three hundred concubines (1  Kings 

11:3).    Obviously, this behaviour is  in  conflict  with natural law; but this does  not mean that 

the author  approves  Solomon’s  behaviour.   He   is  only   narrating a fact. Narrating is  not 

approving something.   In  fact, later on  we  see  that the Bible  tells us  that God  punished 

Solomon for the sins he  committed (Cf.  1 Kings 11:9). 

 

In  the Bible  good  and bad deeds are intertwined and this may help us  to recognize  God’s  

unalterable  patience.  He   educates  mankind  through  a history that  makes slow   progress.  

God   sets life   before  us   but  respects human freedom. That is the reason why  not all men’s 

and women’s actions turn out having the goodness that God  would stamp on  them if He  

worked on His  own. 

 

Sacred writers reflect the vision of the world people had at their time. That is  why  we  find  

facts that  further  scientific development left behind.   We cannot expect people that lived  two 

or three thousand years ago to have the same  knowledge  we   have  now   or  to  use   the  

technical  jargon  we   use nowadays. 

 

Let us  keep something in  mind: the Bible  transmits revealed truth in  spite of the limitations 

of the human author.  Saint Augustine said, “The  Bible’s intention is to teach us how to go to 

Heaven, and not how the heavens go.” 

 

Therefore it is  childish to make use  of superficial or inaccurate findings to speak of errors in 

the Bible, like  some  fundamentalist Christian sects do. 

 

Let us take a look at  a few indisputable examples that, in addition, do not have salvific 

significance: 

 

 The  Book  of Leviticus (Lev  11:6)  gives  a list of unclean animals that should not be  

eaten by  the people of  Israel.   The   list includes the rabbit because it chews  the cud.   

The  rabbit is not a ruminant (i.e.,  it does  not chew  its cud),  but the Bible  teaches 

theology, not zoology. 

 

 The  same book of Leviticus (11:20)  mentions winged insects that move on four feet. All 

insects have six  feet (hexapods) but the author was a theologian, not an expert on wild  

life. 

 

 Today, in spite of the great advances in astronomy, we keep on saying that  the  sun  rises  

or  the  sun  sets… even   though this  is   totally inaccurate. So,  it should be  no  big  deal 

to consider that Joshua  said that God stopped the sun in the middle of the sky  for a whole 

day (Cf. Jos 10:13).  Maybe the  explanation  is  the one  given by  Habakkuk: when it  

comes   to  saving  his   people,  Yahweh  is   even   capable  of stopping the sun’s normal 

course (Cf. Heb  3:11-13). 
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5.3  The Foundational Principles of Biblical Truth 

 

Biblical truth is based upon the following primary principles: 

 

5.3.1 Theological Principle 

 

The  formal object  of biblical truth is  the salvation of mankind (Cf.  DV 11) and the truthfulness 

or accuracy of any other contents will  be  important if essential for serving this purpose. We   

can take  the  Book   of  Exodus as  an  example of  this.    All  details concerning events, names, 

places, etc., were put there to emphasize God’s love and power that saved Israel on that day 

(Cf. Ex 12:33;  14). 

 

5.3.2 Literary Principle 

 

In order to access biblical truth it is essential to know and make good use  of literary  genres or 

forms employed in  the composition of the sacred books because truth is  expressed differently 

depending on  the literary form used. “For truth is set forth and expressed differently in  texts 

which are variously historical, prophetic, poetic, or of other forms of discourse” (DV 12). 

 

For instance, the “epic” genre expresses truth in a way different to poetry. A parable is not told 

the same way as a miracle. 

 

Thus, if “God  speaks in  Sacred Scripture through human beings in  human fashion” (DV  12),  

it is  necessary to take into account the literary forms in which the sacred writers expressed the 

message of God. 

 

5.3.3 Historic Principle 

 

The  Letter to the Hebrews (Heb  1:1-2)  reminds us  that biblical truth  was revealed 

pedagogically and progressively throughout time until it reached its fullness and completion in 

Jesus Christ, the Way, the Truth and the Life. 

 

5.4 The Specifics of Biblical Truth 

 

So, what are the specific characteristics  of biblical truth? In  order to answer this we must first 

remember that there are… 

 

5.4.1   Different modes of truth 

 

Saint John Paul II’s encyclical letter  Fides  et Ratio  speaks about different modes of truth and 

the fact that not every truth expressed has the same value. 

 

“Most  of them depend upon immediate evidence or are confirmed by experimentation. This is 

the mode  of truth proper to everyday life  and to scientific research. 

 

At another level  we find philosophical truth, attained by means of the speculative powers of 

the human intellect. 

 

Finally, there are religious truths which are to some  degree grounded in  philosophy, and which 

we find in  the answers which the different religious traditions offer to the ultimate questions...” 

(FR  30)  

 

In  order to exemplify the specifics of biblical truth we can read the passage where Jesus 

forgives and cures a paralytic in  the Gospel of Saint Mark (Mk 2:1-2).    One   single event can 
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be  studied  from different perspectives and different modes of truth can be reached. For 

instance: 

 

 A physician:  will  confirm that this man was paralytic and has been healed. 

 A  lawyer:  will   assume that  a crime has  been committed because there has been a 

violation to the law (people at that time saw physical ailments as a punishment for sins). 

 

 A   philosopher:   is   faced with  a  fact  that   goes   beyond  human knowledge and will 

say that it is a miracle. 

 

 A Bible specialist: will  conclude that the paralytic’s healing is a sign of God’s 

revelation and brings salvation to this man. 

 

Sacred Scripture narrates  specific historic events that  are intimately bound to God’s saving 

actions.  For example, it tells us  about the Exodus of the people of Israel or Peter’s denial and 

offers them to us  as teachings that we  must  embrace because they have a deep salvation 

meaning. Another example can be  the fact that  Mathew and Mark both narrate  the same 

miracle of  the blind man of  Jericho (Cf.  Mt 20:29;   Mk  10:46).   However, there are different 

details in  the way they relate this miracle that do  not alter  the  message:   Jesus  is  the  Messiah 

who   brings  light,  mercy and salvation. 

 

The   truth  presented by  Sacred Scripture  is  salvific  in   its  content. The Catechism of the 

Catholic Church expresses it this way: “The  inspired books teach the truth.  ‘Since  therefore 

all  that  the inspired authors  or sacred writers affirm should be  regarded as affirmed by the 

Holy  Spirit, we  must acknowledge that the books  of Scripture firmly, faithfully, and without 

error teach that  truth  which God,   for the  sake  of  our  salvation,  wished to see confided to 

the Sacred Scriptures’” (CCC 107; DV 11). 

 

5.4.2 Defining characteristics of Biblical truth 

 

So, what are the characteristics that define Biblical truth? 

 

It is  a Semitic type of truth  (according to the concept  of truth the people of Israel had): It is  

not an abstract or intellectual  concept. It involves the  complete  person and  it  is   experienced  

by  the  whole human being.  For Semitic people knowing the truth  means loving, searching 

for and following the truth. 

 

It is  a religious  type of truth  since “the  books  of Scripture, firmly, faithfully and without 

error, teach that truth which God,  for the sake of our salvation, wished to see confided to the 

sacred Scriptures” (Pope Benedict  XVI.   Address  to  the  Members  of  the  Pontifical  Biblical 

Commission. April 23, 2009;  DV 11). 

 

It has a dialectical  nature because reason helps faith to discover a fuller truth that lies  within 

the texts. 

 

It  goes beyond human  truths,   for  biblical truth   is   discovered taking into account the typical 

and full  sense of the events and words which in the light of revelation acquire a deeper and 

fuller meaning. 

 

It is enunciated progressively.  This means that it has been revealed gradually, both in  quantity 

and in  quality. This is a resource of God’s pedagogy and he  does  it so because of human 

being’s  limitations.  It was not a Revelation that came down  from heaven all structured and 

formulated, the  way we  find   it in  a catechism.  Man and woman participated   actively.  Little  

by   little  their  mind  discovered the mystery that God slowly  unveiled.  The  influence of 
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divine light and a long  period of human reflection made God’s message more intelligible. We  

can ask ourselves:  If  God  had revealed everything all at once, would mankind have been able 

to grasp his  message? 

 

Above  all, it is  not an idea, is  a Person:    Christ himself. Biblical truth is not a system of 

ideas. In  fact, it is not even  a group of books. The  Word of God par excellence is Christ. He 

reveals God’s mystery to us. 

 

Lastly, biblical truth  is  not pure information.   It  leads to life  and becomes alive, effective 

and penetrating through a language that  is essential and understandable to us. 

 

In Brief: 

 

 Inerrancy is the quality of the Bible  by which the revelation contained in  it is free from 

all error. 

 

 Biblical truth  refers to the transmission in  its fullness of  everything the human race 

needs to know in  order attain the life  and salvation won  for us by Christ. 

 

 The  Dogmatic  Constitution on Divine Revelation Dei  Verbum preferred to use  the term 

saving truth instead of inerrancy in order to clarify that the Holy  Spirit inspired the sacred 

books, above all, so that these books, along with Sacred Tradition, should teach “solidly,  

faithfully and  without error that  truth  which God   wanted  put  into  sacred  writings  

for  the  sake  of salvation” (Cf. DV 11). 

 

 The   Catholic Church has  always declared that  the sacred books   cannot contain any 

doctrinal or moral error whatsoever since God is their principal author. However, this 

does  not mean that all statements in  the Bible  must be taken literally. 

 

 God,   respectful of  the writer’s  freedom, presents  his   Revelation through cosmic   

concepts  very  different  to  ours.  The   truth He   communicates  is religious, not 

scientific. 

 

 That is why  we must discover the message that lies  beyond the words used by the sacred 

writers. 

 

 The  Bible  may help us  to recognize God’s unalterable patience. He  educates mankind 

through a history that makes slow  progress. God  sets life  before us,  but respects human 

freedom. 

 

 The  Bible  transmits revealed truth in  spite of the limitations of the human author. 

Biblical truth  is  based  upon the  following primordial  principles: theological, literary 

and historical. 

 

 Sacred Scripture narrates specific historic events that are intimately bound to God’s 

saving actions. 

 

 Biblical truth distinguishes itself because it is  a Semitic type of truth, it is religious, it  

has  dialectical nature,  it  goes   beyond human  truths,  it  is progressive and most 

importantly, it is a Person: Jesus Christ. 
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Points to Remember: 

 

 Inerrancy refers only  to “that truth which God  wanted put into sacred writings for the 

sake of salvation” (DV 11). 

 

 “For  as the substantial  Word of God  became like  men  in  all things, ‘except  sin’,  so  

the words of God,  expressed in  human language, are made like to human speech  in 

every respect, except error” (DAS 37). 

 

 Saint Augustine said, “The Bible’s intention is to teach us  how  to go to Heaven, and not 

how the heavens go.” 

 

 The  formal object of biblical truth is the salvation of mankind (Cf. DV 11). 

 

 The inspired books  teach the truth. 

 

 Christ is the Word of God  par  excellence. He  reveals God’s mystery to us. 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

Pope  Leo  XIII (1893):  Encyclical   Letter  Providentissimus  Deus, on  the Study of Sacred 

Scripture. 

 

20.  […] It may also happen that the sense  of a passage remains ambiguous, and in  this case 

good  hermeneutical methods will  greatly assist in  clearing up  the obscurity. But it is  

absolutely wrong and forbidden, either to narrow inspiration to certain parts only  of Sacred 

Scripture, or to admit that  the sacred  writer  has  erred.  For  the  system of  those  who,   in   

order  to  rid themselves  of  these  difficulties,  do   not  hesitate  to  concede   that  divine 

inspiration  regards  the things  of  faith and  morals, and  nothing beyond, because (as they 

wrongly think) in  a question of the truth or falsehood of a passage, we  should consider not so 

much what God  has said as the reason and  purpose which He  had in   mind in   saying  it-this  

system cannot  be tolerated.  For  all  the  books   which  the  Church  receives as  sacred  and 

canonical, are  written  wholly and  entirely, with all  their  parts,  at  the dictation of the Holy  

Ghost; and so far is it from being possible that any error can  co-exist with  inspiration,   that   

inspiration   not  only    is   essentially incompatible  with  error,  but  excludes and  rejects it  

as  absolutely and necessarily as it is impossible that God Himself, the supreme Truth, can utter 

that  which is  not true.  This is  the ancient and  unchanging faith  of  the Church,  solemnly 

defined  in  the  Councils of  Florence and  of  Trent, and finally  confirmed and  more  expressly 

formulated  by  the  Council  of  the Vatican. These   are the words of the last: "The  Books  of 

the Old  and New Testament, whole   and  entire, with all  their parts,  as enumerated in  the 

decree of the same Council (Trent) and in the ancient Latin Vulgate, are to be received as sacred 

and canonical. And  the Church holds them as sacred and canonical, not because, having been  

composed by human industry, they were afterwards  approved  by   her  authority;  nor  only   

because  they  contain revelation  without  error;  but  because,  having  been   written  under  

the inspiration of the Holy  Ghost, they have God  for their  author."(57) Hence, because the  

Holy   Ghost employed human  beings as  His   instruments, we cannot therefore say that it was 

these inspired instruments who,  perchance, have fallen into error, and  not the primary  author.  

For, by  supernatural power, He  so moved and impelled them to write-He was so present to 

them- that  the  things  which He   ordered,  and  those  only,   they,  first,  rightly understood, 

then willed faithfully to write down, and finally expressed in apt words and with infallible truth. 

Otherwise, it could not be said that He  was the Author of the entire Scripture. Such has always 

been  the persuasion  of the Fathers.  "Therefore," says St.  Augustine, "since   they wrote the  

things which He showed and uttered to them, it cannot be pretended that He is not the writer;  
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for His   members executed what  their  Head  dictated." And  St. Gregory the Great thus  

pronounces: "Most superfluous it is  to inquire  who wrote these things-we loyally believe  the 

Holy  Ghost to be the Author of the book.  He  wrote it Who  dictated it for writing; He  wrote 

it Who  inspired its execution. " 

 

21.   It follows   that  those who   maintain  that  an  error is  possible  in   any genuine passage 

of the sacred writings, either pervert the Catholic notion of inspiration, or make God  the author 

of such error. And  so emphatically were all the Fathers and Doctors agreed that  the divine 

writings, as left by  the hagiographers, are free from all error, that they laboured earnestly, with 

no less   skill  than   reverence, to  reconcile  with  each  other  those  numerous passages which 

seem  at variance - the very passages which in  great measure have been  taken up  by  the 

"higher criticism;" for they were unanimous  in laying it down, that those writings, in  their 

entirety and in  all their parts were equally from the afflatus of Almighty God,  and that God,  

speaking by the sacred writers, could not set down anything  but what  was true. The words of 

St. Augustine to St. Jerome may sum up  what they taught: "On  my part I confess  to your 

charity that it is only  to those Books  of Scripture which are  now   called canonical that  I  have  

learned  to  pay  such  honour  and reverence as to believe  most firmly that none  of their writers 

has fallen into any error. And  if  in  these Books  I  meet anything  which seems  contrary to 

truth, I shall not hesitate to conclude either that the text is faulty, or that the translator  has not 

expressed the meaning of the passage, or that I myself  do not understand." 

 

 

Bibliography: 

 

1.  The    Bible:    New    Revised  Standard   Version   -   Catholic   Edition (NRSVCE), 1989. 

 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.   What is inerrancy? 

 

2.   What is Biblical truth? 

 

3.   How  does  the Second Vatican Council define inerrancy? 

 

4.   What does the inerrancy of the Sacred Scripture refer to? 

 

5.   List the principles of Biblical truth and explain each of them briefly. 

 

6.   Explain the characteristics of Biblical truth.
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SESSION SIX 

 

TRANSMISSION AND TRADITION 
 

 

Lesson Outline: 

 

6.1 Putting things into Context: Transmission or Tradition? 

6.2 Tradition Is a Fact 

6.3  Two Manners in Which Apostolic Teachings are Transmitted 

6.4 Scripture and Tradition are Mutually Complementary 

6.5 Transmission Is an Ecclesial Task 

6.6 The Object of Tradition 

6.7 Expressions of Sacred Tradition 

6.8 The Holy Spirit: Guarantor of Transmission 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  Write an outline of the doctrine contained in Dei  Verbum about the Transmission of 

Revelation. 

2.  Find out which are the fundamental elements of the Transmission of Revelation. 

3.  In   your  opinion,  when  speaking  of  Sacred  Tradition  and  Sacred Scripture, which of 

the two should be held in the highest reverence? 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:  To learn more, read paragraphs 74 to 83. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

6.1 Putting things into Context: Transmission or Tradition? 

 

God “desires all men  and women to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth”:   that 

is, of Christ Jesus. Christ must be proclaimed to all nations and individuals, so that this 

revelation may reach the ends of the earth: God graciously arranged that the things he had once 

revealed for the salvation of all peoples should remain in their full  integrity, throughout the 

ages, and be transmitted  to all generations. Revelation is  not a simple recollection of a past 

action (Cf. CCC 75; DV 7). 

 

Jesus  himself has  given the  Holy   Spirit  to the  living community of  the Church so  that  all 

that  which was revealed by  God  for the  salvation of mankind remain faithful and whole. The  

Church then transmits, brings up to date and makes present this Revelation in each stage of 

history. 

 

“This    living  transmission,   accomplished  in   the  Holy   Spirit,  is   called Tradition, since  

it is distinct from Sacred Scripture, though closely  connected to it. Through Tradition,  ‘the  

Church, in  her doctrine, life  and worship, perpetuates and transmits to every generation all that 

she  herself is,  all that she believes’” (Cf. CCC 78). 

 

6.2 Tradition Is a Fact 

 

Christian  faith  is   based  on  concrete historical  events  such  as  the  life, doctrine, and death 

on  the Cross of Jesus, and the faith of His  disciples in His  divinity and resurrection. 

The   apostles,  following Christ’s  command,  bore  witness  to  these  facts through their 

writings, their words and their own lives. 
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This is the raison d’être (the reason for which it exists) and the content of all Christian Tradition.  

However, this testimony goes  beyond a simple verbal transmission of  past  events  which 

remain  in  the  memory. Above   all, it communicates an  experience of  Christ matured in  

faith. “What  we  have heard, what we have seen  with our eyes,  what we looked  upon and 

touched with our hands concerns the Word of life” (Cf. 1 Jn 1:1). 

 

6.2.1 Why is Tradition important? 

 

The   historical reality of  human  beings allows them to transcend  and go beyond the present 

and build on the past.  This is the way we make history. At the same time we are influenced by 

it. 

 

On  the other hand, due   to its spiritual  reality, humanity keeps alive its memories of the past.   

Tradition is  founded on  this memory. Throughout history, memory has placed man and woman 

in  a relationship with all the human community which surpasses the limits of time, thus 

establishing a bond  between different periods. 

 

From here  we  can deduce that  Tradition,  properly understood, enables people  to  understand   

their   existence  from  what  they  get  from  past generations. 

 

The  importance of Tradition is that it shows how humans are affected by the environment and 

by  their past. It affects not only  particular  decisions but also their  fundamental  decision in  

life.  Furthermore, this key  decision is inserted within a specific context and bound to the 

knowledge about the life people in the past have lived. 

 

One  of the essential elements of Tradition is that once someone has received a message, he or 

she  must deliver what they received to other persons.  

 

All   this  shows us   that  besides being part  of  a  religious phenomenon, Tradition is a human 

fact that forms cultures and gives  shape to history. 

 

6.2.2  Tradition and life 

 

The  fact of transmitting is bound to life.   In  fact, human life transmits itself continuously 

along generations.  What is more, life is preserved because it is transmitted. 

 

The    same  happens  with  Christian   Revelation.  Here,  life   is   what  is transmitted. It 

communicates all the necessary things for faith to grow. 

 

The    Church  is   a  living and  life-giving reality.  It  communicates and transmits  Revelation, 

thus  it  hands  on  life   that is   whole. Just  as  the transmission of human life means handing 

over knowledge and culture, the Church transmits a deposit of Christian doctrine. 

 

Tradition performs a dual function: on the one  hand it protects against deviated interpretations;  

and on  the other, it ensures the transmission of the original radicality of the text preventing 

possible alterations. 

 

6.3  Two Manners in Which Apostolic Teachings are Transmitted 

 

This deposit of doctrine that we  just mentioned is  the fruit  of a Tradition that began with 

Jesus’ words and deeds (Cf. Mt 5:21).  He  gathered a group of disciples around him  and 

commissioned them to hand over what they had seen and heard from him.  In  fulfillment of 
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this command, they transmitted the message and interpreted his  words and deeds in the light 

of the Paschal event.  They  did  it two ways: 

 

At first, orally: “by their oral preaching, by example, and by observances they handed on  what 

they had received from the lips  of Christ, from living with Him, and  from what He  did, or 

what they had  learned through the prompting of the Holy Spirit” (Cf. DV 7) 

 

Then, in writing. This includes, but is  not limited to, all the teachings of the apostles in  the 

books  of the Sacred Scripture. Some  of the apostles (Mathew and John) and others from their 

generation like  Mark and Luke under the inspiration of the Holy  Spirit committed the message 

of salvation to writing (Cf. DV 7). 

 

“Hence  there exists a close  connection and  communication between sacred tradition and 

Sacred Scripture. For both of them, flowing from the same divine wellspring, in  a certain way 

merge into a unity and tend toward the same end  […] Consequently it is  not from Sacred 

Scripture alone that  the Church  draws  her  certainty  about  everything which has  been   

revealed. Therefore both sacred tradition and Sacred Scripture are to be accepted and venerated 

with the same sense   of  loyalty and  reverence”  (Cf.  DV  9).  Both make present and fruitful 

the mystery of Christ in  the Church.  He  has promised, “I am with you always, until the end  

of the age” (Mt 28:20). 

 

In  other words this means that although the Bible  contains Revelation, it does   not transmit  

all Revelation.   We  also have  to refer  to the  Sacred Tradition which is the living message of 

the apostles. 

 

6.4 Scripture and Tradition are Mutually Complementary 

 

We  as Christians confess our faith in  Jesus Christ as the Lord, the Son  of God  who  became 

incarnate, died  and rose from the dead for our salvation. This is  the essence of  our faith and 

the central point of  our identity as Christians.  This truth, which is  the central axis of God’s  

self-revelation, is transmitted by the Church in  many ways: by its preaching, its doctrine and 

its practices that guarantee single and identical continuity. 

 

The  emphasis on the importance and content of Sacred Tradition, also called Apostolic 

Tradition, became especially vital after Martin Luther, who considered Scripture  to be  the only  

guiding rule of faith. He  rejected any other authority in  the transmission of the salvific 

message.  In  this way he rejected Tradition without considering the question of whether there 

were other things that God had revealed besides the ones  in the Scriptures. 

 

Taking into account the context of the Protestant  Reformation, the Council of Trent clarified 

several points in order to give Tradition its rightful place. 

 

In  the first place, the Council considers as Tradition to be  all those things pertaining  to  faith  

and  morals  that  the  apostles  received from Jesus’ teachings or learned from the Holy  Spirit, 

and that have been taught in  the Catholic Church throughout the ages. The  Council 

distinguishes  Tradition from  local  traditions  that  can be  retained,  modified or  even   

abandoned under the guidance of the Church’s Magisterium. 

 

This way the traditions  that  the Council takes into account are only  the ones  that have a divine 

origin, that were received and transmitted by  the apostles and then became the rule of faith and 

morals. 

 

With this clarification in  mind, the Protestant  principle of Sola Scriptura (by Scripture alone) 

is shown to be insufficient, since the truth of Christian Revelation is  contained both in  the 
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sacred books  and in  sacred Tradition. What is more, the Council points out that neither of 

these, taken alone, is a complete testimony of Revelation.  

 

When the Church specifies that Scripture alone is insufficient to acquire the knowledge of all 

revealed truth, it is teaching that Tradition is essential and normative to faith. Thus, Scripture 

and Tradition are to be accepted by the Church with the same loyalty and reverence, since they 

both have the same, undivided foundation. 

 

According to  the  Second Vatican  Council, when  the  Church  transmits Revelation, both 

Tradition and Sacred Scripture support and complement each other.   Therefore the new   

generations of  disciples and witnesses to Christ nourish their faith because, “what was handed 

on  by  the Apostles includes  everything  which  contributes  toward  the  holiness  of   life   

and increase in faith of the peoples of God” (DV 8). 

 

The Dei Verbum continues to say that, 

 

“This  tradition  which comes  from the Apostles develop in the Church with the help of the 

Holy  Spirit. (5)  For there is  a growth in the understanding of the realities and the words which 

have been handed down. This happens through the contemplation and study made by  believers, 

who treasure  these things  in their hearts (see  Luke, 2:19,   51)  through a penetrating 

understanding of  the spiritual  realities which they experience, and  through the preaching of  

those who have received through Episcopal succession the sure gift of truth. For as the centuries 

succeed one another, the Church constantly moves  forward toward the fullness of divine truth 

until the words of God reach their complete fulfilment in her” (DV 8). 

 

“Sacred tradition and Sacred Scripture form one sacred deposit of the word of God, committed 

to the Church.  Holding  fast  to this  deposit the entire  holy people  united with their shepherds 

remain always steadfast in the teaching of the Apostles…” (DV 10). 

 

It is  in  these two  ways that  the Revelation that  the Father  has made of Himself by His  Word 

in the Holy  Spirit continues to be present and active in the Church. “God, who spoke  of old,  

uninterruptedly converses with the bride of His  beloved Son;  and the Holy  Spirit, through 

whom the living voice of the Gospel resounds in the Church, and through her, in the world, 

leads unto all truth those who  believe  and makes the word of Christ dwell abundantly in them” 

(DV 8). 

 

6.5 Transmission Is an Ecclesial Task 

 

Jesus chose  his  apostles and sent them to spread what they had received from Him (Cf. Mk  

3:3-19). After the Ascension, they continued preaching in His  name because all they were 

transmitting  came directly from Jesus (Cf. Gal 1:12).    In  fulfillment of this mission, “the  

apostolic preaching, which is expressed in  a special way in  the inspired books,  was to be 

preserved by an unending succession of preachers until the end  of time” (DV 8).  

This is  the way Revelation was transmitted  during the first generation of Christians  (roughly 

from the Resurrection of Christ to the year 70  A.D.). However, Saint  Irenaeus  of  Lyon  (Cf.  

Against  Heresies,  Book   III,   3,1) asserted that in  order to maintain  the Gospel alive and 

complete  in  the Church, the apostles instituted  the bishops as their  successors: “handing over” 

to them “the authority to teach in their own place” (DV 7). 

 

This is  why  when the apostles transmitted  what they had received, (Cf. 1Cor  15:3),   they  

urged  the  Christians  to keep the  traditions  they  had learned whether by word of mouth or 

by letter (Cf. 2 Thess 2:15)  and to fight hard for the faith that had been entrusted to them (Cf.  

Jude 3).  This way the Church, as a whole, has received the mission of spreading the Gospel 

and  prolongs the  presence and  the  evangelizing action of  Christ in  the world. 
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It is necessary to insist on the fact that the “sacred deposit” (Cf. 1Tim 6:20; 2 Tim  1:12)  of the 

Faith (“depositum fidei”)  contained in Sacred Tradition and in Sacred Scripture was entrusted 

by the apostles to the Church as a whole. “Sacred tradition and Sacred Scripture form one  

sacred deposit of the word of God,  committed to the Church. Holding fast to this deposit the 

entire holy people  united with their shepherds remain always steadfast in  the teaching of  the  

Apostles, in  the common life,  in  the breaking of  the bread and in prayers  (see  Acts  2,  42,   

Greek  text),  so  that  holding  to, practicing  and professing the heritage of the faith it becomes  

on the part of the bishops and faithful a single common effort” (DV 10). 

 

6.6 The Object of Tradition 

 

Tradition has usually been considered as a doctrine which is  transmitted verbally by  preaching, 

but that is  only  one  aspect of Tradition.  The  whole life of the Church was handed on by the 

apostles (her teaching, her life and her worship). This includes all that  the Church herself is  

and what she believes. In other words, it is everything which contributes to the holiness of life 

and the increase in faith of the people of God (Cf. DV 8). 

 

6.7 Expressions of Sacred Tradition 

 

Apostolic  Tradition becomes present  in  ecclesial, liturgical and theological traditions,  as  well   

as  in   testimonies   commonly called  “monuments”  of Tradition.  These are the concrete 

expressions or “places” in which it can be located. 

 

Liturgy holds a privileged place among the monuments of Tradition because it  is   expressed  

in   words and  deeds. Thus,  it  is   a  perfect  example  of transmission. Liturgy is an expression 

of the Church’s vitality, its praise to God and its holy  communion with him. It is the voice of 

a Church that loves and prays. This voice does  not only  speak its faith, but also sings it and 

puts it into practice in a living celebration. 

 

We can also include under liturgical tradition all the gestures and customs that express the 

Christian spirit, and in  general all the different forms in which we express our faith. 

 

Since the expressions of Tradition are numerous and varied it is  necessary to point out certain 

criteria in  order to distinguish what is part of Apostolic Tradition and what may be a part of 

local or particular ecclesial traditions: 

 

The Magisterium (the formal teaching authority  of  the Church) hands  on   the  legacy of  the  

previous  generations  and  discerns  the promptings of the Holy  Spirit for the Church in  our 

times.  Its task is to interpret  Revelation, and this must take place within the communion of 

faith of the Church. This way it guides the faithful in  the permanent dialogue that exists 

between inherited traditions and new  experiences. 

 

Antiquity.   Saint Vincent of Lerins formulated it this way in  his  work Commonitorium: “We 

hold that faith which has been  believed everywhere, always, by  all, for that is  truly and in  the 

strictest sense  Catholic” (Cf. Chapter 2:6).  By saying this he  wanted to express that a Tradition 

that comes   from  apostolic  times and  continues to our days guarantees  its authenticity  and  

vitality,  and  this  in   turn  serves as  a  measuring standard   when  it  comes    to  adopting   

new    traditions.     Antiquity, continuity and  universality  are  very important  criteria  for a  

correct evaluation of what is true Tradition, and what is not. 

 

The sense of  faith (supernatural appreciation of  faith or sensus fidei):  this  idea  stresses  the  

importance of  communion within  the Church, and is created and sustained by the presence of 

the Holy  Spirit. “The  whole  body  of the faithful. . . cannot err in  matters of belief.  This 

characteristic is  shown in  the supernatural appreciation of faith (sensus fidei)  on the part of 
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the whole  people,  when, from the bishops to the last of the faithful, they manifest a universal 

consent in  matters of  faith and morals. By  this appreciation of the faith, aroused and sustained 

by  the Spirit of truth, the People  of God,  guided by the sacred teaching authority 

(Magisterium),. . . receives. . . the faith, once for all delivered to the saints.. . the People  

unfailingly adheres to this faith, penetrates it more deeply with right judgment, and applies it 

more fully  in daily life”   (CCC 92-93) 

 

The profession of  faith. Among the most important documents of the Church’s  heritage we  

find   the Apostles’  Creed, the  Nicene Creed and other professions of faith. They  have been 

standards  by  which to judge inherited traditions because they provide us  with a wonderful 

summary of the teachings of the Scriptures and the teachings of the Church. These professions 

of faith present us  the essentials of our beliefs. As such, they are  an  excellent yardstick  when  

there  is   a  need  to  evaluate  new formulations and current preaching. 

 

Sacred Scripture, the regulating memory of the origin of our faith. This means that  all Tradition 

of  the Church must be  confronted with  the Sacred  Scripture  and  can  never  be   in   conflict  

with  any  part  of  it. Scripture is  a decisive factor in  the guidance of the life  and faith of all 

Christians, since it truly is the Word of God. 

 

The Risen Christ. The  fundamental criterion to which all other criteria are submitted is Christ. 

He  is the new  and definitive Word of God  given to mankind. Saint Paul said that  Christ, who  

died   and rose, is  God’s revelation  par  excellence (Cf.  1  Cor  11:23). Tradition  must  lead  

the faithful  to conform themselves  more fully  with Christ. It must enable them  to  better  

appreciate,  celebrate  and  live   the  Eucharist  (as  the supreme expression of communion) and 

to proclaim more effectively  the death and resurrection of the Lord. 

 

6.8 The Holy Spirit: Guarantor of Transmission 

 

Tradition, which comes  from God, involves many human subjects: 

In its historic origins we find  the prophets, Jesus and the apostles. 

As to its transmission,  we find  the entire Church made up  of the faithful and their pastors. 

 

But what creates a bond  of deep and internal unity among all these persons is  the Holy  Spirit: 

“[T]he  Paraclete, the Holy  Spirit, whom the Father  will send in my name, will  teach you 

everything and remind you of all I have said to you” (Jn 14:26). 

 

The  role of the Holy  Spirit is  to bring to our times and to render accessible all of    Christ’s  

words and  deeds. He  is  the one   who  makes communion possible within the Church, while 

at the same time respecting each person’s vocation and role.  He  is  the one  who  guarantees 

the correct and faithful Transmission of Revelation. He  assists the entire community of the 

faithful in  their  profession of  faith  and in  the  exercise of  Christian life.     Most importantly,  

He    guides  and  assists   the  Magisterium  in   its   task   of interpreting authentically and 

rightfully the revealed truth.   He  is  the one who  makes the continuity and constancy of 

Tradition possible, the one  who maintains  the  Church’s  fidelity  to  Revelation,  the  one   

who   helps  the Chrurch in its constant task of adapting to its times. 

 

This presence of  the Holy   Spirit in  the  Revelation and  Transmission  of divine truth is also 

the basis for the apostolic authority of the Church and a critical factor for believing in  the Word 

that the Church presents to us.   “To bring about an ever deeper understanding  of revelation the 

same Holy  Spirit constantly brings faith to completion by His  gifts” (Cf. DV 5). 

We  are talking about the faith of the Church as a whole and about all the faithful Christians.  

We  are also talking about the correct “understanding” of divine Revelation which comes  from 

faith through the working of the Holy Spirit.    Lastly,  we   are  referring to the  “development”  

of  faith  through theological reflection. 
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In  order to achieve this  fullness of the truth,  the Holy  Spirit guides and ensures  the  

Transmission  of  Revelation.  He   prepares  the  Church  and prepares each and every person 

in  the Church for the definitive coming of Jesus Christ. 

 

In Brief: 

 

 “This    living  transmission,   accomplished  in   the  Holy   Spirit,  is   called Tradition, 

since  it is distinct from Sacred Scripture, though closely  connected to it. Through 

Tradition,  ‘the  Church, in  her doctrine, life  and worship, perpetuates and transmits to 

every generation all that she  herself is,  all that she believes’” (Cf. CCC 78). 

 

 Jesus  himself has  given the  Holy   Spirit  to the  living community of  the Church so 

that all which was revealed by God for the salvation of mankind remains faithful and 

whole.  The  Church then transmits, brings up  to date and makes Revelation present in 

each stage of history. 

 

 Tradition performs a dual function: on  the one  hand it protects against deviated 

interpretations, and on the other it ensures the transmission of the original vivaciousnoss 

of the text, preventing possible alterations. 

 

 “There   exists  a  close   connection  and   communication  between  sacred tradition and 

Sacred Scripture. For both of them, flowing from the same divine wellspring, in  a certain 

way merge into a unity and tend toward the same end  […] Consequently it is  not from 

Sacred Scripture alone that  the Church draws her certainty about everything which has 

been  revealed”  (DV 9). 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 God  “desires  all men   and  women to be  saved and  to come  to  the knowledge of the 

truth” (1 Tim  2:4). 

 

 Through Tradition,  “the  Church, in  her doctrine, life  and worship, perpetuates and 

transmits to every generation all that she herself is, all that she believes”  (Cf. CCC 78). 

 

 In   fulfillment  to  Christ’s   command, the  apostles  bore witness  to Revelation through 

their writings, their words and their own life. 

 

 “What   was  handed  on   by  the  Apostles includes  everything  which contributes toward  

the holiness of  life  and increase in  faith of  the peoples of God” (DV 8). 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

1.) General Directory for Catechesis. Numbers 42 to 45. 

 

The transmission  of  Revelation by  the Church, the work of  the Holy Spirit 

 

42.  The  Revelation of God,  culminating in  Jesus Christ, is  destined for all mankind: "He 

(God) desires all men  to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim  2,4)  (93) 

In  virtue of his  universal salvific will,  God  has ordained that  Revelation should be  

transmitted  to all  peoples and  to all generations and should remain always in its entirety. 

 

43.  To fulfil this divine plan, Jesus Christ founded the Church, built on the Apostles. He  gave 

them the Holy  Spirit  from the Father and sent them to preach  the Gospel to the whole   world. 

The  Apostles, by  words, deeds and writings, faithfully discharged this task. 
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This  Apostolic Tradition  is  perpetuated  in   the  Church  by  means  of  the Church herself. 

The  entire Church, pastors and faithful, is responsible for its conservation and transmission. 

The  Gospel is conserved whole  and entire in the Church: the disciples of Jesus Christ 

contemplate it and meditate upon it unceasingly; they live  it out in  their everyday lives;  they 

proclaim it in  their missionary activity. As the Church lives  the Gospel she  is  continually 

made fruitful by the Holy  Spirit. The  Spirit  causes her to grow constantly in  her understanding  

of   the  Gospel,  prompts   her   and   sustains   the  task   of proclaiming the Gospel in every 

corner of the world. 

 

44.  The  integral conservation of Revelation, the word of God  contained in Tradition  and  

Scripture,  as  well   as  its  continuous  transmission,  are guaranteed in  their authenticity. The  

Magisterium of the Church, sustained by the Holy  Spirit and endowed with "the sure charisma 

of truth", exercises the function of "authentically interpreting the word of God". 

 

45.  The  Church, "universal sacrament of salvation", born of the Holy  Spirit, transmits  

Revelation through evangelization; she  announces the Good  News of the salvific plan of the 

Father and in  the sacraments, communicates his Diving gifts. 

 

To  God  who  reveals himself is  due   this  obedience of  faith by  which man adheres  to the 

"Gospel of the grace of God".  (Acts 20,24)  with full  assent  of the intellect and  of  the will.   

Guided by  faith, by  means of  the gift of  the Spirit, man succeeds in  attaining to contemplate 

and to delight in  the God  of love, who in Christ has revealed the riches of his  glory. 

 

Saint John Paul II, Catechesis March 27,  1985.2 

 

Who Reveals Himself Is the Source of Our Faith 

 

Our starting point in the catechesis on God  who  reveals himself is still the text of the Second 

Vatican Council: "In  his  goodness and  wisdom, God chose  to reveal himself and to make 

known to us the hidden purpose of his will  (cf.  Eph 1:9)  by  which through  Christ,  the Word 

made flesh,   man might in  the Holy  Spirit  have access to the Father  and come  to share in 

the  divine  nature  (cf.  Eph  2:18;   2  Pet  1:4).   Through this  revelation, therefore, the invisible 

God  (cf. Col 1:15;  1 Tim  1:17)  out of the abundance of his  love speaks to men  as friends 

(cf. Ex  33:11;  Jn 15:14-15) and lives among them (cf.  Bar 3:38),   so  that he  may invite and  

take them into fellowship with himself" (DV 2). 

 

But we  have already considered the possibility of knowing God  through the capacity of human  

reason alone. According to the constant teaching of the Church, expressed especially in  the 

First Vatican Council (Dogmatic Constitution  Dei  Filius 2)  and  taken up   again in  the  

Second Vatican Council (Dogmatic Constitution  Dei  Verbum 6),  human reason has this 

capacity and  possibility: "God,  the beginning and  end   of  all things [it says] can be  known 

with certainty  from created reality  by  the  light  of human  reason (cf.  Rom  1:20)."   However, 

divine  revelation  is  necessary "that those religious truths, which are by their nature accessible 

to human reason can be known by all men  with ease, with solid certitude, and with no trace of 

error, even in the present state of the human race." 

 

This  knowledge of  God   through  reason,  which reaches  him  "through created things," is in  

keeping with man's rational nature. It is in  keeping also with the original plan of God,  who by 

endowing man with this nature intends that  man be  able  to know   him. "God,   who  through  

the Word creates all things (cf. Jn 1:3)  and keeps  them in  existence, gives  men  an enduring 

                                                           
2 Available online at: http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/audiences/alpha/data/aud19 

850327en.html 

 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/audiences/alpha/data/aud19
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witness to himself in  created realities (cf. Rm.  1:19-20)" (DV 3). This witness is given  as a 

gift and at the same time is left as an object for study on  the part of human reason. Through the 

careful and persevering reading of the witness of created things, human reason is directed 

toward God  and approaches him. This is  in  a certain sense  the "ascending" way. Using the 

steps of creation, man rises toward God  by reading the witness of the being, the truth, the 

goodness and the beauty that creatures have in themselves. 

 

1. The  way of "knowing" 

 

This way of knowledge, which in a certain sense  has its origin in man and in  his  mind, enables 

the creature to ascend to the Creator. We can call it the way of "knowing." There is a second 

way, the way of "faith," which has its origin exclusively in  God.  These  two ways differ from 

each other, but they meet in  man himself and in  a certain way mutually complete and help  

each other. 

Unlike knowledge through reason, which begins in  "creatures" and which only indirectly leads 

to God,  in the knowledge that comes  through faith we draw upon revelation, in  which God  

"makes himself known" directly. God reveals himself. He  allows himself to be known, 

manifesting  "the hidden purpose of his  will"  (Eph 1:9).  God's will  is that man, by means of 

Christ, the Word made man, could have access to the Father in  the Spirit and be made a sharer  

in  the divine nature.  God  therefore reveals  "himself" to man, at the same time revealing his  

salvific plan  with regard to man. God's mysterious saving plan cannot be  known by human 

reason alone. Even  the most clever reading  of the witness of God  in  created things is incapable 

of revealing to the human mind these supernatural horizons. It does  not open  up  "the way of 

heavenly salvation" (as the Constitution Dei Verbum 3, expresses it), a way that is  closely  

united to "the gift that God makes of himself" to man. In  revealing himself, God  himself 

"invites and takes man into fellowship with himself" (cf. DV 2). 

 

2. Accepting as true what God has revealed 

 

Only   by  keeping these things  before  our eyes  can we  understand  what faith truly is, what 

the content of the expression "I believe"  is. 

If it is precise to say that faith consists in  accepting as true what God  has revealed, the Second 

Vatican Council has aptly stressed that it is  also a response of  the whole   person, highlighting  

its "existential" and "personalistic" dimension. If in  fact God  "reveals himself" and manifests 

the saving "hidden purpose of his  will,"  it is  right to show  to God  who reveals himself such 

an  "obedience of  faith"  through  which the whole person  freely  abandons   himself  to  God   

by   showing  him   "the  full submission of intellect and will"  (Vatican I),  and "freely  assenting  

to the truth revealed by him" (DV 5). 

In  knowing by  faith,  man  accepts the whole   supernatural  and salvific content of revelation 

as true. But at the same time, this fact introduces him into a profound personal relationship with 

God  who  reveals himself. If the very content of revelation is the saving "self-communication" 

of God, then the response of faith is correct to the degree that man - accepting that salvific 

content as the truth - at the same time "entrusts his  whole  self  to God."  Only  a complete 

"abandonment to God"  on  man's  part constitutes an adequate response. 
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2.) Pope Saint John Paul II, Catechesis April 24,  1985.3 

 

The Transmission of Divine Revelation 

 

Where can we  find what God  has revealed, so  that we  may adhere to it with our convinced 

and free faith? There is a "sacred deposit," from which the Church draws and communicates its 

contents to us. 

 

As  the Second Vatican  Council says: "This sacred  Tradition,  therefore, and Sacred Scripture 

of  both the Old   and New  Testaments are like  a mirror in  which the pilgrim Church on  earth  

looks  at God,  from whom she has received everything, until she is brought finally to see him 

as he is, face to face (cf. 1 John 3:2)" (DV 7). 

 

With these words the conciliar Constitution synthesizes the problem of the transmission of 

divine revelation, which is important for the faith of every Christian. Our "credo"  should 

prepare man on  earth  to see  God  face to face  in  eternity.  In   every  stage of  history, the  

"credo"  depends on  the faithful  and  inviolable transmission  of  divine  self-revelation,  which 

reached its apex and plenitude in Jesus Christ. 

 

Christ  himself "commissioned the  apostles  to  preach  to  all  men   that Gospel which is the 

source of all saving truth and moral teaching" (DV 7). By  oral preaching first of all, they carried 

out the mission entrusted to them. At the same time, some  of them "under the inspiration of the 

same Holy  Spirit  committed the message of salvation  to writing"(DV 7).  This was done  also 

by  some  of those in  the circle of the apostles (Mark and Luke). 

 

Thus the transmission  of divine revelation was carried  out in  the first generation of Christians. 

"In  order to keep  the Gospel forever whole  and alive within  the  Church,  the  apostles left 

bishops as  their  successors, 'handing   over'   to  them  'the   authority  to  teach  in   their  own   

place'" (according to the expression of St. Irenaeus, cf. Adv. Haer., III,  3, 1; DV 7). 

 

According to the teaching of the Council, Tradition and Sacred Scripture reciprocally support 

and complete each other in the transmission of divine revelation in  the Church. By these means 

the new  generation of disciples and  witnesses of  Jesus  Christ  nourish  their  faith,  because 

"what was handed on  by the apostles includes everything which contributes toward the holiness 

of life and increase in faith of the people  of God" (DV 8). 

 

"This tradition  which comes  from the apostles  develops in  the Church with  the  help    of   

the  Holy    Spirit.   For  there  is   a  growth  in   the understanding of  the realities and  the 

words which have been  handed down.  This  happens  through  the  contemplation and  study  

made  by believers,  who   treasure  these things  in   their  hearts  (cf.  Lk   2:19,   51) through 

a penetrating understanding of the spiritual realities which they experience, and through the 

preaching of those who  have received through episcopal succession the sure gift of truth. For 

as the centuries succeed one another,  the  Church  constantly moves   forward  toward  the  

fullness of divine truth  until the words of God  reach their  complete fulfillment in her" (DV 

8). 

 

In  this thrust toward the plenitude of divine truth, the Church constantly draws on the one 

original "deposit," constituted by the apostolic Tradition and Sacred Scripture. "For both of 

them, flowing from the same divine wellspring, in a certain way merge into a unity and tend 

toward the same end"  (DV 9). 

                                                           
3 Available online at: 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/audiences/alpha/data/aud19 

850327en.html 

 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/audiences/alpha/data/aud19
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1. Truly God's word 

 

In  this regard it is  fitting to clarify and emphasize, in  the words of the Council, that  "it is  not 

from Sacred  Scripture  alone that  the Church draws her certainty about everything which has 

been  revealed" (DV  9). This Scripture "is the word of God  inasmuch as it is consigned to 

writing under the inspiration of the divine Spirit, while sacred Tradition takes the word of  God  

entrusted by  Christ the Lord and  the Holy  Spirit  to the apostles, and hands it on to their 

successors in  its full  purity, so that led by the light of the Spirit of truth, they may in  

proclaiming it preserve this word of God  faithfully, explain it, and make it more widely known" 

(DV 9).  "Through the same tradition  the Church's  full   canon of  the sacred books  is  known, 

and the sacred writings themselves are more profoundly understood and unceasingly made 

active in her" (DV 8). 

 

"Sacred Tradition and Sacred Scripture form one  sacred deposit of the word of God,  committed 

to the Church. Holding fast to this deposit the entire holy  people  united with their shepherds 

remain always steadfast in the  teaching  of  the  apostles"  (DV  10).   Therefore both  Scripture  

and Tradition must be accepted and honoured with equal feelings of devotion and reverence. 

 

2. Authentic interpretation 

 

The  problem arises here of the authentic interpretation of the word of God written  or  handed  

down by  Tradition.  This task  has  been   entrusted "exclusively to the living teaching office 

of the Church, whose  authority is exercised in the name of Jesus Christ. This teaching office is 

not above the word  of  God,   but  serves it,  teaching  only   what has  been   handed on, 

listening  to  it  devoutly, guarding  it  scrupulously and  explaining  it faithfully in  accord with 

a divine commission and with the help  of the Holy  Spirit. It draws from this one  deposit of 

faith everything which it presents for belief as divinely revealed" (DV 10). 

 

Here then is  a further characteristic of faith. In  the Christian sense,  "to believe"  also means 

to accept the truth  revealed by God  as it is taught by the Church. But at the same time the 

Second Vatican Council stated that "The  entire body  of the faithful, anointed as they are by  

the Holy  One, cannot err in  matters of  belief.   They  manifest this  special property by means 

of the whole  peoples' supernatural discernment in  matters of faith when 'from the bishops 

down to the last  of the lay faithful' they show universal agreement in  matters of faith and 

morals. That discernment in matters of  faith is  aroused and  sustained by  the Spirit  of  truth. 

It is exercised under the guidance of the sacred teaching authority, in  faithful and respectful 

obedience to which the people  of God  accepts that which is not just the word of men  but truly 

the word of God.  Through it, the people of God  adheres unwaveringly 'to the faith given  once  

and for all to the saints,' (cf.  Jude  3)  penetrates it more deeply   with right thinking, and applies 

it more fully  in its life" (LG 12). 

 

3. Vivifying process 

 

Tradition,  Sacred  Scripture,  the Magisterium  of  the  Church and  the supernatural sense  of 

faith of the entire People  of God  form that vivifying process   in    which   divine   revelation   

is    transmitted    to   succeeding generations. "Thus God,  who  spoke  of old,  uninterruptedly 

converses with the bride of his  beloved Son;  and the Holy  Spirit, through whom the living 

voice of the Gospel resounds in the Church, and through her, in the world, leads unto all truth 

those who  believe  and makes the word of Christ dwell abundantly in them (cf. Col. 3:16)" 

(DV 8). 

 

To believe  in the Christian sense  means to be willing to be introduced and led by the Spirit to 

the plenitude of the truth in a conscious and voluntary way. 
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Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  What is  the role of the Magisterium regarding the deposit of divine 

Revelation? 

 

2.  According to Dei  Verbum number 7, which ways or channels  did  the apostles use  to 

transmit Revelation? 

 

3.  Why  do  we  say that  Tradition and Transmission complement each other? 

 

4.  Explain  the  process  through  which  Revelation,  with  Jesus as  a starting point, has reached 

us  today. 

 

5.  What is the Sacred Deposit of Revelation? 

 

6.  What else   does   Apostolic  Tradition  include besides words and  oral teachings? 

 

7.  Why is the Holy  Spirit guarantor of Apostolic Tradition?
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SESSION SEVEN: 

 

THE CANON OF SACRED SCRIPTURE 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

7.1 Introduction 

7.2 The Canon of the Bible 

7.3 The Canon of the Old Testament 

7.4 The Canon of the New Testament 

7.5 Supplementary Observations Concerning the Apocryphal Gospels 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  What is the canon of the Bible? 

2.  What is the function of the canon of the Bible? 

3.  Who defines it? 

4.  Find  out  the  names  of   the   four  non-canonical  books  mentioned in the Old Testament. 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:  

 

To learn more about this subject. Read CCC number 120. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

It is  helpful to start  this chapter by  recalling an ordinary incident that happens in real life in 

some  countries in the world: Someone knocks at your door. You  open   to find   yourself 

confronted with two  smiling middle-aged ladies: 

 

“Good morning!!   We just stopped by to share the Word of God  with you,  so that you can be 

saved.” 

 

They  open  their Bibles and start  reading different passages to you.    Soon enough they point 

out differences between their Bible  and the one  you  have at  home.   It  turns  out that  “their”  

Bible   has  fewer books   than yours, nevertheless “theirs” is the right one  and if you want to 

be free from error in order to “be saved”, you  have to read “their” Bible.  The  question is: Who  

is right and who is wrong in this story? Or should we just leave it alone? 

 

On  the other hand, there are restless spirits that  ask themselves why  no more  books  have 

been added to the Bible. Or why  aren’t  they examined in accordance to the new  and amazing 

archaeological findings of the Dead Sea scrolls? 

 

The  answer to these differences and questions is to be found by studying the development of 

the “canon” of the Scriptures. 
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7.2 The Canon of the Bible 

 

1.  Meaning of the word canon 

 

The  word canon comes   from the Greek “kanon” and can mean measuring instrument, 

measurement norm, rule. The  Christian writers of the primitive Church used the word to refer 

to the rule of faith and truth. 

 

Seen in  this light, the function of the canon is  to impede Revelation from being adulterated  

with the inclusion of apocryphal books  or mutilated  by leaving out authentic books. 

 

2.  Biblical canon and inspiration 

 

We  call Biblical  Canon  the  official and  definitive list  that  states  the number of books  in  

the Bible, and which they are. We are talking about the 

73  books  that  the Church regards as canonical because they were written under the inspiration 

and guidance of the Holy  Spirit. 

 

It is  helpful to point out that the canon of inspired books  is  applied to the totality of Scripture, 

and not just to some  of its parts. If a book is considered inspired, this means that the whole 

book  is  belongs to the Bible, and not only a section of the book. 

 

It is the Church that determines which books  belong to the canon and which do not, because 

the Church has the authority conferred by Christ himself to ascertain what is authentic and what 

is not in the field  of divine Revelation. 

 

The  Church merely bears witness to the existence of inspiration. This means that it shows the 

presence of the truth and teaches that it is present there. The  Church does  not invent inspiration 

or impose by decree that something is inspired. It proclaims which books  must be included in  

the biblical canon because they are inspired.   “Canonicity”  is  the  official recognition by  the 

Church that a book is inspired. 

 

Furthermore, if the Church determines which books  compose the Bible, it is because the  

Church wrote them.    Who,   besides the  author  herself, can determine which books  she  has 

written and which she  has not? The  authors of all the books  of the New  Testament (Mathew, 

John, Mark, Luke, Peter, Paul, James, etc.) were members of the primitive Church.  The  Church 

was the community of faith where these sacred books  sprang forth and where the early 

Christians recognized and expressed their faith. 

 

Something similar  used  to  happen  during  the  process of  photographic developing.    The   

laboratory  did   not  invent images, it  only   revealed  or developed them. It “let  us  see” the 

pictures that had been taken previously and were contained in the roll of film. 

 

As  for the  Old  Testament, the Jews also had a canon of  Sacred Books. Which  was  the   

authority   among  them   to  decide  which  books    were considered sacred and which were 

not?  How  did  they come  to the definition of this canon? 

 

7.3 The Canon of the Old Testament 

 

1.  Literary production 

 

The  People of Israel took  up  the task of writing their laws, their history, their traditions and 

the message of the prophets.  This happened especially from the moment they became a nation 
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during the kingdom of David.    A wide   range of  historical literature  sprang forth during his  

son  Solomon’s reign (Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Kings, Chronicles, Ezra, etc.) 

 

There are references in  these books  to the existence of previous documents that  have not 

reached our times  probably because they were lost.   For example, they mention the “Book of 

the Wars of Yahweh”  (Nm  21:14);    “the Book of the Just” (Jos 10:13);  “the Chronicles of 

the Kings of Judah” and “the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel”.   These last two are mentioned 

more than fifteen times in  the canonical books, and yet we  have no  further  trace  of them (Cf. 

1K 11:41;  14:19). 

 

There is  also the case of the Second Book  of Maccabees, that  sums up  the five  volumes  of  

Jason  of  Cyrene (Cf.  2  Mac  2:23).     The   Second  Book  of Maccabees appears as canonical 

in  the LXX (the Septuagint) whereas the Books  of Jason of Cyrene do not. 

 

The  existence of books  that are not part of the Bible  has raised a number of questions:  Why  

do some  documents belong to the Bible  while others do not? What motivated the inclusion of 

some  writings as sacred books  while others were left out as common books?  Who  selected 

them and which criteria did they use? 

 

2.  The process of discernment 

 

The  establishment of the “canon” of the Sacred Scriptures is  the  point of arrival of a long  

process (as explained by the Pontifical Biblical Commission in The  Interpretation of the Bible  

in the Church. April 15, 1993):  

 

1.   The  communities of the Old  Covenant (from particular groups such as circles of  

prophets or priests  to the people as a whole) recognized the Word of God  in  a certain number 

of texts.  This means that the Word of God was present in the origin of their faith and guided 

them in life. 

 

The  key  factor in  the whole process was the permanent assistance that God gave these 

communities and individuals.  He  enlightened them to reach the conviction that a certain text 

transmitted God’s way of thinking. 

 

It was God  who  guided Jewish piety towards venerating certain books  while giving less  

importance to others.   This way, as time went by, some  books  remained and others simply 

disappeared. 

 

Sometimes the testimony of a prophet confirmed the divine origin of a previous writing.  Thus 

the prophet’s support and authority guaranteed that writing. 

 

There were also firm traditions that  attributed  the authorship of certain writings to great figures 

such as Moses, David or Solomon. 

 

2. In   this   way  Hebrew  communities  have  received  those  texts  as  a patrimony that  

should be   kept  and  transmitted.  God’s  People  had common ownership of these texts. 

 

For Jesus himself and then for his  apostles, it was clear that “the Scriptures”  (“what  was 

written”)  were the highest authority and reference point, and what they said was always 

fulfilled. In  other words, they never doubted that they were the Word of God. 

 

As   a consequence, the  New    Testament  bears  witness  to  its veneration of  these sacred 

texts. It receives them as a precious heritage handed on  by  the Jewish people.  The  New  
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Testaments acknowledges them as ‘Sacred  Scriptures’  (Rom  1:2),  ‘inspired’  by the Holy  

Spirit (Cf.  2 Tim  3:16;  2 Pet 1:20-21) which ‘they  cannot be set aside’ (Cf. Jn 10:35). 

 

3.  Israel’s canon Jesus’ times 

 

The  concept of a sacred book  in ancient Israel dates back to at least 621 B.C. For instance, 

during Josiah’s reform (Josiah was King  of Judah) the Temple of Yahweh was under repair.  

The  high priest Hilkiah discovered “The  Book of the Law” (2Kings 22:8)  and it was regarded 

with great veneration. Even more respect was paid to the text proclaimed by Ezra, the Jewish 

priest and scribe, when he  read it in  front of the whole community near the end  of the fifth 

century B.C. (Cf. Neh  8:1ff). 

 

However, it would not be until the times of Christ that the canon of the Old Testament  was 

clearly established.  There were two  versions of  the same canon. It is  very important  to point 

out the differences between these two versions because it is  the origin of  the  differences 

between Catholic and Protestant Bibles. 

 

 The Palestinian canon 

 

This canon was so named because it was the canon used by the Jews living in Palestine. 

 

This version included only  22  books.   This number  is  more conventional than real because 

it is  the number of letters in  the Hebrew alphabet.   In order to narrow it down  to 22,  they 

made artificial combinations of books. For example, they joined the two books  of Chronicles, 

they put together the Book  of Jeremiah with Lamentations and the twelve Minor Prophets were 

treated as one  single book.    In  total, this version of the Bible  included 39 books  of the list 

of the Old Testament that we now have. 

 

 The Alexandrian canon 

 

The  Alexandrian canon was at first a translation  of the sacred books  from Hebrew to Greek.   

The  process started  in  the third century B.C.  outside Palestine due  to the fact that the Jewish 

communities in  Egypt and other places needed the Scriptures in  the language of their own  

culture.  Most of the  additional books   this  version contains  were written  by  the Jewish 

communities that lived  outside Palestine. 

 

The  Jews of the Diaspora, mostly the ones  who  lived  in  Alexandria (in  the north  of  Egypt),  

also  included  seven  books   written  originally in  Greek. These are the ones  that we now  call 

deuterocanonical (Judith, Tobit, 1 and 2 

Maccabees, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus  (Sirach),  Baruch  and  some   parts   of Esther and Daniel). 

Their version had a total  of 46  books  and is  called the LXX Version, the Version “of the 

Seventy” or the Septuagint. 

 

Since the Jewish Synod of Jamnia (95-100 A.D.),  official Judaism decided to use  the 

Palestinian  Version and to exclude the deuterocanonical books. This Synod used  the  following 

criteria  to  select  the  books   they  would  now consider as official: divine inspiration, the 

sanctity of the books  and the fact that   they  had  originally been  written  in   Hebrew,  the  

only   language considered sacred by them. This final criterion was decisive. 

 

4.  The canon of the Old Testament in Christianity 

 

The  Church followed the use  the apostles gave to the Old  Testament. The apostles always 

used the LXX  in  their writings, even   though they never quoted the deuterocanonical books  

explicitly. 
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This  unanimity  appears  clearly from the  fourth  century  A.D.   onwards, beginning with the 

Council of Hippo (year 393).  It was officially confirmed by the Councils of Florence and Trent 

and ratified by the First and Second Vatican Councils as shown by  the Catechism of  the 

Catholic Church (Cf. CCC 120). 

 

7.4 The Canon of the New Testament 

 

1.  Primitive Christian Literature 

 

The  first generation of Christians got to know a list of books  that was more extensive than the 

canonical one.  There is  no  explicit testimony about the canon in  these early years.  This seems 

understandable because the Church Fathers  and writers were, at this moment, more worried 

about clarifying doctrine than  about determining which books   were written  under divine 

inspiration and which were not.  It is  interesting to observe that when the Fathers of  the Church 

cite the canonical books, they recognize a special authority in them and treat them as divinely 

inspired. 

 

For example:   Saint  Paul  himself speaks about a letter  he  had written previously to the 

community of the Corinthians in 1 Cor 5:9.   He also speaks about another letter written to the 

community in  Laodicea (Cf.  Col  4:16). Unfortunately this letter is no longer with us  (some  

experts believe it could be the one we know as the Letter to the Ephesians). 

 

During the second century A.D.  some  apocryphal writings began to spread. They   were falsely 

attributed  an apostolic  origin. What is  more,  many  of these writings contained heresies. 

People started  doubting the canonicity of some  of the inspired books, especially the ones  that 

were more difficult  to interpret  or the ones  the heretics quoted more often. This is  the moment 

when the Church Fathers and the Councils of the Church start determining their canons. 

 

The  most ancient list we have is the Canon of Muratori, towards the end  of the second century.   

It lists all the books   of  the New   Testament except Hebrews, James and the two Letters of 

Peter. Slowly, doubts dissipate and from the  Council of  Carthage to the present there  is  

absolute certainty about  the  Canon.    The   most outstanding  Fathers  of  the  Eastern  and 

Western  Churches  unanimously  acknowledge the  27   books   of  the  New Testament. 

 

2.  Criteria for the acceptance of  the Books of  the New Testament into the Canon. 

 

Who decided that this or that book should be included the Bible? 

 

The  basic criteria for determining the list of the books  that make up  the canon is  Apostolic  

Tradition, with the special assistance of the Holy  Spirit. This made the Church discern which 

writings were to be included in the list of Sacred Books  (Cf. CCC 120,  1117;  DV 8) 

 

It is  important to take into account that Tradition is  not a “decision”  made at a particular  day 

and time. Instead, it is  a living flow,  a process that involves many factors, such as: 

 

The  certainty that  Jesus and the apostles had acknowledged the Old Testament as Sacred 

Scripture, reaching its fulfillment in the Paschal mystery. 

 

The  conviction  that the writings of the New  Testament contain the authentic  preaching of  

the apostles, even   though not all the books were written by the apostles themselves. 

 

The  confirmation of their conformity to the rule of faith. 

 

The   ancient  and  widespread  liturgical  use   of  these  books   in   the Christian communities 
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Their ability to nurture the life of the Church communities 

 

The  canonicity of a book  is a supernatural fact which can only  be discovered by divine 

revelation and with the aid of Apostolic  Tradition. Therefore it is necessary to have the 

authoritative  testimony of  the Magisterium of  the Church in order to have the certainty that a 

particular book is canonical and inspired. This is how  the canon defined by the Council of 

Trent was already widely accepted by all communities since the fourth century. 

 

7.5 Supplementary Observations Concerning the Apocryphal Gospels 

 

The   term  apocryphal comes   from  the  Greek  apókryphos,  which  means hidden, secret, 

unrevealed. Nevertheless, it is commonly used to refer to the books  that are considered sacred 

by some  people but are not included in  the canon of inspired books. 

 

The  apocryphal books   were usually written with the intention of proving some  theory. They  

therefore claimed to have biblical characters or members of the primitive Church as their 

authors.  This was done  to give  authority to their content.   In  some   cases these books   

provide authentic  information, however most of the time they are full  of fantasies and quite 

often doctrinal errors. For all these reasons they should be regarded only  as books  that are a 

human testimony of the way some   tendencies (mostly  Gnostic)  used to think at the time and 

in the context these books  were written in. 

 

As  for the  use   of  the term there is  disagreement  between Catholics and Protestants.  

 

Protestants  call the seven deuterocanonical books  “apocryphal”.  The books  we Catholics call 

“apocryphal” (not written under divine inspiration) are  referred to by  Protestants  as “primitive  

Christian literature”. 

 

The   latter  are not included in  the biblical canons of  any of  the multiple Christian 

denominations. 

 

In  1442  the Council of Florence and in  1564  the Council of Trent made a definite statement  

of  the list of  canonical books   for the  Catholic Church relying on the Tradition that dates back 

to apostolic times.4  

 

In Brief: 

 

 The  word “canon” comes   from the Greek “kanon” (measuring instrument, measurement, 

norm, rule). The  early Christian communities used the word to refer to the rule of faith 

and truth. 

 

 The   determination  of  a  canon  serves  to  protect  Revelation  from being adulterated 

with the inclusion of apocryphal books, or mutilated  by leaving out authentic books. 

 

 It is  the Church that determines which books  belong to the canon because the Church 

has the authority conferred by Christ Himself to ascertain what is authentic and what is 

not in  the field  of divine Revelation. Therefore the Church teaches that the revealed truth 

is present in these books. 

 

 The   People of  Israel took  up  the task of  writing down   their  laws, their history, their 

traditions and the message of the prophets.  This happened especially from the moment 

they became a nation during the kingdom of David.  A wide  range of historical literature 

                                                           
4 Cf. DS  783-784. See  http://www.catecheticsonline.com/SourcesofDogma8.php. 

 

http://www.catecheticsonline.com/SourcesofDogma8.php
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sprang forth during this period. The  establishment of the “canon” of the Sacred Scriptures 

is  the  point of arrival of a long process. 

 

 The  concept of a sacred book  in ancient Israel dates back to at least 621 B.C. However, 

it would not be until the times of Christ that the canon of the Old Testament was clearly 

established. 

 

 There  were  two   versions: the  Palestinian  Canon and  the  Alexandrian Canon. 

 

 The  Church followed the use  the apostles made of the Old  Testament. The apostles 

always used the LXX  in  their writings, even   though they never quoted the 

deuterocanonical books  explicitly.   

 

 The  most ancient list we have is  the Canon of Muratori towards the end  of the second 

century.   It lists all the books   of  the New   Testament except Hebrews, James and the 

two Letters of Peter. 

 

 The   most  outstanding  Fathers  of  the  Eastern  and  Western Churches unanimously 

acknowledge the 27 books  of the New  Testament. 

 

 The  basic criteria for fixing the list of the books  that  conform the canon is Apostolic 

Tradition, under the special guidance of the Holy  Spirit. 

 

 The  term apocryphal is used to refer to the books  that are considered sacred by some  

people but are not included in the canon of inspired books. 

 

 The  canonicity of a book  is a supernatural fact which can only  be discovered by divine 

revelation and with the aid of Apostolic  Tradition. Therefore it is necessary to have the 

authoritative  testimony of  the Magisterium of  the Church. 

 

 The   canon  defined by  the  Council of  Trent was the  one   already widely accepted by 

all communities since the fourth century. 

 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 “The Scriptures” are the highest authority and reference point for the Faith, and what 

they say is always fulfilled.  In  other words, they are unquestionably the Word of God. 

 

 The  communities of the Old  Covenant recognized the Word of God  in a certain number 

of  texts.   This means that  the Word of God  was present in the origin of their faith and 

guided them in life. 

 

 Jesus acknowledges the “Sacred Scriptures” (Rom  1:2) as “inspired” by the Holy  Spirit 

(Cf. 2 Tim  3:16;  2 Pe  1:20-21), and “they cannot be set aside” (Cf. Jn 10:35). 

 

 In  1442   the  Council of  Florence and in  1564   the  Council of  Trent made a  definite 

statement  of  the  list  of  canonical  books   for  the Catholic Church relying on the 

Tradition that dates back to apostolic times 
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Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

Second Vatican Council, Dei Verbum, numbers 8 and 10. 

 

8.  And  so the apostolic preaching, which is expressed in  a special way in the inspired books,  

was to be  preserved by an unending succession of preachers until the end  of  time. Therefore 

the Apostles, handing  on what they themselves had received, warn the faithful to hold fast to 

the traditions which they have learned either by word of mouth or by letter (see 2 Thess. 2:15),  

and to fight in  defence  of the faith handed on once and for all (see Jude 1:3) (4) Now  what 

was handed on by the Apostles includes everything which contributes toward the holiness of 

life  and increase in  faith of  the  peoples of  God;   and so  the Church, in  her teaching, life 

and worship, perpetuates and hands on to all generations all that she herself is, all that she 

believes. 

 

This tradition  which comes  from the Apostles develop in  the Church with the help   of  the  

Holy   Spirit. (5)  For there is  a growth in  the understanding of the realities and the words 

which have been  handed down. This happens through the contemplation and  study made by 

believers, who  treasure these things in  their hearts (see Luke,  2:19,  51) through a penetrating 

understanding of the spiritual realities which they experience, and through the preaching of 

those who  have received through Episcopal succession the sure gift of truth. For as the centuries 

succeed one another, the Church constantly moves  forward toward the fullness of divine truth  

until the words of God  reach their complete fulfillment in her. 

 

The  words of  the holy  fathers  witness to the presence of  this living tradition,  whose   wealth 

is  poured into the practice and  life  of  the believing and   praying  Church.  Through  the  same  

tradition   the Church's  full   canon  of  the sacred  books   is  known, and  the sacred writings 

themselves are more profoundly understood and unceasingly made active in  her; and thus God,  

who  spoke  of old,  uninterruptedly converses with  the  bride  of  His   beloved  Son;   and  the 

Holy   Spirit, through whom the living voice  of the Gospel resounds in  the Church, and through 

her, in  the world, leads unto all truth those who  believe and  makes the word of  Christ  dwell 

abundantly  in  them (see  Col.3:16).  […] 

 

10.  Sacred tradition  and Sacred Scripture form one  sacred  deposit of the word of God,  

committed to the Church. Holding fast to this deposit the  entire  holy   people   united  with  

their  shepherds remain  always steadfast in  the teaching of the Apostles, in  the common life,  

in  the breaking of the bread and in prayers (see Acts 2, 42, Greek text), so that holding  to,  

practicing  and  professing the  heritage  of  the  faith,  it becomes  on the part of the bishops 

and faithful a single common effort. (7) 

 

But the task of  authentically  interpreting  the word of  God,  whether written or handed on,  

(8) has been  entrusted  exclusively to the living teaching office  of the Church, (9)  whose  

authority is  exercised in  the name of  Jesus  Christ. This teaching office  is  not above the  

word  of God,  but serves it, teaching only  what has been  handed on, listening to it devoutly, 

guarding it scrupulously and explaining it faithfully in accord with a divine commission and 

with the help  of the Holy  Spirit, it draws from this one deposit of faith everything which it 

presents for belief as divinely revealed. 

 

It is  clear, therefore, that  sacred tradition,  Sacred Scripture and the teaching authority  of  the  

Church,  in   accord with  God's  most  wise design, are so linked and joined together that one 

cannot stand without the others, and that all together and each in  its own  way under the action 

of the one  Holy  Spirit  contribute  effectively to the salvation  of souls. 
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Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  What does  the expression “biblical canon” mean? 

 

2.  How is the biblical canon related to divine inspiration? 

 

3.  Who determines inspiration and canonicity? 

 

4.  Describe the  characteristics  of  the  Alexandrian  Canon of  the  Old Testament. 

 

5.  What is the Canon of Muratori? 

 

6.  What is an apocryphal book? 

 

7.  Explain the role of the Council of Trent in  the definition of the canon of the Bible.
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SESSION EIGHT: 

 

THE ORIGINAL TEXT OF THE BIBLE 

 
Lesson Outline: 

 

8.1 Introduction: Where are the Original Manuscripts of the Bible?  

8.2 Ancient Writing Materials 

8.3 What is a Version of the Bible? 

8.4 Main Issues Concerning Bible Translations 

8.5 Conclusion: How Reliable is the Biblical Text? 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  What do you think are the original texts of the Bible? 

2.  What is a “version” of the Bible? 

3.  What were the original biblical languages? 

4.  Can we  trust the translations of Sacred Scripture? Why? 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more about this subject, read paragraphs 115 to 119. 

 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

8.1 Introduction: Where are the Original Manuscripts of the Bible?  

 

The  answer is  clear:  the original manuscripts of all the books  of the Bible no longer exist.  

Why?  For a simple reason: the materials that were used to write the books  were very fragile 

and perishable. 

 

Nevertheless there  are  very ancient and  valuable copies  of  the original manuscripts. This 

fact does  not diminish the  value of  the Bible  as an authentic source of Revelation. 

 

8.2 Ancient Writing Materials 

 

The  use  of paper as writing material, the way we use  it today, is a relatively recent invention 

and undoubtedly appeared much later than when the books of the Bible  were written. It is 

useful to take a quick glance at the history of writing materials in  order to evaluate more 

positively the fact that we  no longer have the original manuscripts of the Bible. 

 

The  first consistent traces of writing take us  the south of Babylon around the year 3500  B.C.  

It is believed that here, the Sumerian culture “invented” writing. Babylonians used fresh clay 

tablets in  which they inscribed signs using an instrument  that  left wedge-shaped marks 

(“cuneiform”  writing). After this they let the clay dry in  the sun and then in  the fire in  order 

to make it hard. 

 

Later,  around the  year 3000   B.C.,   Egyptians used a  cheaper and more practical material.   

It  was a flexible material  made of  the  fibres of  the papyrus  plant  which were  flattened  and  

laid  side   by   side   to  form  a rectangle. More fibres were then laid across the first at right 

angles and then covered with adhesive to bind the two layers. This is the archaic origin of the 
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paper of today. Papyrus was exported from Egypt to Palestine along the Phoenician coast and 

sold  as ordinary writing material. 

 

Some  time later, in  the second century B.C.,  the Hebrews would learn from the Persians the 

existence of  a more consistent but also more expensive material:  parchment. This a form of 

leather, tanned and polished and made from the skin of sheep or goats. It was called parchment 

because around the year 100  B.C.  this  material  was perfected in  the city  of  Pergamum. An 

example  of   parchment   being  used  by   biblical  writers   is   Saint  Paul instructing Timothy: 

“When you come,  bring the cloak that I left with Carpus at Troas, also the books,  and above 

all the parchments” (Cf. 2 Tim  4:13). 

 

Papyrus  or parchment  sheets  were attached  one  after  the other to form scrolls.  Jewish liturgy 

has remained faithful to this use.  The  custom of sewing together  four parchment  sheets  

(quarternion) and  then  grouping them with other sets of four to form a volume began in  the 

second century A.D. It was widespread particularly among Christians. 

 

The  instrument  used to write on  a sheet of papyrus was the stem of the same plant.  To write 

on parchment they used the stem of a reed (a tall thin grass that grows in wet areas) with a small 

indentation on the tip. 

 

As  we  can see,  the materials used to write the Scriptures were extremely fragile. Thus the 

original manuscripts of the Bible  have disintegrated.  Up until the invention of the printing 

press, costly hand-written copies   were needed for the reproduction of a written text. We  have 

knowledge of many biblical texts  because  of  their  successive transcriptions.  Many of  these 

manuscripts in the original tongues are carefully preserved. 

 

This should not surprise us.  It has been impossible to preserve the “original manuscripts” of 

any of the literary or philosophical works of ancient writers such as Homer, Plato, Aristotle or 

Cicero. Only   copies   of copies   from the originals remain and nobody questions their value 

or authenticity. 

 

Therefore, when we speak of “originals”, we are talking of the languages in which the texts 

were originally written. For instance, it is  common to say: this  Bible   was  translated  from 

the  original, this  is,   from the  original languages: Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. 

 

The  oldest Hebrew manuscripts available a century ago were from the tenth century A.D.  In   

1896   a chamber in  the  synagogue of  Cairo, Egypt  was discovered,  the   so-called  genizah  

chamber.  In    this  chamber  Bible manuscripts were kept that  were no  longer used in  liturgy.   

There were approximately 200,000 fragments there, among which a hand-written  text in  

Hebrew that corresponds to the book  of Sirach.  Until then, we  only  had knowledge of the 

Greek translation of this book.    These manuscripts  date back to the sixth and seventh centuries 

A.D. 

 

A question arises: if no  original manuscripts remain, how  reliable are the copies  and versions 

we  have? Especially in  view  of the fact that there is  a certain divergence among the different 

texts. 

 

It is  true that  sometimes scribes (or copyists)  took  minimal liberties with the purpose of 

clarifying and improving texts or trying to complete or adapt them to the situation they were 

living in at that moment. 

 

This  diversity,  far  from being a  limitation,  contributes  enormously and allows us  to see  

how  the Bible  has remained a living text among the Jewish and  Christian  communities.   

There  is   life   in   the  manuscripts  because copyists were faithful to their sources. 
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Nevertheless, here and there, they added slight clarifications that  ended up  becoming part of 

the text.  They sometimes  included, omitted or explained words that may have seemed too 

harsh. 

The    process  of   comparing  the  different  manuscripts  we   have  today (something that 

many of the scribes could  not do back in  their time) allows us   to  define  which is  the  most 

ancient document, and  hence, the  most authentic one. 

 

All copyists  had the same objective:  transmitting faithfully the testimonies of the past so  as 

to nurture the faith of their contemporaries. Thus, they were generally scrupulously faithful and 

the essential part of the text is well established, because alterations are minimal. 

 

Among the oldest copies  of the original manuscripts we have nowadays, we can mention the 

following: 

 

The   oldest  copy  of  the New   Testament is  the  Ryland papyrus dated between the years 120  

to 130  A.D. It contains fragments of the Gospel of John. 

 

There are two very important  codices (manuscript  copies) of the Old  and New   Testament 

written on  parchment:   the Codex  Vaticanus and the Sinaiaticus, both from the fourth century 

A.D.   We can also mention the Codex  Alexandrinus, the Codex  Bezae and the Codex  

Ephraemi, all three from the fifth century. 

 

The  Leningrad Codex  of the Hebrew Bible   contains the Masoretic text and is dated towards 

the end  of the tenth century A.D. 

 

Other important papyri are the Bodmer Papyrus from the second century A.D., and the Beatty 

Papyrus from the third century A.D. 

 

8.3 What is a Version of the Bible? 

 

When we  say versions of the Bible  we  refer to the translations  made into other languages 

different from the ones   in  which the books  were written originally.  As  we  said  before, 

there  are  no  original manuscripts  of  the canonical books. The  current editions in different 

languages are translations of the different manuscripts that exist. The  multiple versions respond 

to the need of making constant translations  in  order to adapt the biblical text to contemporary  

languages   therefore   making  it   easier   for  readers   to understand it. It is  a fact that  due   

to the changing nature  of  language, words age and change their meaning from one time and 

place to another. 

 

In   order  to  evaluate  the  variations  in   some    texts  it  is   necessary  to distinguish between 

differences in  translation and manipulation of the text. The  first are not significant (as 

expressed by  the Greek translator of the Prologue  of  the  Book   of  Sirach.  See   verses  21-

36).  On   the  contrary, manipulation goes  against the fidelity to a text.  Some  people have 

tried to do this in order to give biblical support to certain ideological tendencies. 

 

Whatever the case may be, a translation  must be  faithful to the spirit and the words of the 

original in  order to reflect all the splendour of God’s Word “expressed in  human words”  (DV 

13).   It is  important not to force the texts trying to accommodate them to the approach in  

fashion at the moment. A version must  be  faithful to the revealed truth  and also to the 

language. Otherwise we would be adapting, and not translating. 
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Greek Version: 

 

 LXX   Version  or Alexandrian Version, also called the Septuagint. It is the most   

important  Greek  version of  the  Old   Testament  because  of  its antiquity and authority. 

The   translation  from the  original languages (Hebrew and Aramaic) to Greek began 

around the year 250  B.C.  and was concluded towards 105 B.C. 

The  name LXX – Septuagint comes  from a Jewish tradition that attributes its translation 

to 70 wise  men (in  Latin, “septuaginta” means “seventy”).  It is also called 

“Alexandrian” because the translation was made in  the city of Alexandria.  The  

Septuagint was intended to be used in place of the Hebrew text by Greek-speaking Jews.  

It was made to be read in  the Synagogues of the “Diaspora” (Jewish communities living 

outside of Palestine) and maybe also in order to share the Scriptures with the pagans. 

 

Latin Versions: 

 

 Old  Latin or “Vetus Latina”. It comes  from the Septuagint Version for most of the 

books  of the Old  Testament and it used the originals in Greek for the books  of the 

New  Testament. It was used in the Western Church until the fifth century. 

 

 The  Vulgate. Towards the end  of the fourth century, Pope  Damasus asked Saint Jerome 

to make a new  Latin version of the Bible  keeping the Old  Latin as a reference. The  

Vulgate became established as the principal Latin Bible  in  the seventh century. It was 

called “Vulgate” because the intention was to make it more accessible to all people 

(“vulgus”  in   Latin  means  “the  common  people”.   It  should  not  be confused with 

our modern word “vulgar”). 

 

 Saint Jerome translated directly from the original Hebrew and Greek to the  Latin with 

the  exception  of  the Books   of  Baruch, Wisdom, Sirach and 1  and 2  Maccabees  

which  he   transcribed  without any alterations from the Vetus Latina. 

 

 Neo-Vulgate or Nova Vulgata.  It  is  a revision of  the  Vulgate but including the new  

and most recent discoveries in manuscripts. 

 

 Pope  John Paul II approved and released the “typical” edition (that is, the normative 

edition) of the Neo-Vulgate in 1979.   He  did  this so that this new  version could  be  

used as basis for translation into modern tongues and for biblical studies. 

 

8.4 Main Issues Concerning Bible Translations 
 

Translating the Bible  to modern languages is  a very complex and arduous task.  There are 

several reasons for this: 

 

 The    use    of   a  great  number  of   literary  genres:  narrative,   poetry, prophetical, 

devotional, historical, legal, wisdom literature,  epistles, etc. Since each  genre  has  its  

own   rules,  nuances  and  turns  of  phrase, difficulties arise because it is not easy to 

translate without distorting the sense of the text. Many times there is no exact match 

between the sense a text has in  the source language and the language it is being 

translated into. 

 

 Another difficulty  arises from the great number of books  that compose the Bible. 

 

 Added to this  is  the fact that  the Bible   was written  in  very ancient languages. Two  

thirds of the books  were written in  the Hebrew of 2,500 years  ago,  one   third  in   

Koiné   Greek  (common  Greek).  And   a  few fragments in Aramaic! 
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 Even though the Bible  is alive within the community, its texts originated within a 

cultural, historical, literary and religious context very different from the  one   we   know  

today.    This  cannot  be   fully   reflected  by   a translation without the help of marginal 

notes. 

 

 It is  important  to consider that  most of  the  biblical texts  were not intended for private 

reading but written to be read or proclaimed in front of  an  audience.   These 

circumstances condition  both the  style of  the authors and the rhetorical characteristics 

of many of the texts. 

 

All  these  considerations lead to a conclusion:  each translation  requires interpretation,  because 

languages cannot be  translated symmetrically as if each  word had  an  equivalent  word in   the  

destination  language.    The translator  must interpret the original meaning and express it by  

using an equivalent phrase, whilst being extremely respectful of the spirit and letter of the text. 

 

All this has generated different kinds of translations: 

 

 Literal translations.  These are done with the dictionary in  hand in order to translate  

each word into the corresponding word in  the target language. These might seem the  

most accurate  translations,  however they are the least faithful to the sense and spirit of 

the source text. 

 

 Equivalent but dynamic translations.  These try to be  as literal as possible while 

adjusting themselves to the grammatical rules and current expressions of the target 

language. 

 

 Contemporary translations.  The  resulting texts are easy to read but may lead to 

subjective interpretations on the part of the translator. 

 

8.5 Conclusion: How Reliable is the Biblical Text? 

 

All of the above leads to a fundamental question: Is  the current text of the Bible   authentic  

and reliable?   This is  an extremely important and valid question. 

 

The  Bible  experts, even  the most skeptical among them, agree on  the fact that the Bible  has 

been extraordinarily preserved throughout the centuries and that its texts are absolutely reliable. 

The  Bible  we have now is the Bible of “back then”. 

 

This is  corroborated by the copies  that date back to the fourteenth century A.D.,  which are 

fundamentally identical to the ones  from the third century of our era. There is  also surprising 

correspondence between the Dead Sea Scrolls found in 1946  and the Masoretic text of the Old 

Testament. 

 

In Brief: 

 

 The   original manuscripts  of  all the  books   of  the Bible   no  longer  exist. However, 

there are very old and valuable copies  of the originals. 

 

 The  oldest Hebrew manuscripts available a century ago were from the tenth century 

A.D. There is life in  the manuscripts because copyists were faithful to  their   sources.  

Nevertheless,   here   and   there   they   added   slight clarifications that  ended up  

becoming part  of  the text.   They   sometimes included, omitted or explained words 

that may have seemed too harsh. 
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 All copyists  had the same objective:  transmitting faithfully the testimonies of the past 

so  as to nurture the faith of their contemporaries. Thus, they were generally 

scrupulously faithful and the essential part of the text is well established, since 

alterations are minimal. 

 

 The  current editions in  different languages are translations of the different versions 

that exist. Every translation must be faithful to the spirit and the words of the original 

in  order to reflect all the splendour of God’s Word “expressed in  human words” (DV 

13).   It is important not to force the texts, trying to accommodate  them to the approach 

in  fashion at the moment. Among the most important versions we can find: 

 

 The  Septuagint or the LXX 

 

 The  Latin versions: the Old  Latin or Vetus Latina, the Vulgate and the Neo-Vulgate. 

Saint Jerome translated  the Vulgate directly from the Hebrew and Greek to Latin. Pope   

John Paul II  approved and released the typical (“standard”) edition of the Neo-Vulgate 

in 1979. 

 

The  Bible  has been extraordinarily well preserved throughout the centuries and its texts are 

absolutely reliable. The  Bible  we have now is the Bible  of back then. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 The  oldest copy  of the New  Testament is  the Ryland papyrus which contains 

fragments of the Gospel of John. 

 

 A  version must  be  faithful to the  revealed truth  and  also to the language. 

 

 The  LXX  Version or Alexandrian  Version, also called Septuagint,  is the most 

important Greek version of the Old  Testament because of its antiquity and authority. 

 

 The   Bible   is   alive  within  the  ecclesial community but  its  texts originated within 

a cultural, historical, literary and religious context very different  from the  one  we  

know today.   This cannot  be  fully reflected by a translation without the help of 

marginal notes. 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

From Pope  Leo  XIII,  Encyclical   Letter  Providentissimus  Deus, on  the study of Holy 

Scripture, 1893. 

 

8.   When   our  predecessor,  Clement  V.,  established  chairs  of  Oriental literature  in   the  

Roman  College   and  in   the  principal  Universities of Europe,  Catholics  began  to  make  

more  accurate  investigation  on  the original  text of  the Bible, as well  as on  the Latin  version. 

The  revival amongst us of Greek learning, and, much more, the happy invention of the art of 

printing, gave a strong impetus to Biblical studies. In  a brief space of time, innumerable  

editions, especially of the Vulgate, poured from the press and were diffused throughout the 

Catholic world; so honoured and loved   was  Holy   Scripture  during  that  very period against  

which the enemies of the Church direct their calumnies. Nor must we  forget how many learned 

men  there were, chiefly  among the religious orders, who  did excellent work for the  Bible   

between the Council of Vienne and  that  of Trent; men  who,  by the employment of modern 

means and appliances, and by the tribute of their own  genius and learning, not only  added to 
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the rich stores of ancient times, but prepared the way for the succeeding century, the century 

which followed the Council of Trent, when it almost seemed that the great age of the Fathers 

had returned. For it is well  known, and We recall it with pleasure, that Our predecessors from 

Pius IV. to Clement VIII.  caused to be prepared the celebrated editions of the Vulgate and the 

Septuagint, which, having been  published by the command and authority of Sixtus V. and of 

the same Clement, are now  in  common use.  At this time, moreover, were carefully brought 

out various other ancient versions of the Bible, and the Polyglots of Antwerp and of Paris, most 

important for the investigation of the true meaning of the text; nor is  there any one Book of 

either Testament which did not find more than one expositor, nor any grave question which did 

not profitably exercise the ability of many inquirers, among whom there are not a few - more 

especially of those who made most use  of the Fathers - who  have acquired great reputation. 

From that  time downwards the labour and  solicitude of  Catholics has never been  wanting;  

for, as  time went on,  eminent scholars  have carried  on Biblical study with success, and  have 

defended Holy  Scripture against rationalism with the same weapons of philology and kindred 

sciences with which it had been  attacked. The  calm and fair consideration of what has been 

said will  clearly show  that the Church has never failed in taking due measures to bring the 

Scriptures within reach of her children, and that she   has  ever  held  fast  and   exercised 

profitably  that   guardianship conferred upon her by  Almighty God  for the protection and  

glory of His Holy  Word; so that she  has never required, nor does  she  now  require, any 

stimulation from without. 

 

Bibliography: 

 

1.  The    Bible:    New    Revised  Standard   Version   -   Catholic   Edition (NRSVCE), 1989. 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  Do the original manuscripts of the Bible  still exist? What happened to them? 

 

2.  What are “versions” of the Bible? 

 

3.  What is their function? 

 

4.  Which are the basic versions? 

 

5.  Explain the main difficulties found when trying to make a translation of the Bible  into 

modern languages.
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SESSION NINE: 

 

LITERARY PRINCIPLES OF BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

9.1       Introduction  

9.2 Some  Useful Terms 

9.3 Why Is It Necessary to Interpret the Bible? 

9.4 Limits of Interpretation 

9.5  Literary Genres 

9.6 Literary Devices 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  What is the purpose of interpreting the Bible? 

2.  What kind of literary genres can we find  in the Bible? 

3. Explain the difference between the historical genre used in  the Bible and the modern 

historical genre. 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more, read paragraphs 109 and 110. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

9.1       Introduction  

 

There  is   a  fundamental   difference  between  the   way  Catholics  and Protestants interpret  

the Bible.  We  Catholics interpret  Sacred Scripture with the help of the Magisterium of the 

Church.  Protestants,  on  the other hand, follow  the principle of  private interpretation 

established by  Martin Luther.   According to  this  criterion  individuals  can  correctly  interpret 

Scripture without external, authoritative guidance. 

 

The  Bible  does  not claim that we must be guided by Scripture alone. On the contrary, there 

are passages in  the Scripture that speak about the need to seek for help in order to interpret it 

correctly (Cf. Acts 8:30-31; 2 P 3:16). 

 

Biblical principles  of  interpretation  are  not magic formulas to open the complicated  

combination  of  a  safe. They   are  clues  for  discovering  the message that God gives  us in 

the Bible. They  also help us to avoid subjective or misleading personal interpretations that may 

betray the genuine sense of the text. 

 

Anyone who  approaches Sacred Scripture always has to take into account two important things: 

first, it is God who speaks in the Bible, and second, He speaks “through human  beings in  

human fashion”  (DV  12).  Disregarding either of  these characteristics will   most surely  lead 

to interpreting  and understanding the Bible  incorrectly. 

 

Therefore, after  a few  general considerations, this  chapter  presents  the human  aspect  of  

Sacred  Scripture.  The   next  chapter  will   explore  the conditions for a correct interpretation 

which emanate from the divine nature of the Scripture. 
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9.2 Some  Useful Terms 

 

It is always useful to know the meaning of a few terms common to the study of  Sacred  

Scripture.  This  will   help  for a  better  understanding  of  the footnotes  in  many Bibles and 

to make the best use  of other books  in  the study of the Bible. 

 

 Exegesis: this is  the intellectual process of trying to understand  and explain a text 

(biblical or other). 

 

 Hermeneutics: this  is   the  science that  studies  the  methodological principles of 

interpretation.  Hermeneutics has three functions or parts. It must establish: 

 

1.   How   many meanings there  are  in   the  Scripture  (noetic or noematic hermeneutics) 

2.   How   to  find   the  genuine  meaning  (heuristics  or  heuristic hermeneutics) 

3.  How   to  express  the  meaning  of   a  text  (prophoristics, or prophoristic 

hermeneutics) 

 

9.3 Why Is It Necessary to Interpret the Bible? 

 

There are multiple reasons: 

 

 Because every written text requires interpretation. 

 

 Because the Bible  expresses God’s  mystery with human instruments, like  words. It 

uses old-fashioned and obsolete  expressions and offers pieces of information that today 

may be unknown, outdated, etc. 

 

 Since it is a work that took nearly thousands of years to be completed, it reflects the 

moral and theological progress of people with imperfect and  changing ethics.  The   

definite  and  ultimate  Revelation would reach them through Jesus Christ “It was said… 

but I say to you” (Mt 5:21-48). This is the reason why  the Old  Testament alone must 

not be considered as the ultimate rule of faith. 

 

 Even though the message of the Bible  has permanent value, its texts were written in the 

context of past circumstances and with a language that corresponds to the different 

historical periods. This requires an effort  of  interpretation  that is  capable of  

discovering the  essential points of the message beyond the historical conditioning. 

 

 The   sacred writers used the rhetoric of  their  time to express their concepts. Admitting 

this does  not affect the essential content of the biblical message. 

 

 There are contradictions due  to the human role in  the explanation of the divine mystery 

and also because the numerous authors sometimes put together different traditions. 

 

 Scripture itself points out the need for interpretation (Cf. Dan 9:2;  Is 53:7;  Acts 8:30;  

2 Pet 1:20;  2 Pet 3:16). 

 

 

9.4 Limits of Interpretation 

 

In   its  instruction, The   Interpretation  of  the  Bible   in   the  Church,  The Pontifical Biblical 

Commission reminds us that: 
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 So as to remain in  agreement with the saving truth expressed in  the Bible, the process 

of actualization (interpretation) should keep within certain limits and be careful not to 

go up the wrong paths. 

 

 No scientific method for the study of the Bible  is fully  adequate for the comprehension 

of the biblical texts in all their richness. 

 

 Scientific methods have been adopted for the study of the texts of the   ancient  world.  

To   what  extent  can  these  methods  be considered appropriate for the interpretation 

of Sacred Scripture? For a long  period the Church in  her pastoral prudence showed 

herself very reticent  in  responding to this  question. This was because these  methods,  

despite  their  positive elements,  have often  proven  to  ideologically support  positions  

hostile  to  the Christian faith. 

 

 While every reading of the Bible  is  necessarily selective, care should be taken to avoid 

tendentious interpretations, that is, readings which, instead of being docile  to the text, 

make use  of it only  for their own narrow purposes (as is  the case in  the “interpretation”  

practiced by certain sects, for example the Jehovah’s Witnesses). 

 

 Interpretation   loses    all  validity  if   it  is   grounded  in   theoretical principles which 

are at variance with the fundamental orientations of the biblical text, as, for example, a 

rationalism which is  opposed to faith or an atheistic materialism. 

 

 Clearly to be rejected is  every attempt at interpretation  contrary to evangelical justice 

and charity, such as, for example, the use  of the Bible  to justify racial segregation, 

violence, anti-Semitism or sexism whether on the part of men or of women. 

 

 Mistakes  will   be  avoided  if  interpretation  of  the  biblical message begins with a 

correct interpretation  of the text and continues within the stream of  living tradition,  

under the guidance of  the Church's Magisterium. 

 

 Interpretation, therefore, cannot mean a manipulation of the text. 

 

It is  not a matter of projecting new  opinions or ideologies upon the biblical writings, but of 

sincerely seeking to discover what the text has to say at the present time. The  text of  the Bible   

has authority over the Christian Church at all times, and, although centuries have passed since 

the time of its composition, the text retains its role of privileged guide, free from any kind of 

manipulation. 

 

9.5  Literary Genres 

 

“However,  since   God  speaks  in  Sacred Scripture through men   in  human fashion, the 

interpreter of Sacred Scripture, in  order to see clearly what God wanted to communicate to us,  

should carefully investigate what meaning the sacred writers really intended, and what God  

wanted to manifest by means of their words” (Cf. DV 12). 

 

To search out the intention of the sacred writers, attention should be given, among other things, 

to “literary forms”, also called “genres”. Each literary genre expresses truth differently, and it 

is  very important to take this into account.  Is  this  text a parable? Is  it  historical narrative,  

or perhaps  a prophetic discourse?  What literary  forms has the sacred author  used to express 

what he  wanted to assert? What was the situation in  his  time and culture? Who  is the given 

book  addressed to? Due  attention must be paid to all these elements in  order to discover what 

the sacred authors intended to express and actually expressed. 
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9.5.1  What are literary genres? 

 

A literary genre is a category of literary composition that includes a group of expressive 

resources or forms characterized by a particular  style, a form of content. In other words, literary 

genres are forms of expressions used by the authors of a given time or place. 

 

It is   obvious that  things  cannot all  be   expressed  the  same  way.    For instance, a fable 

written by  Aesop,  one  of Newton’s  scientific  works or the user’s  manual for a household 

appliance cannot all be  subject to the same literary criteria. 

 

Literary genres are very important when it comes  to interpreting the Bible. It is essential to 

know the external way a text is expressed in order to get to its  correct  interpretation.   There  

are  different  ways  of   expressing  or formulating the truth depending on the category a given 

text belongs to. 

 

Those who  ignore the wide   range of  literary genres in  the Bible   tend to interpret the texts 

to the letter and transform metaphors into truths, and laws into metaphors.   This is  the case of 

Jehovah’s  Witnesses, who  forbid the  members of  their  faith  to  receive blood   transfusions  

based  on   the passage in  Gen  9:4.  They  argue that Saint Peter’s successor is  not the rock 

upon which the  Church rests  (Mt  16:16)   claiming that  the  rock in  this passage only  refers 

to the cornerstone mentioned in Psalm 117.  And  so on... 

 

9.5.2  Literary genres used in the Bible 

 

The  Bible   is  an extensive library with a collection of  73  books   that were written in different 

periods of time. They  all have different styles and belong to multiple literary genres. Thus it is  

very important  to know the genre a text belongs to so as to understand what the sacred author 

intended to say. 

 

In order to facilitate a better understanding of the texts it may help to make a brief description 

of the principal literary genres used in  the Bible. It is impossible to understand  a passage 

correctly without knowing the literary genre in which the text was written. 

 

a. Historical genre 

 

History is the genre that narrates past events. It is like  the rich, firm soil in which the other 

genres sink their roots. 

 

However it is  necessary to clarify a few  things in  order not to fall into the trap of believing 

that the historical genre in the Bible  is exactly like  the one we are used to nowadays. 

 

People in  ancient times narrated  historic events with criteria very different to ours. Today, a 

historical account tries to narrate facts with great accuracy and attention to detail.  It relies on 

the multiple research tools available in modern times.  

 

We must read Bible  history with the same criteria used for writing it. It is important to keep in 

mind that the sacred author’s objective is not to give us an update on historical facts but to 

transmit saving truth through the sense of the texts. 

 

In  order to grasp the difference between the genre of history employed in the Bible   and the 

one   we  currently  use, we  must remember that  Bible history is  always the means, never the 

end   or goal. Put  another  way, a modern historian seeks to narrate  what happened and how  

it took  place. The  Bible  author narrates history in  his  own  way: he  uses facts only  as a 

support  for the  religious message.   His   intention is  not to relate  human history but the 
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history of human beings with God and God’s encounter with humanity. He  is  not only  

concerned about the things that  happened but about the religious significance they have. 

 

The  historical genre in  the Bible  must be read paying more attention to the message it  

transmits  than  trying  to understand  each and  every detail clearly. It  is  an  instrument  for 

theological  reflection, and  as  such it  is important to separate the external way of expressing 

the message from its theological teaching. 

 

b. Lyrical genre 

 

Lyrical genre means poetry. It  is  rich in  images and  has  very emotive compositions. One  of 

the most frequently used resources in Semitic poetry is parallelism, which expresses an idea in 

two complementary lines or clauses. The   most  common forms  are:  Synonymous Parallelism   

(Cf.   Sir  2:5)   or Antithetical Parallelism (Cf. Prov 10:1). 

 

c. Didactic genre (also called Wisdom Literature) 

 

This genre is characterized by reflections about situations in  human life.   It focuses on  

everyday situations and the problems the human being has to deal with  throughout  his   life.   

It  uses inspirational stories that  seek to communicate a message in the lives  and attitudes of 

the characters in order to encourage people to live wisely. 

 

The  main objective of this genre is  to teach. It can be found in  the books  of Jonah  and Ruth, 

and also in  the Wisdom books. The  most frequently used literary  forms in  this  genre are:  

enigmas, proverbs, allegories, poetry or prose. 

 

d. Legal codes 

 

These are collections  of laws and instructions by  which the people are to live.  The  Bible  

always uses this genre when it refers to the Covenant. It is found mostly in the legal passages 

of the Pentateuch and particularly in the Book  of Numbers (Cf. Num 5:1-31). Later on  it is  

present in  the successive adaptations due  to the new  circumstances the people of Israel were 

going through. 

 

e. Prophetic genre 

 

This genre  does   not have an  equivalent in  Western literature.  Used by biblical prophets, it 

combines lyrical, historical and wisdom genres. 

 

Its most outstanding and specific element is  the oracle.  This is  a kind of vision full  of symbolic 

elements.  It announces solemnly, in  God’s  name, an event in the future or the consequences 

that may result from it. 

 

f.   Apocalyptic genre 

 

This is a literary form closely related to the prophetic genre. Nevertheless, it has  features  of  

its  own.   It  constantly  refers  to  dreams,  visions, the intervention of angels, cosmic  

catastrophes, etc. This genre gives  great importance to eschatological elements (things that will  

happen at the end  of time). 

 

Since it offers an ideological reflection about history expressed in  images and symbols, it 

frequently uses a figure of speech called hyperbole. This is the use   of  exaggerated terms  for 

the  purpose of  emphasis  or heightened effect (Cf. Is 13 and 34). 
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g.  Gospels 

 

There is  no  previous model or pre-existing  category in  which the Gospels may be placed. 

They  are a literary form developed specifically by Christians. 

 

This genre has its origins in  oral preaching that is  later put into writing. We  can consider it a 

type of historical genre since its major element is  the narration    of    facts.   However,  it   also   

contains   prayers,   discourses, explanations, parables, etc. 

 

h. Epistles 

 

These are letters, a genre widely known in  all kinds of literature.  Twenty one  of the twenty 

seven books  of the New  Testament are epistles.  Their characteristics  depend both on  the 

author  and the purpose of the letters. 

 

They  can be personal, official or thematic. 

 

9.6 Literary Devices  

 

 In addition to genres, interpretation also takes into account each author’s own  style and 

his  personal idiomatic phrases. This makes it possible to grasp the sense and the spirit 

of the texts that lie  beyond the words, because God’s  Word does   not come  directly 

to us  but through human beings in human fashion. 

 

 There are many literary devices used to emphasize the importance of a story or a given 

truth.  Among the most commonly used literary  figures we can mention: 

 

 Symbols: Objects that represent a concept. For example, a crown of laurels represents 

victory. 

 

 Parables: Stories that have a moral teaching (Cf. Lk  8: 4-8).  Parables were one of 

Jesus’ favourite teaching methods. 

 

 Metaphors: “A metaphor is a comparison made between two or more things using 

figurative or descriptive language. Metaphors serve to make difficult to understand 

ideas or concepts more tangible. Metaphors also infuse written text with vivid 

descriptions that make the text more vibrant and enjoyable to read….’The teaching of 

the wise is a fountain of life’. (Proverbs 13:14). In this example, teaching is compared 

to a fountain, but not just any fountain. The fountain of life is a common metaphor that 

suggests a continuing source of sustenance and life.”5 

 

 Pseudonyms: “It became a convention in the period between OT and NT that works 

should be published under the authorship of a fictitious name, such as Moses or Enoch, 

or the sons of Jacob. Such a name imparted a certain authority to the writing. In the OT 

the book of Daniel is pseudonymous, and in the NT it is widely held that 2 Peter and 

Jude are pseudonymous, and also the Pastoral Epistles. Literary standards of the time 

did not necessarily condemn pseudonymity as deceitful. (Nevertheless Tertullian (c. 220 

CE) reports that a presbyter found to have falsely attributed a work to Paul was forced 

to resign.) Disciples of Paul who remembered his teaching would have collected and 

developed the oral tradition. As representatives of Paul it was natural to use his name 

for the published works.”6 

                                                           
5 15 Famous Metaphors in the >Bible. Literary Devices. Retrieved 13 Sep 2018 from https://literarydevices.net/15-famous-metaphors-in-the-

bible/ 
6 Pseudonymity. Oxford Biblical Studies Online. Retrieved 13 Sep 2018 from http://www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com/article/opr/t94/e1551 
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 Hyperboles or exaggerations such as “If your right eye causes you  to sin,  tear it out 

and throw it away” (Mt 5:29).  If this were followed literally, the world would be full  

of one-eyed people. 

 

 Language  dynamics that  consist  of  substituting a  concept  for  a tangible object. 

e.g.  strength = arm. 

 

 Fables or allegories used to adorn and make it easier to understand certain concepts,  

e.g.  the serpent, the Tree of  Life,  Lot’s  wife  (Gen 19:26),  Adam’s  deep  sleep  when  

God   created  woman  (Gen   2:21), Jotham’s fable (Jdg 9:8-15), the vine  and the 

branches (Jn 15:1ff). 

 

 Legends used as catechetical instruments not as historical elements, i.e.  the Legend 

of the Giants (Gen  6:1-14)  or the tower of Babel. It is interesting to note the words of 

Pope  Pius XII on this topic:  

“38. Just as in the biological and anthropological sciences, so also in the historical 

sciences there are those who boldly transgress the limits and safeguards established by 

the Church. In a particular way must be deplored a certain too free interpretation of the 

historical books of the Old Testament. Those who favor this system, in order to defend 

their cause, wrongly refer to the Letter which was sent not long ago to the Archbishop 

of Paris by the Pontifical Commission on Biblical Studies. This letter, in fact, clearly 

points out that the first eleven chapters of Genesis, although properly speaking not 

conforming to the historical method used by the best Greek and Latin writers or by 

competent authors of our time, do nevertheless pertain to history in a true sense, which 

however must be further studied and determined by exegetes; the same chapters, (the 

Letter points out), in simple and metaphorical language adapted to the mentality of a 

people but little cultured, both state the principal truths which are fundamental for our 

salvation, and also give a popular description of the origin of the human race and the 

chosen people. If, however, the ancient sacred writers have taken anything from popular 

narrations (and this may be conceded), it must never be forgotten that they did so with 

the help of divine inspiration, through which they were rendered immune from any error 

in selecting and evaluating those documents. 

 

39. Therefore, whatever of the popular narrations have been inserted into the Sacred 

Scriptures must in no way be considered on a par with myths or other such things, which 

are more the product of an extravagant imagination than of that striving for truth and 

simplicity which in the Sacred Books, also of the Old Testament, is so apparent that our 

ancient sacred writers must be admitted to be clearly superior to the ancient profane 

writers.”  (Pope  Pius  XII,  Humani Generis, 38-39) 

 

 Exemplary lives:  The  good  Samaritan (Lk  10:33ff);   the Prodigal Son (Lk 15:11ff);  

Lazarus in the Parable of the Rich Man (Lk 16: 20ff). 

 

 Genealogies:  These  can  be   compared to  the  theology  of  the  civil registry. 

 

 Numeric symbolisms: seventy times seven, etc. 

 

 Folk  tales filled  with typical exaggerations made to exalt heroes and popular 

achievements (Cf.  Jdg 13;  Gen  27).  Other examples are the description  of  the  plagues  

of  Egypt  (Cf.   Exodus  chapters  7-11); Samson and the 300  foxes  (Cf.  Jdg 15:4-5);  

the animal skins used by Rebecca (Cf. Gen  27); Solomon’s harem (Cf. 1 K 11:3). 
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In Brief: 

 

 We Catholics interpret Sacred Scripture with the help of the Magisterium of the Church.   

Biblical principles of interpretation  are clues for discovering the message that God gives  

us  through the Bible. 

 

 There are some  terms common to the study of Sacred Scripture that help to avoid 

subjective interpretations  that  might betray the genuine sense of a text. Exegesis: is the 

intellectual process of trying to understand and explain a text (biblical or other). 

 

 Hermeneutics: the  science that  studies  the  methodological   principles   of interpretation. 

 

 Among the  multiple reasons  for interpreting  the  Bible   are the fact that every  written  

text  requires  interpretation.   The    Bible    expresses  God’s mystery with human 

instruments and it reflects the moral and theological progress  of  people  with  imperfect  

ethics  whose  definite  and  ultimate Revelation came in Jesus Christ. 

 

 The  sacred writers used the ways of speaking of their time to express their concepts. 

 

 The    Pontifical   Biblical  Commission  reminds   us    that   the   process  of interpretation 

should keep within certain limits and be  careful not to take wrong paths. Scientific 

methods have been adopted for the study of the texts of the ancient world. Often they may 

contain positive elements, however the Church  in   her  pastoral  prudence has  rejected 

those methods hostile to Christian faith. False paths will  be  avoided if interpretation of 

the biblical message begins with  a  correct interpretation  of  the  text and continues 

within the stream of the living tradition, under the guidance of the Church's Magisterium. 

 

 To uncover the intention of the sacred writers, attention should be given to literary forms 

or “genres”. It is essential to know the external way a text is expressed in order to get to 

its correct interpretation. 

 

 The  most important literary genres used in  the Bible  are: historical, lyrical, didactic, 

legal codes,  prophetic, apocalyptic, gospels and epistles. 

 

 It is  good  to mention the  use   of  literary  devices used to emphasize the importance of  

a story or a given truth.  Among the most commonly used literary devices we  can mention 

are:    symbols, metaphors, parables, pseudonyms,  hyperboles,  allegories,  fables,  

legends  and  numeric symbolisms. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 “Is  God   who   speaks  in   the  Bible, and  second, he   speaks “through human beings in 

human fashion” (DV 12). 

 

 A literary genre is  a category of literary composition  that includes a group of expressive 

resources or forms characterized  by  a particular style, a form of content. 

 

 

 The  Bible  is an extensive library with a collection of 73 books. Thus it is   very important  

to  know the  genre  a  text  belongs to  so  as  to understand what the sacred author intended 

to say. 
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 Interpretation also takes into account each author’s own  style and his personal idiomatic 

phrases so  as to grasp the sense and the spirit of the texts. God’s Word does  not come  

directly to us  but through human beings, in human fashion. 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

Second Vatican Council, Dei Verbum, number 12 

 

12.   However,  since   God   speaks  in   Sacred  Scripture  through  men   in human fashion, 

the interpreter of Sacred Scripture, in  order to see clearly what God wanted to communicate to 

us,  should carefully investigate what meaning the sacred writers really intended, and  what God   

wanted to manifest by means of their words. 

To  search out the intention  of  the sacred writers, attention  should be given,  among other 

things, to "literary forms." For truth  is  set forth and expressed differently  in  texts which are  

variously historical,  prophetic, poetic, or  of  other forms of  discourse. The  interpreter must 

investigate what   meaning  the  sacred  writer  intended  to  express  and   actually expressed  

in   particular  circumstances  by  using  contemporary literary forms in  accordance with the 

situation of his  own  time and culture. For the correct understanding of what the sacred author 

wanted to assert, due attention  must  be  paid  to the  customary  and  characteristic  styles of 

feeling, speaking and narrating which prevailed at the time of the sacred writer, and to the 

patterns men  normally employed at that period in  their everyday dealings with one another. 

But, since  Holy Scripture must be read and interpreted in the sacred spirit in  which it was 

written, no  less  serious attention must be  given  to the content and unity of the whole  of 

Scripture if the meaning of the sacred texts  is  to  be  correctly worked  out.  The   living  

tradition  of  the  whole Church must be taken into account along with the harmony which exists 

between elements of the faith. It is the task of exegetes to work according to these rules toward 

a better understanding and explanation of the meaning of Sacred Scripture, so  that  through 

preparatory  study the judgment of the Church may mature. For all of what has been  said about 

the way of interpreting Scripture is  subject finally  to the judgment  of the Church, which carries 

out the divine commission and  ministry of guarding and interpreting the word of God. 
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Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  What is a literary genre? 

 

2.  Explain the difference between the historical genre in  the Bible  and a modern historical 

account. 

 

3.  How   can  we  interpret Samson’s  deeds  according to the  style  and purpose of the biblical 

historical genre? 

 

4.  Why do biblical texts need interpretation? 

 

5.  Identify and then compare the characteristics of the literary genres the following texts belong 

to: Ap 1:5-8;  Ex  12:1-4;  Is  53:1-9  y Lk  22:7-20.
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SESSION TEN: 

 

THEOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION 

 

Lesson Outline: 

 

10.1  Introduction 

10.2 Theological Principles 

10.3 The Meanings of Scripture 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  Why  is it important to take into account the meanings of Scripture for a correct interpretation 

of the Bible? 

2.  Explain and justify why  the task of interpreting the Word of God authentically has been 

entrusted  solely   to the  Magisterium of  the Church  

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more, read paragraphs 111-119. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

10.1  Introduction 

 

The  literary principles for interpreting the Bible  that we saw in the previous lesson are useful 

and necessary for understanding the meaning of the texts with full  accuracy and precision 

within the historical and cultural context of the sacred writers. Words do  not have absolute 

value, they depend on  the conditioning factors of human language. 

 

When God  speaks to us  through human language He  uses all its possible nuances with great 

flexibility and even  accepts the limitations of the human being. This is why  no aspect of the 

language and human conditioning factors of God’s  Word should be  disregarded. However 

these human principles are insufficient to reflect the coherence that  exists between the faith of  

the Church and the inspiration of Sacred Scripture. Therefore it is necessary to go    a   step   

further   and   to   integrate   human   principles   into   God’s “condescension” so as to see  that 

“while  the truth and holiness of God  always remains  intact,  […]   He   has  gone   far  in   

adapting  His   language  with thoughtful concern for our weak human nature” (DV 13). 

 

Because of the fact that Sacred Scripture is inspired, there is a need to turn to the theological 

principles of interpretation. They  are as important as the literary ones, and without them the 

Scripture would be a dead letter. “Holy Scripture must be read and interpreted in  the sacred 

spirit in  which it was written” (DV 12).  It must be read in  faith since it comes  from faith and 

is a witness to faith. 

 

10.2 Theological Principles 

 

The    Second  Vatican  Council  indicates   three   criteria   for  interpreting Scripture in 

accordance with the Spirit who inspired it (Cf. DV 12; CCC 111-114). 
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10.2.1 Content and unity of Scripture as a whole 

 

“Be  especially attentive  ‘to  the content and  unity of  the whole   Scripture’. Different as  the 

books   which compose it  may be,  Scripture is  a unity by reason of the unity of God's  plan, 

of which Christ Jesus  is  the centre and heart” (CCC 112) 

 

Thus, the Bible  is not presented and should not be studied as a sum of texts lacking  connection  

among them.    It  should be   regarded as  a  group of testimonies that  belong to one  great 

Tradition. This is  the reason why  all methods that are merely literary are insufficient for 

interpreting the Bible, because they analyze each text separately. 

 

There is  an episode in  the life  of Saint Teresa of Avila that can help us  to exemplify what 

was said above. She  was the reformer of the Carmelite order and the founder of various 

convents. When she  began travelling from one town to another in  order to found a new  convent 

many people criticized her and opposed to her initiatives. Some  of them used the text of 1 Cor 

14:34 that says, “women  should be silent in the churches for they are not permitted to speak…”  

To  this Saint Teresa responded using an elementary rule in biblical exegesis: “Tell  them they 

shouldn’t  follow  just one  part of Scripture but that they should look at other parts, and ask 

them if they can by chance tie my hands” (SP  Test 15). In  fact, it is the whole Bible  that 

expresses God’s project. Because of  the principle of  the unity of  the  whole Scripture  we 

cannot isolate texts, separate them from their historical and literary context nor proclaim them 

as isolated and absolute truths. 

 

10.2.2  The living Tradition of the whole Church 

 

This criterion proposes reading the Scripture within the living Tradition  of the whole  Church. 

We are not the first to read the Bible. How did  saints and great masters like   Augustine, Thomas 

Aquinas or John  Henry  Newman interpret the Bible?   How  has the Church in  its long   

experience of  faith understood the message of the Bible?  According to a saying of the Fathers, 

“ 

‘Sacred Scripture is written principally in  the Church's heart rather than in documents and 

records’  for the Church carries in  her Tradition the living memorial of God's Word, and it is 

the Holy  Spirit who  gives  her the spiritual interpretation of the Scripture”  (Cf. CCC 113). 

 

Tradition performs a dual function. On  the one  hand it protects against deviated interpretations.  

On  the other it ensures the transmission of the original dynamism of the text, preventing 

possible alterations. 

 

It is  a misleading and individualistic assumption to speculate that biblical texts can be better 

understood separated from the community of the faithful. 

 

The  truth is  quite the contrary, because those texts have not been given to private  investigators 

in   order  to satisfy  their  curiosity or  to  give   them research material.  They  have been 

entrusted to the community of believers to nurture their faith and guide their life of charity. 

Respecting this fidelity is an essential condition for the validity of any interpretation. 

 

Being faithful to the  spirit  and the  letter  of  the  texts means inserting ourselves  within  the  

stream  of   Apostolic   Tradition  which,  under  the guidance of the Church’s  teaching 

authority,  has the special assistance  of the Holy  Spirit, author of the Bible. 

 

10.2.3  The Analogy of faith 

 

The  third principle insists on  being “attentive  to the analogy of faith. By ‘analogy  of  faith’  

we   mean  the  coherence of  the truths  of  faith among themselves and within the whole plan 
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of Revelation” (Cf.  CCC  114).  This means using all the means for a better understanding that 

our own Catholic faith provides us. 

 

This  is  the  global context in   which it  is  possible to  discover the  exact meaning of the 

biblical texts in all their fullness. 

 

The   “analogy  of  the faith”  is  not a negative criterion that  automatically discards the 

interpretations that are in contrast with the Church’s doctrine. On  the contrary, it has a highly 

positive criterion, since it points out to the most adequate context for the interpretation of a 

biblical passage: the broad horizon of the revealed truth. 

 

The   message of  God’s  Word corresponds to the truth,  and there  is  total coherence between 

the revealed doctrine and the totality of the truths that the  Church teaches and  professes. This 

means that  one   dogma  or  one passage of the Bible  can enlighten us  to understand others. 

 

There is  also a  criterion called “the  negative  criterion”.    It is  called  so because  it  is   based  

on   the  principle  of   contradiction  (two   mutually contradicting propositions cannot both be  

true at the same time and in  the same  way).   Therefore no  passage in  the Scripture can have 

a meaning contrary to the faith.  God  cannot contradict himself by teaching something in one 

passage and the opposite thing in another. 

 

Revelation, expressed by Scripture and Tradition constitutes a harmonious whole. It is totally 

incorrect to interpret a text isolating it from that context and in conflict with it. 

 

10.2.4  The Judgment of the Church 

 

The  Second Vatican Council adds one  more principal to the ones  mentioned above by saying 

that “all that has been said about the manner of interpreting Scripture is ultimately subject to 

the judgment of the Church which exercises the  divinely  conferred commission and  ministry  

of  watching   over  and interpreting the Word of God” (Cf. DV 12) with the purpose of 

connecting the faithful with God. 

 

We  must always keep in  mind that the Bible   is  a sacred book.  It is  the foundation of our 

faith and morals.  But it is  interesting to note that God has entrusted it to the Church. Each one  

of us  is  an addressee of Sacred Scripture; nevertheless we  are not its owners. The  pillar and 

guarantor  of divine truth is  the Church. She  is  the one  who  shows us  the path towards 

eternal life (Cf. 1 Tim  3:15). 

 

Hence,   we    cannot  interpret   a   text   with  our  backs  turned   to  the interpretation of the 

whole community. 

 

This does  not mean, however, that  the ecclesial community is  guided by  a majority vote or 

by purely intellectual studies. This book  was born from the inspiration of the Holy  Spirit. Thus, 

the only  guaranteed interpretation can be  made by  “the  Church of the living God,  the pillar 

and bulwark of the truth” (1Tim 3:15)  and by the apostles and their successors to whom Christ 

promised assistance till the end  of ages (Cf. Mt 28:20). 

 

We   mentioned  previously  the  saying  of  the  Church  Fathers  that  the Catechism makes its 

own,  “Sacred Scripture is  written principally in  the Church’s heart rather than in  documents 

and records” (CCC  113).  According to this it is not enough to interpret God’s word on our 

own.  We have to do it in accordance with the Church. 
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It is good to remember what the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation says: 

 

“But the task of authentically interpreting the word of God, whether written or handed on, (8) 

has been entrusted exclusively to the living teaching office of the Church, (9)  whose authority  

is  exercised in the name of  Jesus  Christ. This teaching office  is  not above the word of God, 

but serves it, teaching only what has  been handed  on, listening to it devoutly, guarding  it  

scrupulously and explaining it faithfully in accord with a divine commission and with the help 

of the Holy   Spirit,  it draws  from this one deposit of  faith  everything which it presents for 

belief  as divinely revealed”  (DV 10). 

 

10.3 The Meanings of Scripture 

 

Ancient exegesis attributed   to  every text  of  Scripture  several  levels  of meaning. 

 

In   reaction  to  this  multiplicity  of  meanings,  historical-critical  exegesis adopted, more or 

less  overtly, the thesis of the one  single meaning: A text cannot have at the same time more 

than one meaning. 

 

But this thesis has now  run aground on  the conclusions of the sciences of language which 

affirm that written texts are open  to a plurality of meaning. 

 

The   problem is  not simple, and arises in  different  ways in  regard to different   types   of   

texts.   Nevertheless,   while  keeping   in    mind   that considerable diversity of opinion also 

prevails, some  general principles can be stated. 

 

“According to an ancient tradition, one can distinguish  between two senses of Scripture: the 

literal and the spiritual, the latter being subdivided into the allegorical, moral and anagogical 

senses. The  profound concordance of the four senses guarantees all its richness to the living 

reading of Scripture in the Church” (CCC 115). 

 

10.3.1  Literal meaning 

 

The  literal meaning of Scripture is  that which has been expressed directly by  the inspired 

human authors. Since it is  the fruit  of  inspiration, this meaning is  also intended by  God,  as 

principal author.  One  arrives at this meaning by  a careful analysis of the text, within its literary 

and historical context. This  is  the most important  of  the  meanings because “All  other senses 

of Sacred Scripture are based on the literal” (Cf. CCC 116).  

 

The  literal meaning or sense is not to be confused with the “literalist” sense to which 

fundamentalists are attached. It is not sufficient to translate a text word for word in  order to 

obtain its literal sense. One  must understand the text according to the literary conventions of 

the time, the style of the author, the genre of the book,  etc.   For example, when someone says 

“I am dead tired,” he  or she  is  speaking metaphorically. They  must not be  understood word-

for-word. Since when do dead people talk? 

 

In  the Old  Testament Isaiah writes, “the mountains and the hills before you shall burst into 

song,  and the trees in  the field  shall clap their hands”  (Is 55:12). This  is  a literary  figure 

called prosopopoeia which attributes  the mountains and the trees abilities that humans have: 

singing and clapping. 

 

A text may have more than one  literal sense because a human author  can intend to refer at one  

and the same time to more than one  level  of reality. This is  in  fact normally the case with 

regard to poetry. Biblical inspiration does  not reject this capacity of human psychology and 

language. Even when a human utterance  appears  to have only  one  meaning, divine inspiration 
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can guide the expression in  such way as to create more than one  meaning. This is the case with 

the saying of Caiaphas in  John 11:50:  At one  and the same  time  it  expresses  both  an  

immoral  political ploy   and  a  divine revelation. The  two  aspects  belong, both of them, to 

the literal sense, for they are both made clear by  the context. Although this  example may be 

extreme, it remains significant, providing a warning against adopting too narrow a conception 

of the inspired text’s literal sense. 

It does  not follow  from this that we can attribute to a biblical text whatever meaning we like,  

interpreting it in a wholly subjective way. On the contrary, one  must reject as unauthentic every 

interpretation alien to the meaning expressed  by   the  human  authors  in   their  written  text.  

To   admit  the possibility of  such alien meanings would be  equivalent to cutting off  the 

biblical message from its  root, which is  the word of  God  in  its historical communication; it 

would also mean opening the door to interpretations of a wildly subjective nature. 

 

However, as Pope  Pius XII says: 

 

[…]It may indeed be useful, especially in preaching, to illustrate, and present the matters of 

faith and morals by a broader use of the Sacred Text in the figurative sense, provided this be 

done with moderation and restraint;  it should, however, never be forgotten that this use of the 

Sacred Scripture is,  as it were, extrinsic to it and accidental, and that, especially in these days, 

it is  not free from danger, since the faithful,  in  particular  those who are  well-informed in  the 

sciences sacred and profane, wish to know what God has told us in the Sacred Letters rather 

than what an ingenious orator or writer may suggest by a clever use of the words of Scripture. 

(Pope Pius XII, Divino Afflante Spiritu, DAS  27) 

 

Besides all of the above, in  order to grasp correctly the literal sense, it is necessary to take in 

to account: 

 

 The  sense  that certain words had in  the time of the authors  so as to interpret the text 

correctly. 

 

It is typical for fundamentalists to interpret the expression “Jesus’ brothers” (Mt  12:46), to the 

letter  in  order to deny our Blessed Mother’s  virginity. They   forget, however, that  Jewish  

people used  this  expression with  a broader significance. “Brother” meant close relatives. 

 

 The  different levels  in  the context of the fragment (it is  a good  idea to imagine a series 

of concentric circles with the given passage in  the centre): 

 

 The  circle closest to our text includes the verses directly before and after the given text. 

 

 The  second circle is the book  to which our passage belongs. We get to know the content 

of  a text better by  taking  into account the global sense and the objective of the book in 

which it is contained. 

 

 The  third circle are other works of the same author. It is  always useful to consult ideas the 

same author may have expressed in his other books. This might help us  to clarify the 

message of our text. 

 

 Lastly, the largest and most outer circle is the context of the whole Bible. We  have to take 

into consideration Revelation as a whole. There are numerous books  but they all come  

from God and so they transmit a single truth. 

 

As   it  was  said  before, “all  that  has  been   said  about  the  manner   of interpreting Scripture 

is  ultimately  subject to the judgment  of the Church which exercises the divinely conferred 

commission and ministry of watching over and interpreting the Word of God”  (Cf. CCC  119).  
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This means that the Church is  the one  who  defines the criteria  to judge occasional texts  that 

might be conflictive. 

 

 

10.3.2  Spiritual Meaning 

 

The  spiritual meaning is  the one  expressed by the biblical texts when read under the influence 

of the Holy  Spirit, in the context of the paschal mystery of Christ and of the new  life which 

flows  from it. 

 

 This context truly  exists. In  it the New   Testament  recognizes the fulfillment of the 

Scriptures. 

 

 It is therefore quite acceptable to reread the Scriptures in  the light of this new  context, 

which is that of life in the Spirit. 

 

 There  is  not necessarily a  distinction between the  two  meanings. When a biblical text 

relates directly to the paschal mystery of Christ or to the new  life  which results from it, 

its literal sense is  already a spiritual sense. 

 

 The  spiritual meaning can never be stripped of its connection with the literal  meaning.  

The   latter  remains  the  indispensable foundation. Otherwise one could  not speak of the 

“fulfillment” of Scripture. 

 

 The    spiritual   meaning  is    not   to   be    confused  with   subjective interpretations 

stemming from the imagination or intellectual speculation. 

 

The  Catechism of the Catholic Church still recognizes as valid the ancient distinction of 

three different aspects of the spiritual sense (See  CCC 117): 

 

 The  allegorical sense. We can acquire a more profound understanding of events by 

recognizing their significance in Christ; thus the crossing of  the  Red   Sea  is   a sign   or  

type  of  Christ’s  victory  and  also  of Christian Baptism.  

This sense discovers a more profound meaning than the one  pointed out by  the literal  

sense. In   Gal  4:24-31, Hagar  is  sign   of  the old Covenant while Sarah is sign  of the 

New  Covenant. 

 

 The  moral sense. The  events reported in  Scripture ought to lead us  to act justly. As St. 

Paul says, they were written “for our instruction” (Cf. 1 Cor 10:2). 

 

 The   anagogical  sense  (Greek:  anagoge,  “leading”).   We   can  view realities and 

events in  terms of their eternal significance, leading us toward our true homeland: thus 

the Church on  earth is  a sign  of the heavenly Jerusalem (Cf. Rev 21:1 to 22:5). 

 

Other possible aspects of the spiritual meaning are: 

 

 The   typological sense.  (“Types”   in   theological   language are  things described in  

the texts that stand for other things, while at the same time having their own  proper 

meaning.) This is  the sense of  things, events or persons that God  has presented us  

with in  Salvation History. They  are a pre-figuring of a superior reality which will  later 

come  to be. An example of this is the Flood  as figure of baptism (1 Pet 3:20-21); the 

sacrifice  of  Isaac prefigures Christ’s  sacrifice in  the  Cross (Cf.  Heb 11:17-19), etc. 

The  difference from the literal meaning, which refers to words, phrases or sentences, is 
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that the typological meaning points out things  or  events.  Both  reach  their  full   

meaning  in   a  subsequent revelation. 

 

 The  term “fuller meaning” (sensus plenior), which is relatively recent, has given rise to 

discussion. The  fuller meaning is defined as a deeper meaning of the text, intended by 

God but not clearly expressed by the human author.  Its existence in  the biblical text 

comes   to be  known when one  studies the text in  the light of other biblical texts which 

utilize it  or  in   its  relationship  with  the  internal  development of revelation (Cf. PBC,  

The  interpretation of the Bible  in the Church). 

 

 

In Brief: 

 

The    Second  Vatican  Council  indicates   three   criteria   for  interpreting Scripture in 

accordance with the Spirit who inspired it: 

 

 Content and unity of  Scripture as a whole:  “Scripture  is  a unity by reason of the unity 

of God's plan, of which Christ Jesus is the centre and heart” (CCC 112) 

 

 The living Tradition of the whole Church. This means being true to the spirit and the letter 

of the texts under the guidance of the Church’s teaching authority which has the special 

assistance of the Holy  Spirit, author of the Bible. 

 

 The Analogy of  faith. The  coherence of the truths of faith among themselves and within 

the whole plan of Revelation. No  passage in Scripture can have a meaning contrary to 

the faith. Revelation, expressed  by   Scripture  and  Tradition,  constitutes  a  harmonious 

whole. It is  totally incorrect to interpret a text isolating it from that context and in conflict 

with it. 

 

 The  Second Vatican Council adds one  more principle to the ones  mentioned above by 

saying that “all that has been said about the manner of interpreting Scripture is ultimately 

subject to the judgment of the Church which exercises the  divinely  conferred 

commission and  ministry  of  watching   over  and interpreting the Word of God” (Cf. 

DV 12) 

 

 It is  possible to distinguish two  meanings in  the Scripture: literal meaning and spiritual 

meaning. The  latter is  subdivided into allegorical, moral and anagogical. 

 

 The  literal meaning of Scripture is  that which has been expressed directly by  the inspired 

human authors. It does  not follow  from this that  we  can attribute  to a biblical text 

whatever meaning we  like,  interpreting it in  a wholly subjective way. In  order to grasp 

correctly the literal meaning, it is necessary to take into account the sense that certain 

words had in  the time of the authors and the different levels in the context of the fragment. 

 

 The  spiritual meaning is  the one  expressed by the biblical texts when read under the 

influence of the Holy  Spirit, in the context of the paschal mystery of Christ and of the 

new  life which flows  from it. 

 

 The  Catechism of the Catholic Church still recognizes as valid the ancient distinction  of   

three  different  aspects  of   the  spiritual   meaning:  The allegorical sense (we  can 

acquire a more profound understanding of events by  recognizing their  significance in  

Christ); the  moral sense (the events reported in  Scripture ought to lead us  to act justly. 

As  St. Paul says, they were written  “for  our instruction”);  the anagogical sense (with it 
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we  can view  realities and events in  terms of their eternal significance, leading us toward 

our true homeland). 

 

 Other possible aspects of the spiritual meaning are:  the typological  sense and the fuller 

sense. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 “Holy  Scripture must be  read and interpreted in  the sacred spirit in which it was written” 

(DV 12). 

 

 Apostolic   Tradition,  under  the  guidance of  the  Church’s   teaching authority, has the 

special assistance of the Holy  Spirit, author of the Bible. 

 

 “Sacred  Scripture is  written principally in  the Church's  heart  rather than in documents 

and records” (CCC 113). 

 

 This is  the most important of the senses because “All other senses of Sacred Scripture 

are based on the literal” (Cf. CCC 116). 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

1.) Pontifical Biblical Commission, The interpretation of the Bible in the Church. 

 

B. The Meaning of Inspired Scripture 

 

The  contribution made by  modern philosophical hermeneutics and  the recent development of 

literary theory allows biblical exegesis  to deepen its understanding of the task before  it, the 

complexity of which has become ever more evident. Ancient exegesis, which obviously could 

not take into account  modern  scientific  requirements,   attributed   to  every   text  of Scripture 

several levels  of meaning. The  most prevalent distinction was that  between the literal  sense  

and the spiritual sense.  Medieval exegesis distinguished  within  the  spiritual  sense   three  

different  aspects,  each relating, respectively, to the truth  revealed, to the way of life  

commended and to the final goal to be achieved. From this came the famous couplet of 

Augustine of Denmark (13th century): "Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria, moralis quid 

agas, quid speras anagogia." 

 

In   reaction  to  this  multiplicity  of  senses,  historical-critical   exegesis adopted, more or less  

overtly, the thesis of the one  single meaning: A text cannot have at the same time more than 

one  meaning. All  the  effort of historical-critical exegesis  goes  into defining "the" precise 

sense  of this or that biblical text seen within the circumstances in which it was produced. But 

this thesis has now  run aground on  the conclusions of  theories  of language and of 

philosophical hermeneutics, both of which affirm that written texts are open  to a plurality of 

meaning. 

 

The  problem is  not simple, and it arises in  different ways in  regard to different types of texts: 

historical accounts, parables, oracular pronouncements, laws, proverbs, prayers, hymns, etc. 

Nevertheless, while keeping in mind that considerable diversity of opinion also prevails, some 

general principles can be stated. 
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1. The Literal Sense 

 

It is not only legitimate, it is also absolutely necessary to seek to define the precise meaning of 

texts as produced by their authors—what is called the "literal" meaning. St. Thomas Aquinas 

had already affirmed the fundamental importance of this sense  (S. Th.  I, q. 1,a. 10, ad 1). 

The  literal sense  is  not to be confused with the "literalist" sense  to which 

fundamentalists are attached. It is not sufficient to translate  a text word for word in  order to 

obtain its literal sense.  One  must understand the text according  to  the  literary   conventions  

of   the  time.  When    a  text  is metaphorical, its literal sense  is not that which flows  

immediately from a word-to-word translation (e.g. "Let your loins be girt": Lk. 12:35), but that 

which corresponds to the metaphorical  use  of these terms ("Be  ready for action").  When   it 

is  a  question of  a  story, the literal  sense   does   not necessarily imply belief  that the facts 

recounted actually took place, for a story need  not belong to the genre of  history but be  instead  

a work of imaginative fiction. 

 

The  literal sense  of Scripture is that which has been  expressed directly by the inspired human 

authors. Since it is the fruit of inspiration, this sense is also intended by God,  as principal 

author. One  arrives at this sense  by means of a careful analysis of the text, within its literary 

and historical context.  The   principal  task  of  exegesis   is   to  carry  out  this  analysis, 

making use  of all the resources of literary and historical research, with a view  to defining the 

literal sense   of  the biblical texts with the greatest possible accuracy (cf "Divino Afflante 

Spiritu:  Ench. Bibl.," 550).  To this end,  the study of ancient literary genres is  particularly  

necessary (ibid.560). 

 

Does  a text have only  one  literal sense?  In  general, yes;  but there is  no question here of a 

hard and fast rule, and this for two reasons. First, a human author can intend to refer at one and 

the same time to more than one level of reality. This is in fact normally the case with regard to 

poetry. Biblical inspiration does  not reject this capacity of human psychology and language; 

the fourth Gospel offers numerous examples of it. Second, even when a  human  utterance  

appears  to have only   one   meaning,  divine inspiration  can guide the expression in  such way 

as to create more than one meaning. This is the case with the saying of Caiaphas in  John 11:50: 

At one and the same time it expresses both an immoral political ploy  and a divine revelation. 

The  two aspects belong, both of them, to the literal sense,  for they are both made clear by the 

context. Although this example may  be  extreme, it  remains  significant, providing a  warning  

against adopting too narrow a conception of the inspired text's literal sense. 

 

One  should be  especially attentive to the dynamic aspect of many texts. The   meaning of  the  

royal  psalms,  for example, should  not  be  limited strictly to the historical circumstances of 

their production. In  speaking  of the king, the psalmist evokes at one and the same time both 

the institution as it actually was and an idealized vision of kingship as God  intended it to be;  

in  this  way the text carries  the reader  beyond the institution  of kingship in  its actual historical 

manifestation. Historical-critical exegesis has too often tended to limit the meaning of texts by 

tying it too rigidly to precise historical circumstances. It should seek  rather to determine  the 

direction of thought expressed by the text; this direction, far from working toward a limitation 

of meaning, will  on the contrary  dispose the exegete to perceive extensions of it that are more 

or less foreseeable in advance. 

 

One   branch of  modern hermeneutics has  stressed that  human  speech gains an altogether 

fresh status when put in  writing. A written text has the capacity to be placed in new 

circumstances, which will  illuminate it in different ways, adding new  meanings to the original 

sense.  This capacity of written texts is especially operative in  the case of the biblical writings, 

recognized as the word of  God.  Indeed, what  encouraged the believing community to preserve 

these texts was  the conviction that  they would continue to be bearers of light and life for 

generations of believers to come. The  literal  sense  is,  from the start, open  to further  
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developments, which are  produced  through  the  “rereading”  (“re-lectures”)  of  texts  in   new 

contexts. 

 

It does   not  follow   from this  that  we  can  attribute  to a  biblical text whatever meaning we 

like,  interpreting it in  a wholly subjective way. On the contrary, one  must reject as unauthentic 

every  interpretation alien to the meaning  expressed by  the human authors in  their written 

text. To admit  the  possibility of  such  alien  meanings  would be  equivalent  to cutting off the 

biblical message from its root, which is the word of God  in its  historical  communication; it  

would also mean opening the door to interpretations of a wildly subjective nature. 

 

2. The Spiritual Sense 

 

There are reasons, however, for not taking “alien” in so strict a sense  as to exclude all 

possibility of higher fulfilment. The  paschal event, the death and  resurrection of  Jesus,  has  

established a  radically new   historical context, which sheds fresh light upon the ancient texts 

and causes them to undergo a  change in   meaning.  In   particular,  certain  texts which  in 

ancient times had to be thought of as hyperbole (e.g. the oracle where God, speaking of a son  

of David, promised to establish his  throne "forever":  2 Sm.   7:12-13; 1  Chr. 17:11-14), these 

texts must  now  be  taken literally, because "Christ, having been  raised from the dead, dies  no  

more" (Rom.6:9). Exegetes who  have a narrow, "historicist" idea about the literal sense will   

judge that  here is  an  example of  an  interpretation  alien  to the original. Those  who are open  

to the dynamic aspect of a text will  recognize here a profound element of continuity as well  as 

a move  to a different level:  Christ rules forever, but not on the earthly throne of David (cf also 

Ps.  2:7-8;  110: 1.4). 

 

In  such cases one speaks of "the spiritual sense."  As a general rule we can define the  spiritual   

sense,   as  understood by   Christian  faith,  as  the meaning expressed by the biblical texts 

when read under the influence of the Holy  Spirit, in  the context of the paschal mystery of 

Christ and of the new  life  which flows   from it.  This  context truly  exists. In  it the New 

Testament recognizes the fulfilment of the Scriptures. It is therefore quite acceptable to reread 

the Scriptures in  the light of this new  context, which is that of life in the Spirit. 

 

The  above definition allows us  to draw some  useful conclusions of a more precise  nature  

concerning the  relationship  between the  spiritual   and literal senses: 

Contrary to a current view,  there is not necessarily a distinction between the two senses. When  

a biblical text relates directly to the paschal mystery of Christ or to the new life which results 

from it, its literal sense  is already a spiritual sense.   Such is  regularly  the case in  the New  

Testament. It follows   that it is  most  often in   dealing  with the Old   Testament that Christian 

exegesis  speaks of the spiritual sense.  But already in  the Old Testament  there  are  many  

instances  where texts have  a  religious  or spiritual sense  as their literal  sense.   Christian  

faith recognizes in  such cases an anticipatory relationship to the new life brought by Christ. 

 

While  there is a distinction between the two senses, the spiritual  sense  can never  be  stripped  

of  its  connection with  the  literal  sense.   The   latter remains the indispensable foundation. 

Otherwise one  could not speak of the "fulfilment" of Scripture. Indeed, in  order that there be 

fulfilment, a relationship of  continuity and of  conformity is  essential. But it is  also necessary 

that there be transition to a higher level of reality. 

 

The  spiritual sense  is  not to be  confused with subjective interpretations stemming from the 

imagination  or intellectual speculation. The  spiritual sense  exults from setting the text in  

relation to real facts which are not foreign to it: the paschal  event, in  all its inexhaustible 

richness, which constitutes the summit of the divine intervention in the history of Israel, to the 

benefit of all mankind. 
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Spiritual   interpretation,  whether  in   community  or  in   private,  will discover the authentic  

spiritual  sense   only  to the extent that  it is  kept within these perspectives. One  then holds 

together three levels  of reality: the biblical text, the paschal mystery and the present 

circumstances of life in the Spirit. 

 

Persuaded that the mystery of Christ offers the key to interpretation of all Scripture,  ancient  

exegesis   laboured to find  a  spiritual  sense   in   the minutest details of the biblical text—for 

example, in  every prescription  of the ritual law—making use  of rabbinic methods or inspired 

by Hellenistic allegorical exegesis. Whatever its pastoral  usefulness might have been  in the 

past, modern exegesis  cannot ascribe true interpretative value to this kind of procedure (cf 

"Divino Afflante Spiritu: Ench. Bibl."  553). 

 

One  of the possible aspects of the spiritual sense  is the typological. This is usually said to 

belong not to Scripture itself but to the realities expressed by Scripture: Adam as the figure of 

Christ (cf Rom.  5: 14), the flood  as the figure of baptism (1 Pt. 3:20-21), etc. Actually, the 

connection involved in typology is  ordinarily based on  the way in  which Scripture describes 

the ancient reality (cf. the voice  of Abel:  Gn.  4:10;  Heb.  11:4;  12:24)  and not simply on the 

reality itself. Consequently, in  such a case one can speak of a meaning that is truly Scriptural. 

 

3. The Fuller Sense 

 

The  term “fuller  sense”  (sensus plenior), which is  relatively recent, has given  rise to 

discussion. The  fuller sense  is defined as a deeper meaning of the text, intended by God  but 

not clearly expressed by the human author. Its existence in  the biblical text comes  to be known 

when one  studies the text in the light of other biblical texts which utilize it or in its relationship 

with the internal development of revelation. 

 

It is  then a question either of  the meaning that  a subsequent biblical author attributes to an 

earlier biblical text, taking it up in a context which confers upon it a new  literal sense,  or else 

it is a question of the meaning that an authentic doctrinal tradition or a conciliar definition gives  

to a biblical text. For example, the context of Matthew 1:23  gives  a fuller sense to the prophecy 

of Isaiah 7:14  in  regard to the “almah” who  will  conceive, by using the translation of the 

Septuagint (parthenos): “The  ‘virgin’ will conceive.”  The  patristic and conciliar teaching 

about the Trinity expresses the fuller sense  of the teaching of the New  Testament regarding 

God  the Father, the Son  and the Holy  Spirit. The  definition of original sin  by the Council of 

Trent provided the fuller sense  of Paul's teaching in  Romans 5:12-21 about  the consequences 

of  the sin   of  Adam for humanity.  But when this kind of control—by an explicit biblical text 

or by an authentic doctrinal tradition—is lacking, recourse to a claimed fuller sense  could lead 

to subjective interpretations deprived of validity. 

 

In   a  word, one   might  think  of  the  "fuller  sense"   as  another  way  of indicating the 

spiritual  sense   of  a  biblical text in  the  case where the spiritual sense  is  distinct from the 

literal  sense.  It has its foundation in the fact that  the Holy  Spirit, principal author  of  the 

Bible, can guide human authors in  the choice  of expressions in  such a way that the latter will  

express a truth the fullest depths of which the authors themselves do not perceive. This deeper 

truth  will  be more fully  revealed in  the course of time—on the one hand, through further 

divine interventions which clarify the meaning of texts and, on the other, through the insertion 

of texts into the canon of Scripture. In these ways there is created a new context, which brings  

out fresh possibilities of  meaning that  had  lain  hidden in  the original context. 

 

2.) Pope Benedict XV (15 Sep 1920),  Encyclical Letter Spiritus  Paraclitus  on the 

interpretation of the Sacred Scripture.  

Available at: http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xv/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben-

xv_enc_15091920_spiritus-paraclitus_sp.html 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xv/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben
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Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  What are meanings of the Bible? 

 

2.  What is the analogy of faith? 

 

3.  What is the importance of the literal meaning? 

 

4.  What authority does  the Church have on the text of the Bible? 

 

5.  Which are the theological principles for biblical interpretation?
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SESSION ELEVEN: 

 

METHODS OF BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION 

 

Lesson Outline: 

 

11.1 Introduction 

11.2 Historical-Critical Method  

11.3 Methods of Literary Analysis  

11.4 Approaches Based on Tradition 

11.5 Approaches that Use Human Sciences 

11.6 Contextual Approaches 

11.7   Fundamentalist Interpretation 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

Exegetes may have a distinctive role in  the interpretation  of the Bible, but they do  not have a 

monopoly. This activity within the Church has aspects which go beyond the academic analysis 

of texts. The  Church, indeed, does not regard the Bible  simply as a collection  of historical 

documents dealing with its own  origins; it receives the Bible  as the Word of God,  addressed 

both to itself and to the entire world at the present time. 

 

This idea leads in  turn to the work of interpreting and inculturating the biblical message, as 

well  as to various uses of the inspired text in liturgy, in “lectio  divina”,  in   pastoral  ministry  

and  in   the  ecumenical movement. (Pontifical  Biblical  Commission,  The   Interpretation  of  

the  Bible   in   the Church, IV) 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   
 

To learn more, read paragraphs 111-119. 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

11.1 Introduction 

 

The   way  of  interpreting  biblical texts  is   important  due   to  the  direct consequences that 

these texts have in  the relationship between the human being and God.  This relationship can 

be personal or communal. The  sacred texts constitute a verifiable way of communication and 

communion between the faithful and God. 

 

When God  spoke to mankind in  many ways (Cf. Heb  1,1),  He  always did  it paying great  

respect to the  conditioning factors of  human  language. He made use  of all the possible 

language nuances, all the characteristics and even  limitations with great flexibility. For this 

reason, no aspect of language can be disregarded in order to respect the coherence of divine 

inspiration. 

 

But, on  the other hand, it is  not enough to pay attention  to the human aspects of the texts in 

the Bible  “for the Sacred Books  were not given  by God to men  to satisfy their curiosity or to 

provide them with material  for study and research” (Divino Afflante Spiritu,  49),  but to nurture 

the faith of those who believe. 

 

In   the  same  way, the  Encyclical Providentissimus  Deus   states that the sacred  books   cannot  

be   equated  to  ordinary  writings  but,  having  been dictated by  the Holy  Spirit, in  order to 
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understand  them and to explain them one must always seek the light and the grace of the same 

Holy  Spirit. 

 

However, since Sacred Scripture,  in  terms of being God’s Word in  human words, has been 

written by human authors in  all its parts and sources, its correct understanding not only  accepts 

but also requires a human method of interpretation  which adapts  and respects what the 

theological  principles demand. 

 

All methods can be good and useful as long  as they respect the spirit and the letter of the 

biblical text. Each one  of them makes a specific contribution to understanding Sacred Scripture. 

The  objective  of this chapter is  to present the methods used in modern exegesis. For that 

purpose we reproduce almost literally what the document “The  interpretation of the Bible  in  

the Church”, issued by the Pontifical Biblical Commission, says in regard to the subject of the 

methods for biblical interpretation. 

 

11.2 Historical-Critical Method  

Certain elements of this method of interpretation  are very ancient. They were used in  antiquity 

by  Greek commentators of classical literature  and, much later, in  the course of the patristic  

period by authors such as Origen, Jerome and Augustine. The  method at that time was much 

less  developed. 

 

11.2.1  Principles 

 

The   fundamental  principles of the historical-critical method in  its classic form are the 

following: 

 

 

 It is  a historical method, not only  because it is  applied to ancient texts—in this case, those 

of the Bible—and studies their significance from a historical point of view,  but also and 

above all because it seeks to shed light upon the historical processes which gave rise to 

biblical texts. At the different stages of their production, the texts of the Bible were 

addressed to various categories of hearers  or readers  living in different places and different 

times. 

 

 It is a critical method, because it operates with the help of scientific criteria that seek to be 

as objective as possible. In  this way it aims to make accessible to the modern reader the 

meaning of biblical texts, often very difficult to comprehend. 

 

 As  an analytical  method, it studies the biblical text in  the same fashion as it would study 

any other ancient text and comments upon it as an expression of human discourse. 

However, it does  allow the exegete to gain a better grasp of the content of divine revelation. 

 

11.2.2  Description 

 

At the present stage of its development, the historical-critical method moves through the 

following steps: 

 

 Textual criticism. Basing itself on  the testimony of the oldest and best manuscripts,  it  

seeks to establish,  according to fixed   rules, a biblical text as close as possible to the 

original. 

 

 The  text is then submitted to a linguistic and semantic analysis to determine both the 

grammatical characteristics and the literal significance of words, their meaning within the 

context and lastly in the book as a whole since they acquire peculiar forms of expression. 
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 It is  the role of literary criticism to determine the beginning and end  of textual units, 

large and small, and to establish the internal coherence of the text. The  existence of 

doublets, of irreconcilable differences and of other indicators is a clue  to the composite 

character of certain texts. These can then be  divided into small units, the next step being 

to see  whether these in  turn can be  assigned to different sources. 

 

 Tradition  criticism  situates texts in  the stream of  tradition  and attempts to describe the 

development of this tradition over the course of time. 

 

 Genre criticism seeks to identify literary  genres, their  particular features  and  the  history  

of  their  development.  This  was  widely covered in lesson 11 about literary principles 

of biblical interpretation. 

 

 Redaction criticism studies the modifications that these texts have undergone before 

being fixed  in  their final state, it also analyzes this final  stage,  trying  as  far  as  possible 

to  identify  the  tendencies particularly characteristic of this concluding process. 

 

 Finally, when the texts studied belong to a historical literary genre or are  related  to  

events  of  history,  historical  criticism completes literary criticism so  as to determine 

the historical significance of the text in the modern sense of this expression. 

 

It is in  this way that one  accounts for the various stages that lie behind the biblical revelation 

in its concrete historical development. 

 

Before we conclude this section it is important to reiterate that no scientific method for the 

study of the Bible  is  fully  adequate for understanding  the biblical texts in  all their richness. 

For all its overall validity, the historical- critical  method  cannot  claim  to  be   totally  sufficient  

in   this  respect. It necessarily has to leave aside many aspects of the writings which it studies. 

It is  not surprising, then,  that  at  the  present time other methods and approaches  are  proposed 

which serve  to  explore more  profoundly other aspects worthy of attention. 

 

11.3 Methods of Literary Analysis  

 

In  this Section, we  will  present certain methods of literary analysis which have  been 

developed recently.  We  will   then consider the fundamentalist reading  of  the  Bible, a  reading  

which does   not  accept any  systematic approach to interpretation. 

 

Taking advantage of the progress made in our day by linguistic and literary studies,  biblical 

exegesis makes  use   more and  more of  new   methods  of literary analysis, in  particular 

rhetorical analysis, narrative  analysis, and semiotic analysis. It analyzes texts, not in  their 

initial stages but in  their final form, their “canonic” stage. 

 

11.3.1  Rhetorical Analysis 

 

Rhetoric is the art of composing discourse aimed at persuasion. 

 

The  Bible  is  not simply a statement of truths. It is  a message that carries within itself a 

function of  communication within a particular  context, a message which carries with it a 

certain power of argument and a rhetorical strategy. The  fact that all biblical texts are in  some  

measure persuasive in character means that  some   knowledge of  rhetoric  should be  part of  

the normal scholarly equipment of all exegetes. 
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Due  to the fact that its objective is  to determine why  a certain use  of the language is  effective 

to convince, it studies style and composition as means of acting upon an audience.  

 

Applied to the Bible, it aims to penetrate to the very core of the language of revelation precisely 

as persuasive religious discourse and to measure  the impact of such discourse in  the social 

context of the communication thus begun. 

 

11.3.2  Narrative Analysis 

 

Narrative  exegesis offers a method of  understanding and communicating the biblical message 

which corresponds to the form of story and personal testimony, something characteristic  of  

Sacred Scripture and, of  course, a fundamental modality of communication between human 

persons. 

 

With respect to the narrative  approach, it helps to distinguish methods of analysis, on the one  

hand, and theological reflection, on the other. Narrative analysis studies how  a text tells a story 

in  such a way as to engage the reader in its “narrative world” and the system of values contained 

therein. 

 

Theological reflection considers the  implications the  “story”  character  of Scripture has with 

respect to the consent of faith and as one  derives from this a hermeneutic of a more practical 

and pastoral nature. 

 

When applied to texts of the Bible, narrative analysis must not exclude any kind of doctrinal 

elaboration in  the content of biblical narratives.  In  such a case it would find  itself out of step 

with the biblical tradition  itself, which practices precisely this kind of elaboration. 

 

11.3.3  Semiotic Analysis 

 

Ranged among the methods identified as synchronic, those namely which concentrate on the 

study of the biblical text as it comes  before the reader in its final state, is semiotic analysis. 

 

Originally known by  the more general term  “structuralism”,  it considers that all language is 

a system of relationships. 

 

Semiotics is based upon three main principles or presuppositions: 

 

 The principle of  immanence:  Each text forms a unit of meaning complete  in  itself; the 

analysis considers the entire text but only  the text. It does  not look  to any date “external” 

to the text such as the author, the audience, any events it describes or what might have been 

its process of composition. 

 

 The principle of  the structure of  meaning:  There is  no  meaning given   except    in    and   

through   relationship,   in    particular    the relationship of “difference”.  The  analysis of 

the text consists then in establishing the network of relationships (of opposition, 

confirmation, etc.) between the various elements; out of this the meaning of the text is 

constructed. 

 

 The principle of  the grammar of  the text:  Each text follows   a “grammar”, that is  to say, 

a certain number of rules or structures; in the collection  of  sentences that  we  call 

discourse there are various levels, each of which has its own distinct grammar. 

 

Semiotics can be usefully employed in  the study of the Bible, a word which God has spoken 

through the mediation of human authors. Semiotic analysis can give  Christians a taste for 
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studying the biblical text and discovering certain dimensions it has.  The  semiotic approach 

must be  open  to history: first of all to the history of those who  play a part in the texts; then to 

that of the authors and readers. The  great risk run by  those who  employ semiotic analysis is 

that of remaining at the level  of a formal study of the content of texts, failing to draw out the 

message. 

 

Besides the methods mentioned above, exegesis normally uses certain complementary 

approaches  or investigations  made from a specific point of view. 

 

11.4 Approaches Based on Tradition 

 

The   literary  methods which we  have just  reviewed, although they differ from the historical-

critical method in  that they pay greater attention to the internal unity of the texts studied, remain 

nonetheless insufficient for the interpretation  of  the Bible   because they  consider each of  its 

writings in isolation. But the Bible  is not a compilation of texts unrelated to each other; rather, 

it is  a gathering together of a whole array of witnesses  from one great tradition. To  be  fully   

up  to the task of studying the Bible, biblical exegesis must keep this truth firmly in mind. Such 

in fact is the perspective adopted by  a number of approaches which are being developed at 

present, and which we will  now proceed to mention. 

 

11.4.1  The Canonical Approach 

 

This approach aims to carry out the theological task of interpretation more successfully by  

beginning from within an explicit framework of  faith: the Bible  as a whole received as the 

norm of faith by a community of believers. 

 

It seeks to situate each text within the single plan of God,  the goal being to arrive at a 

presentation of Scripture truly valid for our time. The  method does  not claim to be a substitute 

for the historical-critical method; the hope is, rather, to complete it.  

 

It is  the believing community that  provides a truly adequate context for interpreting canonical 

texts. In  this context faith and the Holy  Spirit enrich exegesis; church authority, exercised as 

a service of the community, must see   to it that  this interpretation  remains  faithful to the  great  

tradition which has produced the texts (cf. Dei Verbum, 10). 

 

11.4.2  Approach  Through   Recourse   to    Jewish    Traditions    of Interpretation 

 

The  Old  Testament reached its final form in the Jewish world of the four or five   centuries  

preceding the  Christian  era.  Judaism  of  this  time  also provided the context for the origin of 

the New  Testament and the infant church. 

 

It is in this world that the interpretation of Scripture had its beginning. One of the most ancient 

witnesses to the Jewish interpretation of the Bible  is the Greek   translation   known  as  the  

Septuagint.  The    Aramaic   Targums represent a further witness to the same activity which 

has carried on down to the present, giving rise in  the process to an immense mass of learned 

procedures for the preservation of the text of the Old  Testament and for the explanation of the 

meaning of biblical texts. 

At  all stages, the more astute Christian exegetes, from Origen and Jerome onward, have sought 

to draw from the Jewish biblical learning in  order to acquire a better understanding of Scripture. 

 

The  ancient Jewish traditions allow for a better understanding particularly of the Septuagint, 

the Jewish Bible  which eventually became the first part of the Christian Bible  for at least the 

first four centuries of the church, and has remained so in the East down  to the present day. 
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Jewish biblical scholarship in  all its richness, from its origins in  antiquity down  to the present 

day, is an asset of the highest value for the exegesis of both Testaments, provided that it be used 

with discretion. 

 

The   overall pattern  of  the  Jewish  and  Christian  communities is   very different: On  the 

Jewish side, in  very varied ways, it is  a question of  a religion which defines  a  people and  a  

way of  life   based  upon  written revelation and an oral tradition; whereas, on the Christian 

side, it is faith in the Lord Jesus—the one  who  died, was raised and lives  still, Messiah and 

Son of God; it is around faith in his  person that the community is gathered. 

 

These two diverse starting points create, as regards the interpretation of the Scriptures, two 

separate  contexts, which for all their points of contact and similarity are in fact radically 

different. 

 

11.4.3  Approach by the History of the Influence of the Text 

 

This approach rests upon two  principles: a) a text only  becomes a literary work insofar as it 

encounters readers who  give  life  to it by appropriating it to themselves; b) this appropriation 

of the text, which can occur either on the individual or community level  and can take shape in  

various spheres (literary, artistic, theological, ascetical and mystical), contributes to a better 

understanding of the text itself. 

 

The   mutual  presence to each other  of  text and readers creates its  own dynamic, for the  text  

exercises an  influence and  provokes reactions.  It makes a resonant claim that is  heard by 

readers whether as individuals or as members of a group. The  reader is  never an isolated 

subject. He  or she belongs to a social context and lives  within a tradition. Readers come  to 

the text with their  own   questions, exercise a  certain  selectivity, propose an interpretation  

and, in  the end, are able either to create a further  work or else  take initiatives inspired directly 

from their reading of Scripture. 

 

11.5 Approaches that Use Human Sciences 

 

In  order to communicate itself, the Word of God has taken root in the life of human   

communities  (cf.   Sir.  24:12),  and   it   has   been  through  the psychological dispositions of 

the various persons who  composed the biblical writings that  it  has  pursued its  path.  It  

follows, then,  that  the  human sciences—in  particular  sociology, anthropology  and  

psychology—can contribute toward a better understanding of certain aspects of biblical texts. 

 

11.5.1  Sociological Approach 

 

Religious texts are bound in  reciprocal relationship to the societies in which they originate. 

This is  clearly the case of biblical texts. Consequently, the scientific study of the Bible  requires 

as exact a knowledge as possible of the social conditions of the various milieus in  which the 

traditions recorded in the Bible  took shape. This kind of socio-historical information needs 

then to be  completed  by  an accurate  sociological explanation,  which will  provide a scientific 

interpretation of the implications for each case of the prevailing social conditions. 

11.5.2  Approach Through Cultural Anthropology 

 

In   general,  cultural  anthropology seeks  to  define  the  characteristics  of different kinds of 

human beings in  their social context—as, for example the “Mediterranean person”—with all 

that this involves by way of studying the rural or urban context and with attention  paid to the 

values recognized by the  society   in   question  (honour  and  dishonour,  secrecy, keeping  

faith, tradition, kinds of education and schooling), to the manner  in  which social control is  

exercised, to the ideas which people have of family house, kin, to the situation of women, to 
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institutionalized  dualities (patron—client, owner—tenant,  benefactor—beneficiary,  free  

person—slave), taking  into account also the prevailing conception of the sacred and the 

profane, taboos, rites of passage from one  state to another, magic, the source of wealth, of 

power, of information, etc. 

 

On   the  basis  of   these  diverse  elements,  typologies   and  “models”   are constructed, which 

are claimed to be common to a number of cultures. 

 

Clearly this kind of study can be  useful for the  interpretation  of  biblical texts. It has been 

effectively applied to the study of the ideas of kinship in the Old  Testament, of  the  position 

of  women in  Israelite society,  of  the influence of agrarian rituals, etc. In  the texts which 

report the teaching of Jesus, for example the parables, many details can be  explained thanks to 

this approach. This is also the case with regard to fundamental ideas, such as that of the reign 

of God  or of the way of conceiving time with respect to Salvation History, as well  as of the 

processes by which the first Christians came to gather  in  communities. This approach  allows 

one  to distinguish more clearly those elements of the biblical message that are permanent, as 

having  their  foundation in   human  nature,  and  those  which are  more contingent, being due  

to the particular features of certain cultures. 

 

Nevertheless, no more than is  the case with respect to other particularized approaches, this 

approach is not qualified simply by itself to determine what the content of revelation 

specifically is.  It is important to keep this in  mind when appreciating the valuable results it 

has brought. 

 

11.5.3  Psychological and Psychoanalytical Approaches 

 

Psychology and  theology  continue  their  mutual  dialogue. The   modern extension of 

psychological research to the study of the dynamic structures of the subconscious has given rise 

to fresh attempts  at interpreting  ancient texts, including the Bible. 

 

Psychological and psychoanalytical studies do bring a certain enrichment to biblical exegesis 

in that, because of them, the texts of the Bible  can be better understood in terms of experience 

of life and norms of behaviour. 

 

Numerous examples could  be  cited showing the necessity of a collaborative effort on the part 

of exegetes and psychologists: to ascertain  the meaning of cultic ritual, of sacrifice, of bans, to 

explain the use  of imagery in  biblical language, the metaphorical significance of miracle 

stories, the wellsprings of apocalyptic visual and auditory experiences. It is  not simply a matter  

of describing  the  symbolic language  of  the  Bible   but  of  grasping  how   it functions with  

respect  to the  revelation  of  mystery  and  the  issuing  of challenge—where the “numinous”  

(having a mysterious, holy,  or spiritual quality) reality of God enters into contact with the 

human person. 

 

The   dialogue  between  exegesis and  psychology or  psychoanalysis,  begun with a  view   to 

a  better  understanding  of  the  Bible, should  clearly  be conducted in a critical manner, 

respecting the boundaries of each discipline. 

 

The  human sciences are not confined to sociology, cultural anthropology and psychology. 

Other disciplines can also be  very useful for the interpretation of  the  Bible. In   all these areas 

it is  necessary to take  good  account  of competence in  the particular field  and to recognize 

that only  rarely will  one and the same person be fully  qualified in  both exegesis and one  or 

other of the human sciences. 
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11.6 Contextual Approaches 
 

The   interpretation  of  a  text  is   always  dependent  on   the  mindset and concerns of its 

readers. Readers give  privileged attention to certain aspects and, without even   being aware of 

it, neglect others. Thus, it is  inevitable that some   exegetes bring to their  work points of  view  

that are new   and responsive to contemporary currents  of thought which have not up  till now 

been taken sufficiently into consideration. It is  important that  they do  so with  critical  

discernment.  The   movements  in   this  regard  which claim particular attention today are 

those of liberation theology and feminism. 

 

11.6.1 The Liberationist Approach 

 

Liberation  Theology is  a complex phenomenon, which ought not be oversimplified. It began 

to establish itself as a theological movement in  the early   1970s.   Over   and   beyond   the   

economic,  social   and   political circumstances of Latin America, its starting point is to be 

found in two great events in  the recent life of the church: the Second Vatican Council, with its 

declared intention of “aggiornamento” and of orienting the pastoral work of the Church toward 

the needs of the contemporary world, and the Second General Conference of the Episcopate of 

Latin America held at Medellin in 1968,   which applied the  teachings  of  the  council to the  

needs of  Latin America. 

 

One  can say that liberation theology adopts no particular methodology. But starting from its 

own  socio-cultural and political point of view,  it practices a reading of the Bible  which is 

oriented to the needs of the people, who seek in the Scriptures nourishment for their faith and 

their life. 

 

From this light will  come  authentic Christian action, leading to the transformation of  society  

through  works of  justice and  love.   Within the vision of  faith Scripture is  transformed  into 

a  dynamic impulse for full liberation. 

The  main principles guiding this approach are the following: 

 

 God  is  present in  the history of his  people, bringing them salvation. He is the God of 

the poor and cannot tolerate oppression or injustice. 

 

 It follows  that  exegesis cannot be  neutral, but must, in  imitation  of God,  take sides 

on behalf of the poor and be engaged in the struggle to liberate the oppressed. 

 

 It  is   precisely  participation   in   this  struggle  that   allows  those interpretations to 

surface which are discovered only  when the biblical texts are read in a context of 

solidarity with the oppressed. 

 

Liberation  theology   includes  elements   of   undoubted  value:  the  deep awareness  of   the  

presence  of   God   who   saves;  the  insistence  on   the communal dimension of faith; the 

pressing sense of need for a liberating action rooted in  justice and love;  a fresh reading of the 

Bible  which seeks to make of the word of God the light and the nourishment of the people of 

God in  the midst of its struggles and hopes. In  all these ways it underlines the capacity of the 

inspired text to speak to the world of today. 

 

But a reading of the Bible  from a stance of such commitment also involves some  risks. Since 

liberation theology is tied to a movement that is  still in  a process  of  development, the  remarks  

which follow   from it  can  only   be provisional. It is true that exegesis cannot be neutral, but 

it must also take care not to become one-sided. 

 

Moreover, social and political action is not the direct task of the exegete. 
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11.6.2 The Feminist Approach 

 

Feminist biblical hermeneutics had their origin in  the United States toward the end  of the 19th 

century. In  the socio-cultural context of the struggle for the rights of women, the editorial board 

of a committee charged with the revision of the Bible  produced “The  Woman's Bible”  in  two  

volumes (New York 1885,  1898). 

 

To  be  precise, several  forms of  feminist  biblical hermeneutics  have to be distinguished, for 

the approaches taken are very diverse. All unite around a common theme, woman, and a 

common goal: the liberation of women and the acquisition on their part of rights equal to those 

enjoyed by men. 

 

We    can   here   mention   three   principal   forms   of    feminist   biblical hermeneutics: the 

radical form, the neo-orthodox form and the critical form.  

 

The  “radical” form denies all authority to the Bible, maintaining that it has been  produced  by  

men simply with a  view   to  confirming man’s  age-old domination of woman (androcentrism). 

 

The  “neo-orthodox” form accepts the Bible  as prophetic and as potentially of service, at least 

to the extent that it takes sides on behalf of the oppressed and thus also of women, this 

orientation is  adopted as a “canon  within the canon”, so  as to highlight whatever in  the Bible   

favours the  liberation  of women and the acquisition of their rights. 

 

The  “critical” form, employing a subtle methodology, seeks to rediscover the status  and role 

of  women disciples within  the  life  of  Jesus  and in   the Pauline churches. At this period, it 

maintains, a certain equality prevailed. 

 

As it can be seen the least important aspect of this approach is discovering the saving message 

that  the Bible   transmits.  Its goal is  more vindictive. Feminist hermeneutics have not 

developed a new  methodology. They  employ the current  methods of  exegesis, especially the  

historical-critical method. But they add two criteria of investigation. 

 

The   first  is  the  feminist criterion, borrowed from the  women’s  liberation movement, in line  

with the more general direction of liberation theology. 

 

The  second criterion is  sociological; it is  based on  the study of societies in the biblical times, 

their social stratification and the position they accorded to women. 

 

A cautious exegete will  do  well  if he  follows  Saint Paul’s admonition, “test everything; hold  

fast  to  what  is   good”   (1  Thess  5:21)   because  Catholic exegesis does  not try to hold  on 

to a specific scientific method. What it does is to place itself consciously within the living 

Tradition of the Church since its major concern is fidelity to the Revelation expressed in the 

Bible. 

 

The  main objective of biblical interpretation is to reach the authentic spirit and meaning of  the  

sacred text. This, however, should be  faithful to the original  and  should  not  force the  texts  

in   order  to  accommodate  an interpretation  or an approach fashionable at a given time. 

Neither does  it try to please the ears of those more thirsty for novelties than for seeking the 

truth. “For  the time is  coming when  people   will   not put  up   with sound doctrine,  but  

having  itching  ears,  they  will   accumulate   for  themselves teachers to suit their own  desires, 

and will  turn away from listening to the truth and wander away to myths” (2 Tim  4:3). 

 

In  order to respect the coherence between the faith of the Church and the inspiration in  

Scripture and restrain  from possible deviations and biased readings,  Catholic exegesis must  
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be  attentive  to go  beyond the  human aspects of the texts. The  purpose is to discover the 

saving truth expressed in the Bible.  

 

All  interpretation  loses  validity if it is  based on  theoretical principles that are not in 

accordance with the Bible  as a whole. 

 

False paths will  be  avoided if interpretation of the biblical message begins with a correct 

interpretation of the text and continues within the stream of the living tradition, under the 

guidance of the Church's Magisterium. 

 

The  Second Vatican Council’s  Dei  Verbum (n. 12)  offers this simple criteria: 

 

 Search for the intention of the sacred writers 

 Discover what God wanted to manifest by means of their words. 

 Sacred Scripture must be read and interpreted in  the sacred spirit in which it was written 

 Attention  must  be   given to  the  content  and  unity  of  the  living Tradition of the 

whole Church along with the harmony which exists between elements of faith 

 The  way of interpreting Scripture is subject finally to the judgment of the Church. 

 

The  Catholic exegete does  not encourage the misleading and individualistic assumption that 

biblical texts can be  better understood separated from the community of the faithful. 

 

The  truth is  just the opposite because those texts have not been given to private  investigators 

in   order  to satisfy  their  curiosity or  to give   them research material. They  have been 

entrusted to the community of believers to nurture their faith and guide their life of charity. 

Respecting this fidelity is an essential condition for the validity of any interpretation. 

 

Being faithful to the Church means inserting ourselves within the steam of the great Tradition 

under the guidance of the Church’s Magisterium which has the special assistance of  the Holy   

Spirit and has  acknowledged the canonical books   as God’s Word speaking  to his  people. 

God  entrusted the treasure of Revelation to the Church (DV 26). 

 

It is  inevitable that some  exegetes bring to their  work points of view  that are new  and 

responsive to contemporary currents of thought which have not up  till now  been taken 

sufficiently into consideration. The  interpretation of a text is  always dependent  on  the mindset 

and concerns of  its readers. However, it  is  important  that  exegetes do  so  with  critical 

discernment. Though they may concede privileged attention to certain aspects, they must be 

objective and honest enough with the texts in order not to disregard other equally important 

aspects. 

 

Feminist exegesis has brought many benefits. Women have played a more active part in  

exegetical research. They  have succeeded, often better  than men, in detecting the presence, 

the significance and the role of women in the Bible, in  Christian origins and in  the Church. 

Feminine sensitivity helps to unmask and correct certain commonly accepted interpretations 

which were tendentious and sought to justify the male domination of women. 

 

Feminist  exegesis, to  the  extent  that  it  proceeds from a  preconceived judgment, runs the 

risk of interpreting the biblical texts in  a tendentious and thus debatable manner. To  establish 

its positions it must often, for want of something better,  have recourse to arguments  “ex 

silentio”.  As  is well  known, this type of argument is generally viewed with much reserve: It 

can never suffice to establish a conclusion on a solid  basis. 

 

The   attempt  made on   the  basis of  fleeting  indications  in   the  texts  to reconstitute a 

historical situation and jump to conclusions, is  very difficult to sustain. 
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This does  not correspond at all to the work of  proper exegesis. It entails rejecting the content 

of the inspired texts in  preference for a hypothetical construction, quite different in  nature. It 

is  oblivious of the fact that  “The task  of  authentically  interpreting  the  word  of  God,   

whether  written  or handed on,  has been  entrusted exclusively to the living teaching office of 

the Church” (DV 10 and CCC 85). 

 

11.7   Fundamentalist Interpretation 

 

Fundamentalist  interpretation  starts  from the  principle that  the  Bible, being the word of 

God,  inspired and free from error, should be  read and interpreted literally in all its details. 

 

But by  “literal  interpretation”  it understands a naively literalist interpretation,   one,    that  is    

to   say,   which   excludes   every   effort   at understanding the Bible   that  takes  account of  

its  historical origins and development. It is  opposed, therefore, to the  use   of  the historical-

critical method,  as  indeed  to  the  use   of  any  other  scientific  method  for  the interpretation 

of Scripture. 

 

The  basic problem with fundamentalist  interpretation of this kind is  that, refusing to take into 

account the historical character of biblical revelation, it makes itself incapable of accepting the 

full  truth of the incarnation itself. 

 

Fundamentalism  seeks to escape any closeness of the divine to the human. It refuses to admit 

that  the inspired word of God  has been expressed in human  language and  that  this  word has  

been expressed, under  divine inspiration, by human authors with limited capacities and 

resources. 

 

For this reason, it tends to treat the biblical text as if it had been dictated word for word by  the 

Spirit. It fails to recognize that the word of God  has been formulated in language and expression 

conditioned by various periods. 

 

It pays no attention to the literary forms and to the human ways of thinking to be  found in  the 

biblical texts, many of which are the result of a process extending over long  periods of time 

and bearing the mark of very diverse historical situations. 

 

Fundamentalism  also places undue stress  upon the  inerrancy  of  certain details in  the biblical 

texts, especially in  what concerns historical events or supposedly scientific  truth.  It  often 

historicizes material  which from the start never claimed to be historical. It considers historical 

everything that is reported  or recounted  with  verbs in   the  past  tense, failing to take  the 

necessary account of the possibility of symbolic or figurative meaning. 

 

Fundamentalism  often shows a tendency to ignore or to deny the problems presented by the 

biblical text in its original Hebrew, Aramaic or Greek form. It is  often narrowly bound to one  

fixed  translation, whether old  or present- day. By the same token it fails to take account of the 

“re-readings” of certain texts which are found within the Bible  itself. 

 

In  what concerns the Gospels, fundamentalism does  not take into account the development of 

the Gospel tradition, but naively confuses the final stage of  this tradition (what the evangelists 

have written) with the initial (the words and deeds of the historical Jesus). At the same time 

fundamentalism neglects  an   important   fact:   The    way   in    which  the   first  Christian 

communities  themselves  understood  the  impact  produced  by   Jesus   of Nazareth and his  

message. But it is precisely there that we find  a witness to the apostolic origin of the Christian 

faith and its direct expression. Fundamentalism thus misrepresents the call voiced  by the 

Gospel itself. 
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Fundamentalism  likewise tends  to adopt very narrow  points of  view.   It accepts the  literal  

reality  of  an  ancient,  out-of-date  cosmology simply because it is  found expressed in  the 

Bible;  this blocks any dialogue with a broader way of seeing the relationship between culture 

and faith. Its relying upon a non-critical reading of certain texts of the Bible  serves to reinforce 

political ideas and social attitudes that are marked by  prejudices—racism, for example—quite 

contrary to the Christian Gospel. 

 

Finally,  in   its  attachment  to  the  principle  “Scripture  alone,” fundamentalism separates the 

interpretation of the Bible  from the tradition, which,  guided  by  the  Spirit,  has  authentically  

developed in   union with Scripture in  the heart of the community of faith. It fails to realize 

that the New  Testament took  form within the Christian church and that  it is  the Sacred  

Scripture  of  this  church,  the  existence of  which  preceded  the composition  of  the  texts.  

Because of  this, fundamentalism is  often  anti- church,  it  considers of  little  importance the  

creeds, the  doctrines and liturgical practices which have become part of church tradition, as 

well  as the teaching function of  the church itself. It  presents itself as a form of private  

interpretation   which  does   not  acknowledge that  the  Church is founded on the Bible  and 

draws its life and inspiration from Scripture. 

 

The  fundamentalist approach is dangerous, for it is attractive to people who look  to the Bible  

for ready answers to the problems of life.  It can deceive these  people, offering them  

interpretations  that  are  pious but  illusory, instead  of  telling them that  the  Bible   does   not  

necessarily  contain  an immediate answer to each and every problem. Without saying as much 

in so many   words,   fundamentalism    actually   invites   people  to   a   kind   of intellectual 

suicide. It injects into life  a false certitude, for it unwittingly confuses the divine substance of 

the biblical message with what are in  fact its human limitations. 

 

In Brief: 

 

 When God  spoke to mankind in  many ways (Cf.  Heb  1:1),  he  always did  it paying 

great respect to the conditioning factors of human language. For this reason, no  aspect 

of language can be  disregarded in  order to respect the coherence of divine inspiration. 

 

 In   the  same  way, the  Encyclical Providentissimus  Deus   states that the sacred  books   

cannot  be   equated  to  ordinary  writings.  Since they  were dictated by  the Holy  

Spirit, in  order to understand  them and to explain them we must always seek the light 

and the grace of the same Holy  Spirit. 

 

 Sacred Scripture, since it is God’s Word in  human words, requires a human method of 

interpretation which adapts to and respects what the theological principles demand. 

 

 The   fundamental  principles of the historical-critical method in  its classic form are 

historical, critical and analytical. 

 

 The   historical-critical method moves through  the  following steps: textual criticism, 

linguistic analysis,  literary  criticism, tradition  criticism,  genre criticism, redaction 

criticism, and historical criticism. It is  in  this way that one  accounts for the various 

stages that lie  behind the biblical revelation in its concrete historical development. 

 

 Biblical exegesis impels us  to turn to the new  methods of literary analysis, in particular 

rhetorical analysis narrative analysis and semiotic analysis. It analyzes texts,  not in  

their initial stages but in  their  final result, their canonic stage. 
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 Rhetorical analysis: applied to the Bible, it aims to penetrate  to the very core of the 

language of revelation precisely as persuasive religious discourse, and to measure the 

impact of such discourse in  the social context of the communication thus begun. 

 

 Narrative  exegesis offers a method of  understanding and communicating the biblical 

message which corresponds to the form of story and personal testimony. 

 

 Semiotic  analysis:  Originally known by  the  more general term “structuralism”,  it 

considers that all language is  a system of relationships. Semiotics   is    based   upon   

three   main   principles   or   presuppositions: immanence, structure of meaning and 

grammar of the text. Semiotics can be usefully employed in  the study of the Bible, a 

word which God  has spoken through the mediation of human authors. 

 

 Exegesis normally uses certain complementary approaches or investigations made from 

a specific point of view. 

 

 The   literary  methods which we  have just  reviewed, although they differ from the 

historical-critical method in  that they pay greater attention to the internal unity of the 

texts studied, remain nonetheless insufficient for the interpretation  of  the Bible   

because they  consider each of  its writings in isolation. But the Bible  is not a 

compilation of texts unrelated to each other; rather, it is  a gathering together of a whole 

array of witnesses  from one great tradition.   Such in  fact is  the perspective adopted 

by  a number  of approaches which are being developed at present. 

 

 Canonical  approach:  It   aims   to   carry   out   the   theological   task   of interpretation 

more successfully by beginning from within an explicit framework of faith, the Bible  

as a whole received as the norm of faith by a community of believers. 

 

 In  order to communicate itself, the word of God has taken root in  the life of human   

communities  (cf.   Sir.  24:12),  and   it   has   been  through  the psychological 

dispositions of the various persons who  composed the biblical writings that it has 

pursued its path. 

 

 The   human  sciences—in particular  sociology, anthropology  and psychology—can 

contribute  toward  a  better   understanding   of   certain aspects of biblical texts 

 

 The   interpretation  of  a  text  is   always  dependent  on   the  mindset and concerns of 

its readers. Readers give  privileged attention to certain aspects and, without even  being 

aware of it, neglect others. Thus it is inevitable that some    exegetes  bring  to  their   

work  points  of  view   that  are  new   and responsive to contemporary currents  of 

thought which have not up  till now been taken sufficiently into consideration. It is  

important that  they do  so with critical discernment. 

 

 Fundamentalist  interpretation  starts  from the  principle that  the  Bible, being the word 

of God,  inspired and free from error, should be  read and interpreted    literally   in     all   

its   details.   The     basic    problem    with fundamentalist  interpretation  of  this  kind 

is  that,  refusing to take  into account  the  historical  character  of   biblical revelation,  

it  makes  itself incapable of accepting the full  truth of the incarnation itself. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 Sacred Scripture, as God’s  Word in  human words, requires a human method  of  

interpretation  which adapts  to  and  respects  what  the theological principles demand. 
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 The   community  of  believers  provides  the  correct  context  for  the interpretation of the 

canonical texts. 

 

 “The  task of  giving an authentic interpretation of  the Word of God, whether  in   its  

written  form or in   the  form of  Tradition, has  been entrusted to the living teaching office 

of the Church alone. Its authority in  this matter is  exercised in  the name of Jesus  Christ.”  

(CCC  85  and DV 10). 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

Address  of   Pope John Paul II to Pontifical Biblical Commission (April 23,  1993) during the 

presentation of  the new document “The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church” 

 

IV. The New Document of the Pontifical Biblical Commission 

 

12. In  these perspectives, Providentissimus  Deus  stated, "a vast field  of research is  open  to 

the personal  work of each  exegete" (EB,  n.  109). Fifty years later, Divino Afflante Spiritu  

again made the same encouraging  observation: "There are  still  many  points,  some   very 

important, in  the discussion and explanation of which the intellectual penetration and talent of 

Catholic exegetes can and  should  be  freely exercised" (EB, n.565). 

 

What was true in  1943  remains so  even  in  our day, for advances in research have produced 

solutions to certain problems and, at the same time, new  questions to be studied. In  exegesis  

as in  other sciences, the more one pushes back the limits of the unknown, the more one enlarges 

the area  to be  explored. Less  than five  years after the publication of Divino Afflante Spiritu,  

the discovery of the Qumran scrolls shed the light of a new  day on a great number of biblical 

problems and opened up  other fields of  research.  Since then,  many  discoveries have been 

made  and  new   methods  of  investigation  and  analysis  have  been perfected. 

 

13.It is  this changed situation that has made a new  examination of the problems necessary. 

The  Pontifical Biblical Commission has  worked on  this task and today presents the fruit of 

its work, entitled L'interpretation de la Bible  dans l'Eglise. 

 

What is striking on first reading this document is the spirit of openness in     which   it    was    

conceived.   The     methods,   approaches    and interpretations  practiced today in  exegesis   

have been  examined and, despite occasionally serious reservations  which must  be  stated, one 

acknowledges in  almost every  case, the presence of valid elements for an  integral 

interpretation of  the  biblical  text. For  Catholic  exegesis does  not have its own  exclusive 

method of interpretation, but starting with  the  historic-critical  basis  freed from its  

philosophical presuppositions or those contrary to the truth of our faith, it makes the most of all 

the current methods by seeking in each of them the "seeds  of the Word." 

 

14.  Another characteristic  feature  of  this  synthesis is  its balance and moderation. In  its 

interpretation of the Bible, it knows how  to harmonize the  diachronic  and  the  synchronic by   

recognizing than   the  two  are mutually complementary and indispensable for bringing out all 

the truth of the text and for satisfying the legitimate demands of the modern reader. 

 

Even  more importantly,  Catholic exegesis  does  not focus  its attention on only  the human  

aspects of  biblical  Revelation, which is  sometimes the mistake of the historic-critical method, 

or on  only  the divine aspects, as fundamentalism would have it; it strives to highlight both of 

them as they are united in  the divine "condescension" (Dei Verbum, n. 13), which is the basis 

of all Scripture. 
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15.  Lastly, one  will   perceive the document's  stress on  the fact that  the biblical  Word is  at 

work speaking universally, in  time and  space, to all humanity. If "the words of God...are like  

human language" (Dei  Verbum, n.  13),  it is so that they may be understood by all. They  must 

not remain distant,  "too mysterious and remote for you....  For the word is very near to you,  

already in  your mouths and in  your hearts; you have only  to carry it out" (see Deuteronomy 

30:11,  14). 

 

This is the aim of biblical interpretation. If the first task of exegesis  is to arrive at the authentic 

sense   of  the sacred  text or even  at its different senses, it must then communicate this meaning 

to the recipient of Sacred Scripture, who  is  every  human person, if possible. The  Bible  

exercises its influence down the centuries. A constant  process of actualization adapts the  

interpretation   to  the  contemporary mentality  and  language.  The concrete, immediate  nature  

of  biblical language  greatly facilitates  this adaptation,  but  its  origin  in   an  ancient  culture  

causes  not  a  few difficulties. Therefore, biblical thought must always be  translated  anew into 

contemporary language so that it may be expressed in  ways suited to its listeners. This 

translation, however, should be faithful to the original and cannot force the texts in order to 

accommodate an interpretation or an approach fashionable at a given  time. The word of God  

must appear in all its splendour, even  if it is  "expressed in  human words" (Dei  Verbum, n.13). 

 

Today the Bible  has spread to every continent and every nation. However, in  order for it  to 

have a  profound effect, there must  be  enculturation according  to  the  genius  proper  to  each  

people.   Perhaps  nations  less marked by the deviances of modern Western civilization will  

understand the biblical message more easily than those who  are already insensitive as it  were 

to the action of  God's  word  because of  secularization and  the excesses  of de-mythologization. 

 

In our day, a great effort is necessary, not only  on the part of scholars and preachers, but also 

those who  popularize biblical thought: they should use every  means  possible-and there are  

many  today-so that  the  universal significance of the biblical message may be widely 

acknowledged and its saving efficacy may be seen everywhere. 

 

Thanks to this document, the interpretation  of the Bible  in  the Church will  be able to obtain 

new  vigour for the good  of the whole  world, so that the truth may shine forth and stir up  

charity on the threshold of the third millennium. 

 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.   What is the historical-critical method? 

 

2.   How  is it used? 

 

3.   What is the method of literary analysis? 

 

4.   Which are  and  what  is   the  purpose of  the  approaches  based  on tradition? 

 

5.   What is the canonical approach? 

 

6.   What is the purpose of the approaches that use  the human sciences? 

 

7.   What are contextual approaches? 

 

8.   In  spite of all the positive elements all of these methods have, what considerations must 

exegesis always keep in  mind in  order to be true to the spirit and the letter of the biblical 

text?
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SESSION TWELVE: 

 

THE WORD OF GOD IN THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

12.1 Introduction 

12.2 Diverse Definitions of “Word of God” 

12.3 The Word of God Gives Life to the Church through Liturgy 

12.4 The  Word   of   God Gives Life to  the  Church  through  Lectio Divina 

12.5 The Word of God is the Source of Spiritual Life 

12.6 The  Word   of   God Present  in  the  Pastoral  Ministry  of   the Church 

12.7 The Word of God Animates the Church’s Ecumenical Spirit 

12.8 The  Word   of   God Present  in  the  Church  Throughout  her History 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

“So shall my word be 

that goes forth from my mouth; 

It shall not return to me empty, 

but shall do what pleases me, 

achieving the end for which I sent it.”  

(Is 55:11) 

 

Chapter VI of Dei Verbum, entitled Sacred Scripture in the Life of the Church, is devoted to 

bringing the word of God into our lives through the diligent reading, study and understanding 

of the Bible – not only by the clergy, but also by the lay faithful. This should be encouragement 

for us to continue our Bible study as we near the end of this course. It must also serve as a 

reminder for when we stand before a class as catechetical instructors, we must be mindful that 

our teaching “be nourished and regulated by Sacred Scripture” (Cf. DV 21). 

 

 “The Church has always venerated the divine Scriptures just as she venerates the body of the 

Lord, since, especially in the sacred liturgy, she unceasingly receives and offers to the faithful 

the bread of life from the table both of God's word and of Christ's body. She has always 

maintained them, and continues to do so, together with sacred tradition, as the supreme rule of 

faith, since, as inspired by God and committed once and for all to writing, they impart the word 

of God Himself without change, and make the voice of the Holy Spirit resound in the words of 

the prophets and Apostles. Therefore, like the Christian religion itself, all the preaching of the 

Church must be nourished and regulated by Sacred Scripture. For in the sacred books, the 

Father who is in heaven meets His children with great love and speaks with them; and the force 

and power in the word of God is so great that it stands as the support and energy of the Church, 

the strength of faith for her sons, the food of the soul, the pure and everlasting source of spiritual 

life. Consequently these words are perfectly applicable to Sacred Scripture: "For the word of 

God is living and active" (Heb. 4:12) and "it has power to build you up and give you your 

heritage among all those who are sanctified" (Acts 20:32; see 1 Thess. 2:13).” (DV 21) 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more, read paragraphs 131-133. 
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Doctrinal Body: 

 

12.1 Introduction 

 

The  Word of God enlivens the  Church,  which must also embrace community life and, 

necessarily, the life of each individual. “The  force  and  power in  the word of  God  is  so  great 

that it stands as the support and energy of the Church, the strength of faith for her sons,  the 

food  of the soul,  the pure and everlasting source of spiritual life.” (Cf. DV 21; CEC  131). 

 

The terms Bible, Sacred Scripture, and Word of God are all used to refer to the same thing: “the 

vehicle God uses to reveal himself to us, the means by which we come to know the depth of 

God's love for us, and the responsibilities entailed by being Christ's followers, members of his 

Body.” 7 

 

12.2 Diverse Definitions of “Word of God” 

 

 The  expression “Word  of God”  is  an analogical term that  means much more than just 

the words written in  the sacred books  that constitute the Bible, which is  a vital part of the 

Revelation as a whole.  The  Bible  is the Word of God; nevertheless, it does not contain 

all of the Word of God. 

 

 The  Word of God is not limited to Scripture. It goes beyond the Good Book, and includes 

Revelation, beginning with Abraham, our father in faith, to the last  of  the  apostles. It  

flows  along the  living stream  of Tradition and it continues to be announced, read and 

understood within the life of the Church with the help of the Holy  Spirit. (Cf. DV 8) 

 

 However, The  Word of God  par excellence is  Jesus Christ, true God  and true man. The  

eternal Son  is  the Word that  exists from all eternity in God,  because He  himself is God.  

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,  and the Word was God” (Jn 

1:1). Jesus Christ is the living Word of the Father, who  “became  flesh  and lived  among 

us”  (Jn 1:14). 

 

This  Word  of  God   transcends  Sacred  Scripture  even  while held in a privileged place within 

the Bible. Under the guidance of the Spirit (Cf. Jn 14:26; 16:12-15) the Church guards and 

keeps it in  its living Tradition (Cf. DV 10) and offers it to mankind through preaching, the 

sacraments and the testimony of life.  (Cf.  Synod of  Bishops, XII  Ordinary General Assembly, 

Prop 3). 

 

“He  became like  us  in  every respect except in  sin”  (Cf.  Heb  2:17;  4:15).  The Word of 

God  expressed Himself in human manner through the words and deeds that  are narrated  

especially in  the  Gospels.  He  spoke with a language similar to ours except in error. Christ, 

and not the Book,  is the Word of God. He  constitutes the life of the Church because the Word 

is not a mere written text. It is the love of God made man in Christ. 

 

However, at the same time, the Church venerates Sacred Scripture just as she  venerates the 

body  of the Lord (Cf.  DV  21),  because the Scriptures bring together all the words and deeds 

transmitted by inspired authors and faithfully guarded by  Tradition. Saint John put it into words 

like  this: “We declare to you  what was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have 

seen with our eyes, what we have looked  at and touched with our hands, concerning the word 

of life” (1 Jn 1:1). 

 

                                                           
7 USCCB. Hearing the Word of God. Retrieved 14 Sep 2018 at http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/the-mass/order-of-mass/liturgy-of-

the-word/hearing-the-word-of-god.cfm 
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"When the Sacred Scriptures are read in the Church, God himself speaks to his people, and 

Christ, present in his word, proclaims the Gospel" (GIRM, 29).8 

 

For this reason, no  matter how  sublime it may be,  there is  no  spiritual or literary text that  

can attain  the value and the richness contained in  the Sacred Scripture, which is God’s Word. 

 

12.3 The Word of God Gives Life to the Church through Liturgy 

 

The liturgy is the privileged setting in which the Word of God is fully  expressed both in  the 

celebration of the sacraments, especially the Eucharist, as well as in the Liturgy of the Hours. 

The liturgy puts the faithful in contact with the Church’s  living Tradition. Moreover, 

throughout the  Liturgical year  it  makes present Salvation History through rites and words. 

 

From the earliest days of the Church, the reading of Scripture has been an integral part of the 

Christian liturgy. Today, too, it is above all through the liturgy that Christians come  into contact 

with Scripture, particularly during the Sunday celebration of the Eucharist. 

 

In  principle, the liturgy, and especially the sacramental liturgy (the high point of which is the 

Eucharistic celebration), brings about the most perfect “making   present”   of   the   biblical  

texts,   for  the   liturgy   places   the proclamation in  the midst of the community of believers, 

gathered around Christ so  as  to draw near  to God.   Christ is  then “present  in  his   word, 

because it is  he  himself who  speaks when sacred Scripture  is  read in  the church”  (Cf.  

Sacrosanctum Concilium 7).  The written text thus becomes the living word. 

 

If in the readings “God addresses the word to His  people” (Roman Missal, n. 33),  in  the 

homily the word of God  is  fully  renewed. The  Church will  carry on the mission entrusted to 

it, “to take the bread of life from the table both of the word of God  and of the body  of Christ 

and offer it to the faithful” (Dei Verbum, 21). 

 

“What is more, this Word of God proclaimed in the liturgy possesses a special sacramental 

power to bring about in us what it proclaims. The Word of God proclaimed at Mass is 

'efficacious' that is, it not only tells us of God and God's will for us, it also helps us to put that 

will of God into practice in our own lives.”9 

 

12.4 The  Word   of   God Gives Life to  the  Church  through the Lectio Divina 

 

The “Lectio divina” is a reading, done individually or in community,  of a passage of Scripture, 

received as the word of God  and leading, at the prompting of the Spirit, to meditation, prayer 

and contemplation.  

Jared Dees, of The Religion Teacher website fame10 suggests its use in catechesis classes to 

foster an encounter with Christ. There are five questions to ask oneself directly or indirectly ask 

in a lectio divina session:  

1. Learn: What does this teaching mean?  

2. Meditate: What is Christ saying to me?  

3. Pray: What can I say to Christ in response?  

4. Contemplate: What conversion of the mind, heart, and life is Christ asking of me?  

5. Act: How will I make my life a gift for others?  

                                                           
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Jared Dees: Lectio Divina Lesson Planning. Retrieved 14 Sep 2018 from the Religion Techer website at: 

https://mailchi.mp/thereligionteacher/v3yr1agg7d-1755373?e=ab1fb5ffef  
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Concern for regular,  even   daily reading of  Scripture reflects early Church custom. As a group 

practice, it is attested to in the third century, at the time of Church Father Origen of Alexandria. 

 

The  objective is to create and nourish “an efficacious and constant love” of sacred  Scripture,  

source of  the interior life  and of  apostolic  fruitfulness (Ench. Bibl., 591  and 567),  and also 

to promote a better understanding  of the liturgy and to assure the Bible   a more important place 

in  theological studies and in prayer. 

 

The  conciliar constitution “Dei Verbum” (No.  25)  is  equally insistent on  an assiduous reading 

of Scripture: 

 

 To   acquire  “through   frequent  reading  of   the  divine  Scripture  ‘the surpassing 

knowledge of Christ Jesus’” (Flp.  3: 8) 

 

 To deepen our relationship with God, good news for all human beings (Cf. Mk 1:1) 

 

 To listen diligently, “For in  the sacred books,  the Father who  is in  heaven meets His  

children with great love and speaks with them” (Cf. DV 21). 

 

 To  respond to God  freely and with the obedience of faith (cf.  Rom  1:5;1Cor 10:5-6;  DV 

5).  Mary, Mother of Jesus, is  a perfect example of this obedience of faith. She  is the 

archetype (highest model) of the faith of the Church that listens and treasures the Word of 

God,  meditating it in  her heart (Cf. Lk 2:19). 

 

12.5 The Word of God is the Source of Spiritual Life 

 

The  texts of the Letter to the Hebrews (4:12-13), of the prophet Isaiah (55:9-11) and so many 

others assert the ineffable efficacy of the Word of God.  But how can we apply this efficacy to 

personal spiritual growth? 

 

Reading the Bible  alone will  not produce any magical effect. As the parable of the sower says 

(Lk  8:5-15), the Word of God  is effective when the person makes a responsible effort to 

remove the obstacles to the action of the Holy Spirit and provides the proper conditions for 

God’s word to bear fruit in him or her. 

 

A responsible attitude towards the Word of God is a gift of faith directed, as Jesus says, to 

putting the Word into practice (Cf. Mt 7:21).   This is why  the Church has always insisted on  

a coherent lifestyle supported by  biblical spirituality. 

 

On   the  other  hand  it  is   good   to  remember  the  different  types  of  soil mentioned in  the 

parable of the sower. Depending on the gift given to them so will be the fruit they will  bear: 

thirty and sixty and a hundredfold (Cf. Mk 4:20).  

 

The   apostle James  warns us:  “But  be  doers of  the word, and  not merely hearers who  

deceive  themselves. For if any are hearers of the word and not doers, they are like  those who  

look at themselves in  a mirror; for they look at themselves and, on going  away, immediately 

forget what they were like.  But those who  look  into the perfect law, the law of liberty, and 

persevere, being not hearers who  forget but doers who act—they will  be blessed in their doing” 

(Jas 1:22-25). 

 

He  who  listens to the Word of God and adheres to it builds his  or her life on solid  rock, and 

thus will  not yield  when harsh weather strikes. “Everyone then who  hears these words of mine 

and acts on them will  be like a wise  man who built his  house on rock” (Mt 7:24). 
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Lastly, the Bible  is “the pure and everlasting source of spiritual life” (DV 21). But in  order to 

develop genuine spirituality  “prayer  should accompany the reading of Sacred Scripture, so 

that God  and man may talk together; for ‘we speak to Him when we pray; we hear Him when 

we read the divine saying’” (DV  25).  Saint Augustine puts it like   this, “Your  prayer is  the 

word you speak to God.  When  you  read the Bible, God  speaks to you;  when you  pray, you                                      

speak to God.” 

 

12.6 The  Word   of   God Present  in  the  Pastoral  Ministry  of   the Church 

 

Frequent recourse to the Bible  in  pastoral ministry, as recommended by Dei  Verbum  (No.  

24),  takes on  various  forms depending  on  the  kind  of interpretation that is useful to pastors 

and helpful for the understanding of the  faithful. Three principal situations  can be  

distinguished:  catechesis, preaching and the biblical apostolate. 

 

The    explanation  of   the  word  of   God   in   “catechesis”  (Sacrosanctum Concilium,  35,   

General   Directory  for  Catechesis,  1971,16)  has   sacred Scripture  as  its  primary  source. 

Explained in   the  context of  tradition, Scripture provides the starting  point, foundation and 

norm of catechetical teaching. One  of the goals of catechesis should be to initiate a person into 

a correct understanding  and  fruitful reading of  the  Bible. This will   bring about  the  discovery 

of  the  divine truth  it  contains and  will   evoke   as generous a response as is possible to the 

message God addresses through his word to the whole human race. 

 

Clearly, catechesis can avail itself of only a small part of the full  range  of biblical texts. 

Generally speaking, it will make particular use  of stories, both those of the New  Testament 

and of the Old.  It will  pay particular attention to the  Decalogue. It  should also see   that  it 

makes use   of  the prophetic oracles, the wisdom teaching and the great discourses in the 

Gospels such as the Sermon on the Mount. 

 

The  presentation of the Gospels should be done  in  such a way as to elicit an encounter with 

Christ, who  provides the key  to the whole biblical revelation and communicates the call of 

God  that summons each one  to respond. The word of the prophets and that of the “ministers 

of the word” (Lk.  1:2) ought to appear as something addressed to Christians now. 

 

Similar things can be  said of the ministry of “preaching”, which should draw spiritual  

sustenance from the ancient texts, adapted to the present needs of the Christian community. 

 

The  explanation of the biblical texts given in the course of the homily cannot enter  into great  

detail.  It  is   accordingly fitting  to  explain the  central contribution of  texts, that  which is  

most enlightening for faith and most stimulating  for the progress of the Christian life,  both on  

the community and  individual  level.    Want  of   preparation  in   this  area  leads  to  the 

temptation  to avoid plumbing the  depths of  the biblical readings and to being content simply 

to moralize or to speak of contemporary issues in  a way that fails to shed upon them the light 

of God’s Word. 

 

The  biblical message must preserve its principal characteristic of being the good  news of 

salvation freely offered by God.  Preaching will  perform a task more useful and more 

conformed to the Bible  if it helps the faithful above all to “know  the gift of God”  (Jn. 4:  10)  

as it has been revealed in  Scripture; they will  then understand in  a positive light the obligations 

that flow  from it. 

 

The  “biblical apostolate” has as its objective to make known the Bible  as the word of God and 

source of life. 
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Whatever the context—catechetics, preaching or the biblical apostolate—the text of the Bible  

should always be  presented with the respect it deserves (PBC,  The  Interpretation of the Bible  

in the Church, IV, 3). 

 

12.7 The Word of God Gives Life the Church’s Ecumenical Spirit 

 

If  the ecumenical movement as a distinct and organized phenomenon is relatively recent, the 

idea of the unity of God’s people, which this movement seeks to restore, is profoundly based 

in Scripture. Such an objective was the constant concern of the Lord (Jn. 10:16;  17:11,  20-23). 

It looks  to the union of Christians in  faith, hope  and love (Eph. 4:2-5),  in  mutual respect 

(Phil. 2: 1-5)  and in  solidarity (1 Cor. 12:14-27; Rom.  12:45), but also and above all organic 

radical union in  Christ, after the manner of vine  and branches (Jn. 15:4-5), head  and  members  

(Eph. 1:22-23; 4:12-16). This union should be perfect, in  the likeness of the union of the Father 

and the Son  (Jn.  17:11, 22).  Scripture provides its theological  foundation (Eph. 4:4-6;  Gal. 

3:27-28), the first apostolic community its concrete, living model (Acts 2:44; 4:32).  

 

Most of the issues which ecumenical dialogue confronts are related in some   way to the  

interpretation  of  biblical texts.  Some   of  the issues are theological:   eschatology,   the  

structure   of   the  Church,  primacy  and collegiality,   marriage   and   divorce,  the   admission  

of   women  to   the ministerial priesthood and so forth. Others are of a canonical and juridical 

nature: they concern the administration of the universal church and of local churches. There are 

others, finally, that are strictly biblical: the list of the canonical books, certain hermeneutical 

questions, etc.11 

 

Indeed, it is  clear that on  some  points differences in  the interpretation  of Scripture are often 

stimulating and can be shown to be complementary and enriching. 

 

Since the Bible   is  the common basis of  the rule of  faith, the ecumenical imperative urgently 

summons all Christians to a re-reading of the inspired text, in  docility to the Holy  Spirit, in  

charity, sincerity and humility; it calls upon all to meditate on  these texts and to live  them in  

such a way as to achieve conversion of heart and holiness of life.  These two  qualities, when 

united with prayer for the unity of  Christians, constitute the soul   of the entire ecumenical 

movement (cf. PBC,  The  interpretation of the Bible  in  the Church, IV, 4; Unitatis 

Redintegratio, No. 8). 

 

12.8 The  Word   of   God Present  in  the  Church  Throughout  her History 

 

The  presence of the Word of God  is  an constant reality in  the life  of the Church. It  spreads 

(Cf.  2  Thess 3:1)  and comes   down   from heaven  like generous rain (Cf. Is 55:10-11). This 

can be seen when the prophets spoke to God’s people, when Jesus spoke to his  disciples and 

when the apostles spoke to the first communities. It continues happening now.  For this reason, 

the presence of the Word, primarily in  the Bible, is  afforded attentive study as demonstrated 

throughout the ages in biblical studies and Church history. 

 

In  the times of the Church Fathers, Scripture were the centre and source of theology, spirituality 

and pastoral life.  The  Fathers are the masters without equal of the spiritual reading of the 

Scripture which, when done  faithfully, does   not destroy the  “letter,”  that is,  the  concrete, 

historical sense, but allows a reading of the “letter” in the Spirit. 

 

In   the  Middle Ages,   Sacred Scripture  was  also the  basis  of  theological reflection. The  

approach at the time distinguished four senses of reading Scripture (literal, allegorical, moral 

and anagogical). The  age-old tradition of lectio divina  is  a monastic form of prayer. It serves 

                                                           
11 Cf. For example, the reading at the end of this Session from Catholic Answers: What Word of God Means 
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as a source of artistic inspiration and  is  transmitted  to the  faithful  through  various  forms of 

preaching and popular piety. 

 

Today, a rise in  a spirit of  analysis, scientific  progress and the division among Christians and 

its consequent duty of ecumenism, are leading, not without difficulty and debate, to a more 

proper methodological approach and a better understanding of the mystery of Scripture in the 

heart of Tradition. 

 

At present, the Church is  experiencing a renewal based on the centrality of the Word of God,  

the great plan of the Second Vatican Council. In 2007,  the XII  Ordinary  Assembly of the 

Synod of Bishops took  place. The theme was “The Word of God in the Life and Mission of the 

Church.”. 

 

In conclusion, the Word of God penetrates and animates the whole life of the Church with the 

power of the Holy  Spirit. 

 

In Brief: 

 

 The  Bible  is  Word of God.  Nevertheless, it does  not contain all the Word of God.   It 

goes   beyond the  Book   and it is  the  Revelation that  runs  from Abraham, our father 

in faith to the last of the apostles. The  Word of God  par excellence is Jesus Christ, man 

and God. 

 

 The  Word of God  expressed himself in  a human way through words and deeds that 

are narrated especially in  the Gospels. The  Church venerates the Sacred Scriptures just 

as she venerates the body of the Lord (Cf. DV 21). 

 

 Liturgy is the privileged setting in which the Word of God is fully  expressed both in  

the celebration of the sacraments, especially the Eucharist, as well as in the Liturgy of 

the Hours. 

 

 The “Lectio divina” is a reading, on an individual or communal level,  of a more or less  

lengthy passage of Scripture, received as the word of God  and leading, at the prompting 

of the Spirit, to meditation, prayer and contemplation. 

 

 The  Word of God  is effective when the person makes a responsible effort to remove 

the obstacles to the action of the Holy  Spirit and sets the proper conditions for God’s 

word to bear fruit in  him  or her. A responsible attitude towards the Word of God is a 

gift of faith directed, as Jesus says, to putting the Word into practice (Cf. Mt 7:21).  He  

who  listens to the Word of God and adheres to it builds his  or her life on solid  rock. 

In  order to develop genuine spirituality “prayer  should accompany the reading of 

Sacred Scripture, so that God  and man may talk together; for ‘we speak to Him when 

we pray; we hear Him when we read the divine saying’” (DV 25). 

 

 Frequent recourse to the Bible   in  pastoral ministry takes on  various forms. Three 

principal situations can be distinguished: catechesis, preaching and the biblical 

apostolate.  

 

 The  idea of the unity of God’s  people is  profoundly based in  Scripture. It looks  to 

the union of Christians in  faith, hope  and love.  The  first apostolic community was its 

concrete, living model (Acts 2:44;  4:32). 

 

 The  ecumenical imperative urgently summons all Christians to a re-reading of the 

inspired text, in  docility to the Holy  Spirit, in  charity, sincerity and humility; it calls 
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upon all to meditate on these texts and to live them in such a way as  to achieve 

conversion of  heart  and holiness of  life.  These two qualities, when united with prayer 

for the unity of Christians, constitute the soul  of the entire ecumenical movement. The  

Word of God  penetrates and animates the whole life of the Church with the force of the 

Holy  Spirit. 

 

 The   presence of  the  Word of  God  is  a constant reality in  the life  of  the Church. It  

spreads (Cf.  2  Thess 3:1)  and comes   down   from heaven  like generous rain (Cf. Is 

55:10-11). This can be seen when the prophets spoke to God’s  people, when Jesus  

spoke to his   disciples, and  when the  apostles spoke to the first communities. It 

continues happening now.  For this reason, the presence of the Word, primarily in  the 

Bible, is afforded attentive study as demonstrated throughout the ages in biblical studies 

and Church history. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 “The  force  and power in  the word of God  is  so great that it stands as the support and  

energy of  the Church, the strength of  faith  for her sons,  the food  of the soul,  the pure 

and everlasting source of spiritual life. (Cf. DV 21; CEC  131). 

 

 “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,  and the Word was God” (Jn 

1:1). 

 

 “Present in  his  word, because it is he himself who  speaks when sacred Scripture is read 

in the church” (Cf. Sacrosanctum Concilium 7). 

 

 Mary, Mother of Jesus is a perfect example of this obedience of faith. She   is  the  archetype 

of  the  faith of  the Church that  listens and treasures  the Word of God meditating it in her 

heart (Cf. Lk 2:19). 

 

 “Your  prayer is  the word you  speak to God.  When  you  read the Bible, God   speaks   to  

you;   when  you   pray,  you   speak  to  God”.   Saint Augustine. 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

1.) Scott P. Richert (11 Aug 2018): Pope Francis: The Word of God Precedes Bible and 

Surpasses It.12 

 

On April 12, 2013, Pope Francis, in a meeting with the members of the Pontifical Biblical 

Commission, explained succinctly the Catholic understanding of Scripture, shared with the 

Orthodox Churches, but rejected by most Protestant denominations. 

 

The meeting was held at the conclusion of the annual assembly of the Pontifical Biblical 

Commission, and the Holy Father noted that the theme of the assembly this year had been 

"Inspiration and Truth in the Bible." 

 

A Modern Catholicism Needs Scripture 

As the Vatican Information Service reported, Pope Francis emphasized that this theme "affects 

not only the individual believer but the whole Church, for the Church's life and mission are 

founded on the Word of God, which is the soul of theology as well as the inspiration of all of 

                                                           
12 Retrieved 14 Sep 2018 from Thought Co. Website at: https://www.thoughtco.com/pope-francis-word-of-god-3970724 
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Christian existence." But the Word of God, in the Catholic and Orthodox understanding, is not 

confined to Scripture; rather, Pope Francis noted, 

 

“Sacred Scripture is the written testimony of the divine Word, the canonical memory that attests 

to the event of Revelation. However, the Word of God precedes the Bible and surpasses it. That 

is why the centre of our faith isn't just a book, but a salvation history and above all a person, 

Jesus Christ, the Word of God made flesh.” 

 

The relationship between Christ, the Word Made Flesh, and the Scriptures, the written Word of 

God, lies at the heart of what the Church calls Sacred Tradition: 

 

“It is precisely because the Word of God embraces and extends beyond Scripture that, in order 

to properly understand it, the Holy Spirit's constant presence, who guides us "to all truth," is 

necessary. It is necessary to place ourselves within the great Tradition that has, with the Holy 

Spirit's assistance and the Magisterium's guidance, recognized the canonical writings as the 

Word that God addresses to his people, who have never ceased meditating upon it and 

discovering inexhaustible riches from it.” 

 

The Bible is a form of God's revelation to man, but the most complete form of that revelation 

is found in the person of Jesus Christ. The Scriptures arose out of the life of the Church—that 

is, out of the life of those believers who encountered Christ, both personally and through their 

fellow believers. They were written within the context of that relationship with Christ, and the 

selection of the canon—of the books that would become the Bible—occurred within that 

context. But even after the canon of Scripture is determined, Scripture remains only a portion 

of the Word of God, because the fullness of the Word is found in the life of the Church and her 

relationship to Christ: 

 

“In fact, Sacred Scripture is the Word of God in that it is written down under the inspiration of 

the Holy Spirit. Sacred Tradition, instead, transmits the Word of God in its entirety, entrusted 

by Christ the Lord and by the Holy Spirit to the Apostles and their successors, so that these, 

enlightened by the Spirit of truth, might faithfully preserve it with their preaching, might 

expound and propound it.” 

 

And that is why severing Scripture, and especially the interpretation of Scripture, from the life 

of the Church and her teaching authority is very dangerous because it presents a portion of the 

Word of God as if it were the entirety: 

 

“The interpretation of Sacred Scriptures cannot be just an individual academic effort, but must 

always be compared to, inserted within, and authenticated by the living tradition of the Church. 

This norm is essential in identifying the proper and reciprocal relationship between the exegesis 

and the Magisterium of the Church. The texts that God inspired were entrusted to the 

Community of believers, the Church of Christ, to nourish the faith and to guide the life of 

charity.” 

 

Separated from the Church, either through academic treatment or through individual 

interpretation, Scripture is cut off from the person of Christ, Who lives on through the Church 

that He established and that He entrusted to the guidance of the Holy Spirit: 

 

“All of what has been said about the way of interpreting Scripture is subject finally to the 

judgement of the Church, which carries out the divine commission and ministry of guarding 

and interpreting the word of God.” 

 

Understanding the relationship between Scripture and Tradition, and the role of the Church in 

integrating the Word of God as revealed in Scripture into the Word of God as revealed most 
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fully in Christ is essential. Scripture lies at the heart of the life of the Church, not because it 

stands alone and is self-interpreted, but precisely because "the centre of our faith" is "a salvation 

history and above all a person, Jesus Christ, the Word of God made flesh," and not "just a book." 

Tearing the book from the heart of the Church not only leaves a hole in the Church but tears the 

life of Christ from the Scriptures. 

 

2.) XII Ordinary  Assembly of  the Synod of  Bishops (2007):  The Word  of God in the Life 

and Mission of the Church. Lineamenta.  

 

The Church is Born and Lives by the Word of God 

 

17.  The   Church  professes to be  constantly called and  renewed by  the Word of God.  To  

proclaim this in  a loving and  forceful way, she  first assumes a continual stance of “reverently  

listening”  to the Word of God. In the process, she is intimately struck with wonder and accepts 

the Word with a humble and trustful faith, after the example of Mary, who listened to the Word 

and put it into practise (cf.  Lk  1:38).  For this reason, the Lord made her a model of the Church. 

 

The   Christian  community approaches  Sacred  Scripture  in   the  same manner. “For in  the 

sacred books,  the Father who  is in  heaven meets his children with great love and speaks with 

them. ”The  Scriptures are then in  the heart  and hands of  the Church as the “Letter  sent by  

God  to humankind,”  the Book  of  Life,  and  the object of  a profound reverence analogous to 

that  afforded the Body  of  Christ. In  the Scriptures,  the Church community discovers God’s 

plan for herself, humankind and all created  things.  Therefore, “she   considers them, together 

with  Sacred Tradition, as the supreme rule of faith,” proclaims  them forcefully and approaches 

them as “food for the soul  and the source of the spiritual life.” Christians  receive  the  Bible   

from the  Church; they read  it  with  the Church and share its spirit and purpose. In this manner, 

their aim is the ultimate  purpose of  every  encounter with the Word, taught  by  Christ, namely, 

to follow  the Master in  doing God’s will  in  the life of faith, hope and charity (cf. Lk 8:19-

21). 

 

The Word of God Sustains the Church throughout Her History 

 

18. Drawing on the power of the Word is a constant element in  the life of the People   of  God.  

This can be  seen  from the time when the prophets spoke  to God’s people,  Jesus spoke  to the 

crowds, and the disciples and apostles  spoke   to the  first  community, down to the  present.  

For  this reason,  the  presence of  the  Word, primarily  in  the  Bible, is  afforded attentive 

study as demonstrated throughout the ages in  biblical studies and Church history. 

In  the times of the Church Fathers,  the Scriptures were the centre and source of theology, 

spirituality and the pastoral life.  The  Fathers are the masters, without equal, of what is  called 

the “spiritual” reading of the Scriptures, which, when done  faithfully, does not destroy the 

“letter,” that is, the concrete, historical sense,  but allows a reading of the “letter” in the Spirit.  

In   the  Middle  Ages,   Sacred  Scripture  was  also  the  basis  of theological reflection. The  

approach at the time distinguished four senses of reading Scripture (literal, allegorical, moral 

and anagogical). The  age- old  tradition of lectio divina is a monastic form of prayer. It serves 

as a source of artistic inspiration and is  transmitted  to the faithful through various forms of 

preaching and popular piety. Today, a rise in a spirit of analysis, scientific progress and the 

division among Christians and its consequent duty of ecumenism, are leading, not without 

difficulty and debate,  to  a   more  proper  methodological approach  and   a  better understanding 

of the mystery of Scripture in  the heart of Tradition. At present, the Church is  experiencing a 

renewal based on  the centrality of the Word of God,  the great plan of the Second Vatican 

Council. 

 

Besides a historical plurality of forms, a geographical plurality of forms can also be said to 

exist. Because of its ongoing presence in  the Bible, the Word of God  is  spread in  the work of 
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evangelization  to the particular Churches  of   the  five   continents.  The    Word  is   

progressively   being inculturated in them, thereby becoming a source of animation of the faith 

of many people,  the basis of the Church’s communion, a testimony to the inexhaustible richness 

of the mystery of the Word and the lasting font of inspiration and transformation of culture and 

society. 

 

3.) Catholic Answers (1 Oct 1994): What Word of God Means13 

 

Some Christians--this seems to be especially true with respect to Evangelicals and 

Fundamentalists--think the phrase "word of God" in Scripture always refers to the Bible. Often 

it does, but often it doesn't. In many places it refers to Jesus, to oral prophecy, or to the oral 

preaching of the gospel. Here are a few representative examples.  

 

"For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and return not thither but water the 

earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall 

my word be that goes forth from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall 

accomplish that which I purpose, and prosper in the thing for which I sent it" (Is. 55:10-11). 

 

"[T]he word of God came to John the son of Zechariah in the wilderness; and he went into all 

the region about the Jordan, preaching a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins" 

(Luke 3:2-3). 

 

"[Jesus] was preaching in the synagogues of Judea. While the people pressed upon him to hear 

the word of God, he was standing by the Lake of Gennesaret" (Luke 4:44; 5:1).  

 

"Now the parable is this: The seed is the word of God. The ones along the path are those who 

have heard; . . . the ones on the rock are those who, when they hear the word, receive it with 

joy; but these have no root, they believe for a while and in time of temptation fall away. And 

as for what fell among the thorns, they are those who hear, but as they go on their way they are 

choked by the cares and riches and pleasures of life, and their fruit does not mature. And as for 

that in the good soil, they are those who, hearing the word, hold it fast in an honest and good 

heart, and bring forth fruit with patience" (Luke 8:11-15).  

 

"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. . . . And 

the Word became flesh and dwelt among us" (John 1:1, 14).  

 

"And when they had prayed, the place in which they were gathered together was shaken; and 

they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God with boldness" (Acts 4:31).  

 

"[W]hen you received the word of God which you heard from us, you accepted it not as the 

word of men but as what it really is, the word of God, which is at work in you believers" (1 

Thess. 2:13).  

 

"Let us therefore strive to enter that rest, that no one fall by the same sort of disobedience. For 

the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing to the division 

of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow, and discerning the thoughts and intentions of the heart. 

And before him no creature is hidden, but all are open and laid bare to the eyes of him with 

whom we have to do" (Heb. 4:11-13).  

 

"Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things unseen. For by it the 

men of old received divine approval. By faith we understand that the world was created by the 

word of God, so that what is seen was made out of things which do not appear" (Heb. 11:3). 

                                                           
13 Retrieved 14 Sep 2018 from the Catholic Answers website at: https://www.catholic.com/magazine/print-edition/what-word-of-god-means 
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4.) USCCB: Hearing the Word of God14 

 

"When the Sacred Scriptures are read in the Church, God himself speaks to his people, and 

Christ, present in his word, proclaims the Gospel" (GIRM, no. 29). 

 

These words from the General Instruction of the Roman Missal (GIRM) set before us a 

profound truth that we need to ponder and make our own. The words of Sacred Scripture are 

unlike any other texts we will ever hear, for they not only give us information, they are the 

vehicle God uses to reveal himself to us, the means by which we come to know the depth of 

God's love for us, and the responsibilities entailed by being Christ's followers, members of his 

Body. What is more, this Word of God proclaimed in the liturgy possesses a special sacramental 

power to bring about in us what it proclaims. The Word of God proclaimed at Mass is 

'efficacious' that is, it not only tells us of God and God's will for us, it also helps us to put that 

will of God into practice in our own lives. How, then, do we respond to this wonderful gift of 

God's Word? We respond in word and song, in posture and gesture, in silent meditation and, 

most important of all, by listening attentively to that Word as it is proclaimed. Following each 

reading we express our gratitude for this gift with the words "Thanks be to God" or, in the case 

of the Gospel, "Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ," and it is appropriate that a brief period of 

silence be observed to allow for personal reflection. Following the first reading we sing the 

Responsorial Psalm, a meditation on God's word through the inspired words of one of the 

psalms from the psalter, the Bible's prayer book. 

 

The Gospel is the highpoint of the Liturgy of the Word. The readings from the Old Testament 

tell us of God's promises and his preparation of his people for the coming of his Son; the epistles 

and other pre-Gospel New Testament readings offer the reflections of St. Paul and other 

contemporaries of the Lord on the life and message of Christ; in the Acts of the Apostles we 

have a history of the early Church. We believe that all Scripture, the Old and New Testaments, 

is inspired by the Holy Spirit, but the Church has always given special honor to the Gospel 

because in the Gospel we have not simply the preparation for and prefiguring of Christ, nor 

reflections on his message, but the words and deeds of Christ himself. The proclamation of the 

Gospel is surrounded with marks of respect and honor: the Gospel is read by an ordained 

minister, the deacon, or, when no deacon is present, by a priest; the Book of the Gospels is 

carried aloft with honor in the entrance procession and placed on the altar until the Gospel 

reading to show the unity of Scripture and Eucharist, of the table of the Word and the table of 

the Christ's body and blood; just before the Gospel is read the Gospel book is carried in 

procession to the ambo to the accompaniment of an acclamation sung by the people; it may be 

incensed before the reading and is kissed at its conclusion; finally, all stand as the Gospel is 

proclaimed. Through this posture and through the honor paid to the book containing the Gospel, 

the Church pays homage to Christ who is present in his Word and who proclaims his Gospel. 

 

What, then, must we do to properly receive the Word of God proclaimed at Mass?  The General 

Instruction tells us that "the readings from the Word of God are to be listened to reverently by 

everyone" (no. 29), and it provides that those who read the Scriptures at Mass must be "truly 

suited to carrying out this function and carefully prepared, so that by their hearing the readings 

from the sacred texts the faithful may conceive in their hearts a sweet and living affection for 

Sacred Scripture" (no. 101). 

 

The key word in all of this is listening. We are called to listen attentively as the reader, deacon 

or priest proclaims God's Word. Unless one is unable to hear, one should not be reading along 

with a text from a missal or missalette. Rather, taking our cue from the General Instruction 

itself, we should listen as we would if Christ himself were standing at the ambo, for in fact it is 

God who speaks when the Scriptures are proclaimed. Carefully following along with the printed 

                                                           
14 Retrieved 14 Sep 2018 from the USCCB website at: http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/the-mass/order-of-mass/liturgy-of-the-

word/hearing-the-word-of-god.cfm 
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word can cause us to miss the gentle voice of the Holy Spirit, the message that the Spirit may 

have for us in one of the passages because we are anxious to "keep up," to move along with the 

reader. 

 

Perhaps the best way to understand the readings at Mass and our response to them is offered by 

Saint John Paul II in his Instruction Dies Domini. . . . He encourages "those who take part in 

the Eucharist—priest, ministers and faithful... to prepare the Sunday liturgy, reflecting 

beforehand upon the word of God which will be proclaimed" and adds that if we do not, "it is 

difficult for the liturgical proclamation of the word of God alone to produce the fruit we might 

expect" (no. 40). In this way we will till the soil, preparing our souls to receive the seeds to be 

planted by the Word of God so that seed may bear fruit. 

 

The Word of God, then calls for our listening and our response in silent reflection, as well as in 

word and song. Most important of all, the Word of God, which is living and active, calls each 

of us individually and all of us together for a response that moves beyond the liturgy itself and 

affects our daily lives, leading us to engage fully in the task of making Christ known to the 

world by all that we do and say. 

 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  Explain some of the different senses of the term “Word of God”. 

 

2.  Explain the importance of the Word of God in Liturgy. 

 

3.  What is the role of the Word of God in the Lectio divina? 

 

4.  Why is the Word of God the source of spiritual life? 

 

5.  What role does the Word of God play in catechesis, preaching and the biblical apostolate? 

 

6.  Why is the Word of God important for the ecumenical spirit? 

 

7.  How  has the Word of God been an ever-present reality within human history?
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SESSION THIRTEEN: 

 

USING THE BIBLE IN CATECHESIS 
 

Lesson Outline: 

 

13.1 Context: The Bible is the Source in the Transmission of Our Faith  

13.2 The Revelation of God’s Providential Plan 

13.3 What is Catechesis? 

13.4 Catechesis Hands on Revelation Through Words and Deeds 

13.5 Catechesis is Born of the Word of God 

13.6 Christ is the Centre of Catechesis 

13.7 Catechesis is the Inculturation of Revelation 

 

Deepen Your Faith: 

 

1.  Explain why  catechesis is so important in pastoral life. 

2.  Find out which are the fundamental elements of catechesis. 

3.  Write a brief essay explaining why  catechesis must be Christ-centred. 

 

Catechism of  the Catholic Church:   

 

To learn more, read paragraphs 1-10;  425 – 429. 

 

 

Doctrinal Body: 

 

13.1 Context: The Bible is the Source in the Transmission of Our Faith  

 

The   Revelation  of  God,   culminating  in   Jesus  Christ, is  destined  for all mankind:  “He   

(God)   desires  all  men  to  be   saved  and  to  come   to  the knowledge of the truth”  (1 Tim  

2:4)  In  virtue of his  universal  salvific will, God  has ordained that Revelation should be 

transmitted  to all peoples and to all generations  and should always remain  complete.  This 

mandate  is carried out by the Church’s evangelization through catechesis. 

 

The   Church, “universal  sacrament of  salvation”,  born of  the Holy  Spirit, transmits 

Revelation through evangelization. 

 

13.2 The Revelation of God’s Providential Plan 

 

The   Constitution  Dei   Verbum  of  the  Second Vatican  Council describes Revelation as that 

act by  which God  manifests himself personally to man. God   truly  reveals himself as  one   

who   desires  to  communicate Himself, making the human person a participant  in  His  divine 

nature. In  this way God accomplishes His  plan of love. 

 

The   Father’s “providential  plan”, fully   revealed in  Jesus Christ, is realized by the power of 

the Holy  Spirit. This implies: 

 

 the Revelation of God,  of His  “innermost  truth”,  of His  “secret”,  of the true vocation 

and dignity of the human person; 

 

 the offer of salvation to all men, as a gift of God’s grace and mercy, which implies 

freedom from evil,  sin  and death; 
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 the definitive call to gather into the family of God  all of His  scattered children, thus 

achieving a fraternal union amongst men. 

 

So that this call may resound in  all the world, Christ sent the apostles He had chosen and gave 

the mandate of evangelization: “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them 

in  the name of the Father and of the Son  and of the Holy  Spirit, and teaching them to obey 

everything that I have commanded you” (Mt 28:19-20). Strengthened by this mission “they 

went out and proclaimed the good  news  everywhere, while the Lord worked with them and 

confirmed the message by the signs that accompanied it” (Mk 16:20). 

 

This treasure that the apostles received has been zealously guarded by their successors who,  

with God’s help, have embraced Christ’s mandate and responded  freely. They   feel  urged by  

Christ’s  love  to announce the Good News of salvation in  all parts of the world.  However this 

mandate is  not only  for them.   All  the faithful have been called to hand on  this message from  

generation   to  generation,   announcing  faith,   living  in    fraternal communion and celebrating 

it through liturgy and prayer (Cf. Acts 2:42). 

 

13.3 What is Catechesis? 

 

Very soon  the name of  catechesis was given to all the  efforts within  the Church to make 

disciples, to help people to believe that Jesus is  the Son  of God  – so that believing they might 

have life  in  His  name - and to educate and instruct them in  this life  and thus build up  the 

Body  of Christ. The Church has not ceased to devote her energy to this task (Cf. CT 1,2). 

 

All in  all, catechesis is an education of children, young people and adults in the  faith,  which 

especially includes  the  teaching  of  Christian  doctrine imparted in   systematic way, with a 

view  to initiating the hearers into the fullness of Christian life  (Cf. CT 18). 

 

The  Church, while ever containing in  herself the fullness of the means  of salvation, always 

operates “by gradual stages”. 

 

13.3.1  Initial Evangelization 

 

The  first evangelization was the main task of the first apostles. The  core of this saving message 

is called “kerygma”. 

 

Kerygma  is   the  first  presentation  of  the  Gospel message and  has  the purpose of stirring 

up  conversion to Christ.  It is  obvious that  this task is mostly carried out in  mission countries.  

However it is also directed toward people  living  in   traditionally  Christian  environments  

who   have  been baptized, but have never taken the personal call to follow  Christ seriously. 

That is  why  it is  possible to speak about an initial evangelization for those baptized but still 

in in need of making a conscious option for Christ. 

 

Primary  proclamation is  addressed  to  non-believers and  those  living in religious indifference. 

Its functions are to proclaim the Gospel and to call to conversion. 

 

13.3.2  Catechesis 

 

Those who  opt for the Gospel need to complete  or mature their initial faith and their Christian 

life  in  another  form of the ministry of the word. This activity is  catechesis, whose purpose is  

to guide Christians to the maturity in faith by deepening their understanding of the Gospel 

message. This leads to an encounter with Christ, the fullness of Revelation. 
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Catechesis,   “distinct   from  the   primary   proclamation  of   the  Gospel,” promotes and 

matures initial conversion, educates the convert in  the faith and incorporates him  into the 

Christian community. It lays the foundation of faith (Cf. GDC  61)  but it goes  beyond it: “It is  

an organic and systematic Christian instruction in  faith. It must be  an integral Christian 

initiation, open  to all the other factors of Christian life”  (Cf.  CT  21).  This fosters an authentic 

following of Christ, focused on his  Person (Cf. GDC 67). 

 

It is  a basic and essential formation, centred on  what constitutes the very heart of Christian 

experience, the most fundamental certainties of the faith and the most essential evangelical 

values (Cf. GDC  67).   Catechesis has its particular style, its time and place, its way of teaching 

and its methods; but it always at service of the transmission of the faith of the Church. 

 

13.3.3  Preaching 

 

Preaching  is   the  pastoral  activity  directed  toward  Christian  faithful  of mature faith in the 

bosom  of the Christian community. (Cf. GDC 47-49). 

 

Its  main objective  is  to help Christians  live   liturgical  celebrations  or a conversion process 

in a more intense way. Therefore, even  though preaching during  liturgical  moments  (homily) 

or  during  moments  of  prayer  (for example, spiritual retreats) helps to deepen in  faith, it 

should not turn into a catechetic excercise. It can nevertheless have an educational dimension 

for the faith of the listeners. 

 

These different activities that  the Church carries out in  the  education  of faith make us  see  

that catechesis is not the same as evangelization, but only a part of the process. Catechesis helps 

greatly, but evangelization cannot be reduced to the simple systematic study of the message of 

the Gospel. 

 

The   process  of  evangelization,  consequently,  is   structured  in   stages  or “essential 

moments”: missionary activity directed toward non-believers and those who live in religious 

indifference (primary proclamation or “kerygma”); initial  catechetical activity for those who  

choose  the Gospel and for those who need to complete or correct their initiation (catechesis); 

pastoral activity directed toward the Christian faithful of mature faith in  the bosom  of the 

Christian   community  (preaching).    These  moments,  however,  are  not unique:  they  may  

be   repeated,  if   necessary,  as  they  give   evangelical nourishment in  proportion to the 

spiritual growth of each person or of the entire community. 

 

Catechesis is an essentially ecclesial act. The  true protagonist of catechesis is  the  Church  

which, continuing the  mission of  Jesus  the  Master and, therefore guided by  the Holy  Spirit, 

is  sent to be  the teacher of the faith. “Proclamation,   because it  is   made  in   union  with  the  

entire  ecclesial community, is  never a merely personal act. The  missionary is  present and 

carries out his  work by virtue of a mandate he has received; even  if he finds himself alone,  he  

remains  joined by  invisible  but  profound  bonds  to the evangelizing activity of the whole  

Church” (Redemptoris Missio 45). 

 

The  Church imitates the Mother of the Lord in treasuring the Gospel in her heart. She  proclaims 

it, celebrates it, lives  it, and transmits it in  catechesis to all those who have decided to follow 

Jesus Christ. 

 

13.4 Catechesis Hands on Revelation Through Words and Deeds 

 

“The   divine plan  of  Revelation  is  realized  simultaneously  ‘by  deeds  and words which are 

intrinsically bound up  with each other’  and shed light on each another.  It  involves a  specific 

divine  pedagogy: God   communicates himself  to  man  gradually.  He   prepares  him  to  
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welcome by   stages  the supernatural Revelation that is to culminate in the person and mission 

of the incarnate Word, Jesus Christ” (CCC 53). 

 

 This plan of revelation is carried out with deeds and words having an inner  unity:  the  

deeds  carried  out  by   God   in   Salvation  History manifest  and  confirm the  teaching  

and  realities  signified by  the words. 

 

 The  words proclaim the deeds and clarify the mystery contained in them. (Cf. DV 2) 

 

In  the same way, evangelization transmits  Revelation to the world by deeds and words.  It is  

at the same time testimony and proclamation, word and sacrament, teaching and task. 

 

Catechesis, for its part, transmits  the words and deeds of Revelation; it is obliged to proclaim 

and narrate  them and, at the same time, to make clear the profound mysteries they contain. 

Moreover, since Revelation is a source of  light  for the  human  person,  catechesis  not  only   

recalls the  marvels worked by God  in  the past, but also, in  the light of the same Revelation, 

it interprets the signs of the times and the present life  of men and women, since it is in these 

people that the plan of God for the salvation of the world is to be carried out. 

 

Thus, when catechesis offers God’s project to believers so that they adopt it as the fundamental 

criterion in  their lives, it renews the only  and definitive Revelation of God in each time and 

place. 

 

13.5 Catechesis is Born of the Word of God 

 

The  source from which catechesis draws its message is the word of God: 

 

 “Catechesis  will  always draw its content from the living source of the word of God  

transmitted in  Tradition and the Scriptures, for sacred Tradition and sacred Scripture 

make up  a single sacred deposit of the word of God,  which is entrusted to the Church”  

(CT 27) 

 

 This  “deposit  of  faith”  is  like   the treasure of  a householder; it  is entrusted  to the 

Church, the family of  God,  and she   continuously draws from it things new  and old.  

All  God’s children, guided by  his Spirit, are nourished by  this treasure of the Word. 

They  know that the Word is  Jesus Christ, the Word made man, and that  His  voice 

continues to resound in the Church and in the world through the Holy Spirit. 

 

 The  Word of God,  by wondrous divine “condescension,” is directed toward us  and 

reaches us  by  means of human “words  and deeds,”  “just  as the Word of the eternal 

Father, when he  took on himself the flesh of human weakness, became like  men.”  And  

so  without ceasing to be  the word of God,  the Word of God is expressed in human 

words. Although close  to us, it still remains veiled, in  a “kenotic  state.”  Thus the 

Church, guided by the Holy  Spirit, has to interpret the word continually. She  

contemplates the word with a profound spirit of faith, “listens to [it] devotedly, guards 

it with dedication and expounds it faithfully” (DV 10). 

 

The  word of God,  contained in Sacred Tradition and in Sacred Scripture: 

 

 is mediated upon and understood more deeply by means of the sense of faith of all the 

people of God,  guided by  the Magisterium which teaches with authority; 

 

 is celebrated in the Sacred Liturgy, where it is constantly proclaimed, heard, interiorized 

and explained; 
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 shines  forth  in   the  life   of  the  Church, in   her  two-thousand-year history, especially 

in Christian witness and particularly in that of the saints; 

 

 is  deepened by theological  research which helps believers to advance in their vital 

understanding of the mysteries of faith; 

 

 is  made manifest in  genuine religious and moral values which, as “seeds of the word,” 

are sown  in human society and diverse cultures. 

 

These are all the sources, principle or subsidiary, of catechesis, but they must be understood in 

a very broad sense. 

 

Sacred Scripture is the speech of God: 

 

 As it is put down  in writing under the breath of the Holy  Spirit. (DV 9) 

 Sacred Tradition transmits  in  its entirety the word of God  which has been entrusted to 

the apostles by Christ the Lord and the Holy  Spirit. 

 The  Magisterium has the duty of giving an authentic  interpretation  of the  word of  

God,   and  in   doing  so  fulfils,  in   the  name of  Christ, a fundamental ecclesial 

service. 

 

Tradition, Scripture and the Magisterium, all three of  which are closely connected  and  each  

in   its  own   way,  comprise  the  principle  sources  of catechesis. 

 

Each of the subsidiary sources of catechesis has its own  proper language which has been shaped 

by a rich variety of documents of the faith. 

 

Catechesis  is   a  living tradition   of   such  documents:  biblical  excerpts, liturgical texts, 

patristic  writings, formulations of the Magisterium, creeds, testimonies of the saints and 

theological reflections. 

 

The  living source of the word of God and the “sources” deriving from it, and through which it 

is expressed, provide catechesis with those criteria for the transmission of its message to all 

who  have made their  decision to follow Jesus Christ (Cf. GDC 94-96). 

 

13.6 Christ is the Centre of Catechesis 

 

Jesus Christ not only  transmits  the word of God:  he  is  the Word of God. Catechesis is  

therefore completely bound to him. Catechetical teaching, in essence, is  teaching Christ, the 

Incarnate  Word, the Son  of God.  The  only one who teaches is Christ. Thus, the catechist is 

Christ’s spokesperson. 

 

As  a  consequence, what  must  characterize the  message transmitted  by catechesis is,  above 

all, its “Christocentricity.” This may be  understood in various ways: 

 

 It means, firstly, that “at the heart of catechesis we find, in  essence, a person, the Person 

of Jesus  of Nazareth, the only  Son  of the Father, full  of grace and truth” (CT  5).   In  

reality, the fundamental task of catechesis is to present Christ, and everything else  in 

relation to Him. This explicitly  promotes the following of Jesus and communion with 

him; every element of the message tends to this. 

 

 Secondly, Christocentricity  means  that   Christ  is   the  “centre   of Salvation History,”  

presented by  catechesis. He  is  indeed the final event toward which all Salvation History 

converges. He,  who came “in the fullness of  time”  is  “the  key,  the centre and  end   of  
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all human history”  (GS   10).  The   catechetical message helps the  Christian  to locate 

himself in history and to insert himself into it, by showing that Christ is the ultimate 

meaning of this history. 

 

 Christocentricity, moreover, means that the Gospel message does  not come  from man, 

but is the Word of God. The  Church, and in her name every catechist, can say with truth: 

“my teaching is not from myself:  it comes   from  the  one   who   sent  me”   (Jn  7:16).   

Thus  all  that  is transmitted by  catechesis is  “the  teaching of Jesus  Christ, the truth 

that he communicates, or more precisely, the Truth that he is” (CT 6). Christocentricity 

obliges catechesis to transmit  what Jesus  teaches about God,  man, happiness, the moral 

life,  death etc. without in  any way changing his  thought. (Cf. 1 Cor 15:1-4;  EN  15e,  

f). 

 

The  Gospels, which narrate  the life  of Jesus, are central to the catechetical message.  They   

are  themselves endowed with  a  “catechetical  structure.” They   express  the  teaching  which  

was  proposed to  the  first  Christian communities, and which also transmits  the life  of Jesus, 

his  message and his  saving actions. In  catechesis, “the four Gospels occupy  a central place 

because Christ Jesus is their centre” (CCC 139). 

 

The  Word of God,  incarnate in  Jesus of Nazareth, Son  of the Blessed Virgin Mary, is the 

Word of the Father who  speaks to the world through his  Spirit. Jesus constantly refers to the 

Father, of whom He  knows He  is  the Only Son,  and to the Holy  Spirit, by whom He  knows 

He  is  anointed. He  is  “the Way” that leads to the innermost mystery of God. 

 

The  Christocentricity of catechesis leads to a confession of faith in  God  the Father, Son  and 

Holy  Spirit. It is essentially a Trinitarian Christocentricity. Christians, at Baptism, are 

configured to Christ, “One  of the Trinity,”  and are constituted “sons  in  the Son,”  in  

communion with the Father  and the Holy  Spirit. Their faith is,  therefore, radically Trinitarian.  

“The  mystery of the Most Holy  Trinity is the central mystery of Christian faith and life” (CCC 

234; cf. CCC 2157). 

 

The  Trinitarian Christocentricity of the Gospel message leads catechesis to pay particular 

attention to the following points: 

 

 The  internal structure of catechesis: every mode  of presentation must always be 

Christocentric-Trinitarian. Through Christ to the Father in the Holy  Spirit. If  catechesis 

lacks these three elements or neglects their close  relationship, the Christian message can 

certainly lose  its distinguishing character. 

 

 Following the teaching of Jesus in revelation of the Father, of Himself as the Son,  and of 

the Holy  Spirit, catechesis shows the most intimate life  of God,  starting with His  salvific 

works for the good of humanity. The  works of God  reveal who  He  is.  The  mystery of 

His  inner Being throws light on all of his  works. It is similar to human relationships: 

people reveal themselves  by  their  actions and, the more deeply we know them, the better 

we understand what they do. 

 

 The   presentation  of  the  innermost  being of  God   was  revealed  by Jesus: the mystery 

of being one  in  essence and three in  Person. This has vital implications for the lives  of 

human beings. To confess belief in  one  God  means that man should not submit his  

personal freedom in  an  absolute manner  to any earthly  power. It  also implies that 

humanity,  made  in   the  image  and  likeness  of   God   who   is   a “communion of 

persons,” is called to be a fraternal society, comprised of  sons   and daughters of  the 

same Father,  and equal in  personal dignity. The  human and social implications of the 

Christian concept of  God   are  immense. The   Church,  in   professing her  faith  in   the 
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Trinity and by proclaiming it to the world, understands herself as “a people gathered  

together in  the unity of the Father, Son  and Holy Spirit” (Cf. CCC 425-429). 

 

13.7 Catechesis is the Inculturation of Revelation 
 

The  Word of God  became man, a man in  particular, in  space and time and rooted in  a specific 

culture: “Christ by his  incarnation  committed himself to the particular social and cultural 

circumstances of the men  among whom he lived”  (AG 10).  This is the original “inculturation” 

of the word of God and is the model of all evangelization by the Church, “called to bring the 

power of the Gospel into the very heart of culture and cultures” (CT 53; cf. EN 20). 

 

“Inculturation” of the faith, whereby in  a wonderful exchange are inculuded “all  the  riches  

of  the  nations  which  have  been   given   to  Christ  as  an inheritance,” it is a profound and 

global process and a slow  journey. It is not simply an  external  adaptation  designed to make 

the  Christian  message more attractive or superficially decorative. On  the contrary, it means 

the penetration of the deepest strata of persons and peoples by the Gospel which touches them 

deeply, “going  to the very centre and roots” (EN  20; cf. EN  63; RM 52) of their cultures. 

 

In   this  work of  inculturation,  however, the  Christian  community must discern, on  the one  

hand, which riches to “take”  up  as compatible with the faith; on  the other, it must seek to 

“purify” and “transform” those criteria, modes of thought and lifestyles which are contrary to 

the Kingdom of God. Such discernment is  governed by  two  basic principles: “compatibility  

with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church.”  All of the people of God must be 

involved in this process which “...needs to take place gradually, in  such a way that it really is  

an expression of the community's  Christian experience” (RM 54b). 

 

In   this  inculturation of  the  faith, there  are  different concrete tasks  for catechesis. Among 

these mention must be made of: 

 

 looking  to   the   ecclesial  community  as   the   principal   factor   of inculturation. In 

expression and tool of this task is represented by the catechist who,  with a profound 

religious sense, also possesses a living social   conscience  and   is    well    rooted   in    

his    or  her   cultural environment; 

 

 drawing  up   local  catechisms   which  respond  to  the  demands   of different cultures  

and which present  the Gospel in  relation  to the hopes, questions and problems which 

these cultures present; 

 

 making the Catechumenate and catechetical institutes  into “centres of  inculturation,”  

incorporating, with  discernment,  the  language, symbols, and values of the cultures in  

which the catechumens and those to be catechized live; 

 

Inculturation  must  present  the  Christian  message in   a  way that  is understandable  to those 

in  cultures often pagan or post-Christian. It must provide  catechists  with  effective  apologetics  

to  assist  the  faith-culture dialogue (Cf. DGC 109-110). 

 

In Brief: 

 

 The   Revelation  of  God,   culminating  in   Jesus  Christ, is  destined  for all mankind:  

“He   (God)   desires  all  men  to  be   saved  and  to  come   to  the knowledge of the 

truth”  (1 Tim  2:4)  In  virtue of his  universal  salvific will, God  has ordained that 

Revelation should be transmitted  to all peoples and to all generations  and should always 

remain  complete.  This mandate  is carried out by the Church’s evangelization through 

catechesis. 
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 Catechesis transmits  Revelation to the world by  words and deeds.  It is  at the same time 

testimony and proclamation, word and sacrament, teaching and task. 

 

 “Catechesis will  always draw its content from the living source of the word of God  

transmitted in  Tradition and the Scriptures, for sacred Tradition and sacred Scripture 

make up a single sacred deposit of the word of God,  which is entrusted to the Church”  

(CT 27). 

 

 Jesus Christ not only  transmits  the word of God:  He  is  the Word of God. Catechesis is 

therefore completely tied to Him. The  only  one  who  teaches is Christ. Thus, the 

catechist is Christ’s spokesperson. 

 

 When catechesis offers God’s project to believers so that they adopt it as the fundamental  

criterion  in   their  lives, it  renews the  only   and  definitive Revelation of God in each 

time and place. 

 

Points to Remember: 

 

 The  Church transmits Revelation through catechesis. 

 

 The   first  presentation  of  the  gospel message  has  the  purpose  of stirring up conversion 

to Christ. 

 

 Catechesis is an essentially ecclesial act which involves all those who have received 

baptism. 

 

 “For  we  cannot keep  from speaking about  what  we  have seen   and heard” (Acts 4:20). 

 

 

Supplementary Reading Material: 

 

General Directory for Catechesis, numbers 109-110.15 

 

Inculturation of the Gospel message (366) 

 

109. The Word of God became man, a concrete man, in space and time and rooted in a specific 

culture: "Christ by his incarnation committed himself to the particular social and cultural 

circumstances of the men among whom he lived". (367) This is the original "inculturation" of 

the word of God and is the model of all evangelization by the Church, "called to bring the power 

of the Gospel into the very heart of culture and cultures". (368) 

 

'Inculturation' (369) of the faith, whereby in a wonderful exchange are comprised, "all the riches 

of the nations which have been given to Christ as an inheritance", (370) it is a profound and 

global process and a slow journey. (371) It is not simply an external adaptation designed to 

make the Christian message more attractive or superficially decorative. On the contrary, it 

means the penetration of the deepest strata of persons and peoples by the Gospel which touches 

them deeply, "going to the very centre and roots" (372) of their cultures. 

 

In this work of inculturation, however, the Christian community must discern, on the one hand, 

which riches to "take" (373) up as compatible with the faith; on the other, it must seek to 

"purify" (374) and "transform" (375) those criteria, modes of thought and lifestyles which are 

                                                           
15 Congregation for the Clergy (17 Apr 1998). Retrieved 14 Sep 2018 from Vatican.va website at: 

http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cclergy/documents/rc_con_ccatheduc_doc_17041998_directory-for-catechesis_en.html 
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contrary to the Kingdom of God. Such discernment is governed by two basic principles: 

"compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church". (376) All of the 

people of God must be involved in this process which "...needs to take place gradually, in such 

a way that it really is an expression of the community's Christian experience". (377) 

 

110. In this inculturation of the faith, there are different concrete tasks for catechesis. Amongst 

these mention must be made of: 

 

– looking to the ecclesial community as the principal factor of inculturation: an expression and 

efficient instrument of this task is represented by the catechist who, with a profound religious 

sense, also possesses a living social conscience and is well rooted in his cultural environment; 

(378) 

 

– drawing up local catechisms which respond to the demands of different cultures (379) and 

which present the Gospel in relation to the hopes, questions and problems which these cultures 

present; 

 

– making the Catechumenate and catechetical institutes into "centres of inculturation", 

incorporating, with discernment, the language, symbols, and values of the cultures in which the 

catechumens and those to be catechized live; 

 

– presenting the Christian message in such a way as to prepare those who are to proclaim the 

Gospel to be capable "of giving reasons for their hope" (1 Pt 3,15) in cultures often pagan or 

post-Christian: effective apologetics to assist the faith-culture dialogue is indispensable today. 
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Self-Evaluation: 

 

1.  What is the main purpose of catechesis? 

 

2.  What are the main sources of  the message of catechesis? 

 

3.  Is  catechesis directed toward the intellect, or is it directed toward the free will of its 

recipients? 

 

4.  How does  the Bible  enrich the contents of catechesis? 

 

5.  Who are the recipients of catechesis? 

 

6.  What is the role of the catechist in the process of evangelization?
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